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The Churches.

Christmas in the Churches. .News of
The Episcopal Mission *111 hold services at
the Granges.. .Churches. ...Wedding
Hells. Samuel A. Rendell. .Obituary. 8.30 p. m. next Sunday in the North church
PerNorth Waldo Pomona Grange..
eonals.. Secret Societies.. .The Shoe vestry.
Situation. .Taking a Picture.
The Seaside Spiritualist
hold regular
Mail Order Concerns vs. Local Deal- Sunday services at their place of meeting on
ers. Cause of BuBinesa Depression..
High street at 2 and 7 p. m.
Washington WhiaperingB..Transfers
The morning service at the First Parish
in Real Estate...Success or Failure..
Forest Notes. .Letter from India.
Church (Uuitarian) is held at 10.46 a. m., SunThe Egg Nonsense.. .The Crops of day.
The Sunday achool meets at 11.46.
1913
Forcing Rhubarb in the Cellar.
The Christmas music which was rendered at
Thanks to the New Tariff Law..
Poultry the Best Paying Live Stock. the Universalist church last Sunday morning
...Col. Hersey Given Affectionate will be
repeated next Sunday evening.
Cream.
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Selling

Welcome..
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.Europe

Potatoes...Pittsfield PerManagement. .Bel-

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

.H tbed

sonals.
fast’s Shipping

Industry.

Editorials. Transfers in Real Estate.
How 1 Discovered Belfast by Chance
It stallmeeta. .News of Brooks.. East
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The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.

Belfast
The News of Belfast.,

Annals of Belfast. .The Maine State
Grange.
Recent Deaths. .The Soldiers' Home,
Togus. Thorndike Telephone Talk.
Her Limit (poem)...County Correspondence. News of the Granges..
ire Scorches Castine.
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The

for the week at ;he Methwill
be
as
follows: This,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
at 12 m.; evening service at 7. p. n;
odist

Stockton Springs.Searsport.
Married.. .Died.

'lorn..
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and Mason Mills

pastor. Rev. William Vaughan,
Christmas sermons next
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each

the

ration.
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selections, and in the evening the
an
pastor, Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, gave

propriate

are

sermon.

the Methodist
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Episcopal church

Phelan, gave a Christmas serchoir, Mr. A. P. Goodhue, chorisis ted by Mrs. D. R. Phelan, Miss Lena

and the
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Florence D.Chaples. organist,
The
red music appropriate to the day.
with Miss
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Burgess

Christmas Tree.
Jennie Spear
"The Little Christmas Tree,”
Ava

Bv Sund

1
“The

Burgess
School

v

Russian Santa Claus,”

t hree Kings.”
Spear, Ava Burgess, Hope Dorman
*]■-. “i athedral Chimes,” Lina Cousins
by Theora Gross and Jennie Spear
g H; mu, “O Little Town of Bethlehem,”
Sunday Scnool
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THE

GRANGES.

Progress Grange, Jackson,

has eleet-

iv-wing officers for the ensuing year:
ukl, master; W V. Tasker, overseer;
Chase, lecturer; Ray Ward, steward;
■ant, assistant steward; Lottie Page,
in;
Susie Edwards, secretary; R. E.
reasurer; George Ward, gate keeper;
:"-i-'i, Geres; Annie Emery, Pomona,
-f
ovens. Flora; Mabel Edwards, lady

^

ant

»

r

^

Ob

steward.

Grange, Winterport, has elected offithe ensuing year as follows: B. F.
r; D. L. Cole, overseer; Nettie Cole,
Russell Nickerson, steward; Horace
r., assistant steward; Sadie Cole, chap-
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treasurer; Raymond F. Cole,
George W. Cole, gite keeper; Alice
•: '.ona; Clara
Cole, Flora; Alma Cole,
Luvie Colson, lady assistant steward;
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.Ison, trustee.

Grange has elected officers for the
as follows: Master, Leonard A.
overseer, Laforest Prentiss; steward,
Johnson; lecturer. Miss Nellie Roundy;
I
n, MT8. Abbie Reed; secretary, Mrs.
r
row n; treasurer,
Harry Plummer; gate
W illiam Cain; ceres, Mrs. L. A.
i
Davis;
1 ■!•«*.
Mrs. Laforest Prentiss; Flora, Mrs.
•><
Johnson; assistant steward, Frank
jady assistant steward, Miss Pearl
-n
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Grange, Searsmont, held an interest“cting Dec. 10, it being Gentlemen’s
The first degree was conferred on one
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after which a fine program was
‘lowed by an oyster supper. This
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in a nrosnerous condition and mnnv
tiers have been admitted to the order
It was voted at the last meeting to
he J.nze of $50, instead of the desk,
the Bangor Commercial and with
the members are much pleased.
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BELLS.

.s-Nash. Mr. Charles H. Simmons
Myrtle B. Nash were married at 4 p.
iay Dec. 20th at the residence of the

Sw

g clergyman. Rev. Walter F. Sturtenion street. They were unattended
single ring service was used. The
wore a travelling dress of
blue, with
waist to match and a black hat. They
^mediately for their home, the John M.
*ons farm on Belmont avenue
extension,
•*

e

Diey

are

housekeeping. The

Y!g

■

groom is

farmer and has a city milk
connection with his farm work. His
a well known teacher.
She graduated
l* e Belfast
High school in the class of
clerked for a 6hort time in the Mixer
and then began
teaching, in which she
,er>’ successful. She taught in the HaySchool and was for several years princi^ l*le
school in East Belfast. About

'sperous young
>n

phe entered
Si BCr theto a£°
take the

m

the Waldo County
training course and reBdifor her marriage. They are receiving
■atuiations and best wishes for a happy

Ver°us life.

L

OBITUARY.

Intimate Personal Friend
To die iB the common lot, and mankind must

imperishable influence upon
civilization; but, generally speaking, when a
man is submerged beneath the
great tide of
human existence, which forever unheedingly
flows along through the channels of time, he
leaves behind nothing more than a circum- pairs or improvements always gave them his
scribed ruffling of the surface, proportionate personal attention, and in making his way to
to his active participation in the affairs which the roof of the building a cleat that held the
happen to absorb the interests of his contem- ladder to the building broke and he fell to the
poraries. Some are taken in the fulness of ground, striking on his left side, breaking the
their strength, when their activities are so bones back of the ear, causing concussion of
the brain, and, as was ascertained later, breakwoven into the fabric of the community which
ing some of the ribs on the left side. His fall
claims them that their presence seems indispensable and their loss an irreparable calamity. was seen by several in the vicinity, but Mr.
It is the melancholy fate of others to have life Madden and Mr. W. W. Blazo were the first to
reach him and taking him to the latter’s staprolonged far beyond the years of efficiency
far beyond the period of “wise saws and ble medical aid was summoned and as soon as
modern instances” and so remain to play their possible he was taken in an unconscious condipart in the closing ages, when, having surviv- tion to the Tapley hospital on High street, but
ed the great mass of beloved relatives and died just as that institution was reached.
j Frank
life long associates, {hey wear away weary
Billings Knowlton was born in Northon the Knowlton farm on the Camden
years of poignant longing, awaiting the final ! port
road, Aug. 8, 1834, the son of the late Abraham
fall of the curtain.
To be numbered among the latter was the and Lucinda Billings Knowlton, and was the
lot of Mr. Samuel A. Rendeli, who died at his last of a family of five brothers and one sister.
home in Stockton Springs, on Dec. 12th, in the They were Lewis A., Cyrus, Frederick A.,
eighty-sixth year of his age. To the younger Abram and Miss Lucinda. He spent his early
generations, and to those who have more re- life on the farm, attended the town school
cently taker, up their residence in his native and finished his education at the East Maine
town, the lamiliar sight of a white-haired, Conference Seminary,
Bucksport. When a
dim-eyed, old man, moving with infirm tread
about the village streets, has meant nothing general store near the foot of Main street,
where he was very successful,
at all; but to tho^e who clearly recall a forcehaving a
ful personality, keenly alive to every public
large island trade. His store was burned
question and vigorously applying himself to in the big fire of 1866 and he opened a
general store on High street, later changing to
the best interests of the community, his has
dry goods and novelties. He retired from acindeed been a most pathetic figure.
The preparation of what is commonly known tive business about fifteen years ago. His
widow, formerly Miss Maria Winslow of Belas an obituary is no part of the purpose of the
and one daughter. Miss Louise M., surpresent writer, that being a matter well left fast,
to a more competent pen; rather is it his de- vive. Their elder daughter, Ethel R., wife of
sire to pay a tribute to the man who was,— Mr. S. M. R. Locke, died February 21, 1912.
“Lest we forget,”— to offer a personal tribute Since his retirement from active business Mr.
an

counsel and
more

than any

vey.

From early manhocd Mr. Rendeli was imbued with a fine public spirit, and this was
combined with something of a genius for
political strategy. He gave much energy to
promoting the supremacy of the Republican
party, and to economy and efficiency in the
conduct of town affairs. He worshipped Blaine
next to Lincoln, and was a personal friend
and strong supporter of Seth L. Milliken.

Naturally,

Mr.

Rendeli

acquired

many

j

ene-

only

a

few

Reed

Tarbox of

W. H. Booker went [to Brunswick Wednesto spend Christmas with relatives.

Fryeburg

days in Boston the past week.

day

Maine Hills arrived by boat
Saturday mom
to spend the ho'idays at his home
on Court

street.

Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hale of Castine attended
the meetings of the State
Grange in Bangor
last week.

Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall went to Boston
last Saturday to spend the
holidays with her
son Ross and
family.

North Waldo Pomona Grange met
Harvest Home grange. Brooks, Dec
Miss Flossie Heal arrived
Saturday from
10th, with a good attendance. The Grange Burdett's Business
College, Boston, to spend
was opened in due form with
Masi the holidays at home.
Worthy
ter, C. C. Clements in the chair. Upon
Mrs. Horace
Chenery returned last week
the roll-call of officers four were found
from New \ork, where she
accompanied her
absent and temporary appointments were
mother, Mrs. Henry Lloyd.
made as follows: G. H. York. O.; Gilbert LevCapt. E. S. McDonald is at his home for
ansellar, C.; Annie Conant, Ceres, and Susie
White, Flora. In the absence of the pianist, Christmas. He left his vessel, schooner Annie
B. Mitchell, in Philadelphia.
Viola Conant
at the

Mrs. G. D. Pease of Southwest Harbor is the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley.
Melville H. Robbins lett Wednesday for his
former home in Portsmouth, N. H., to spend
Christmas.
Lewis Hazeltine of Portland is the guest of
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles P.Hazeltine
Cedar street.
Mrs. Amos H. Graves of Roxbury, Mass.,
spending Christmas with her mother, Mrs.
W. H. Gordon.
is

Mrs. Essie P. Carle will lerv^*
Saturday for
the Boston markets for specii.i goods for Carle
& Jones annual nine-cent sale.

Miss Beulah F. Philbrook, principal of the
[slesboro High school, arrived Saturday to
visit Miss Frances A. Sargent.
Mrs. S. L. Small and Mrs. Ella Abbott of
Dexter have returned home from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Willis G. Haseitine.

presided

piano.

Six granges were reported in an excellent
condition. The grange voted to send W. M.
Clements and wife to the State Grange and

were abundantly served.
The Grange was re-assembled in the fifth
degree and Mrs. Inez Payson extended cordial
and fraternal words of greeting, and A. T.
Nickerson pleasingly responded.
A recitation by Ruth Quimby was followed by a
letter from Albert Lowe and a duet by Susie
and Emily Brown. The topic, “How can the
time of this closing month of a busy year best
be spent?” was opened by G. H. York and remarks by C. R. Levansellar, Frank Quimby,
Fred Brown and P. M. Kimball followed. Then
followed a poem by Albert Lowe. Zepha Miller was called upon and responded with a fine
recitation, after which M. J. Dow opened the
discussion of the following question: “Resolved, That the Grange may be made to afford all
the social enjoyment needed by the farmer
and his family.” After brief remarks by
several of the members the question was considered closed and Mrs. Aborn of Sunlight
Grange, Knox, made interesting remarks concerning her visit to the National Grange. Remarks by C. B. Levansellar and Gorham Hamlin followed. The choir rendered a song and
Grange was closed with the usual formalties.
The next meeting will be with Morning
Light Grange, Monroe, Jan. 14th. Address of
welcome by Elvie Clements; response by A.
Stinson; annual election and installation of
officers; topic, “What in your judgment are

adequate

Mrs.

Essie P. Carle will leave
tomorrow,
Friday, for Boston, to buy goods for Carle &
Jones’ dry goods department.

Lloyd D. McKeen arrived Saturday from
Boston to spend the holidays with his
parents,

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McKeen.
C. H. Vinal of New York is
spending the holidays with his wife and little daughter at the
home of Mr. Eben F. Sanborn.
Prof. James Sleeper of Beloit, Wis., is expected Saturday for a short visit at the home
of his fiance, Miss Gladys Pitcher.
Miss Ethola W. Frost is at home from YVolfville, N. S., to spend the holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Frost.
Mrs. A. L. Flanders returned Saturday from
an extended visit with her two
daughters and
friends in Worcester and Northboro, Mass.
Miss Ilarjorie Shaw is at home from Simmons college, Boston, to
spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Shaw.
Albert I. Mudgett arrived from Boston last

Saturday
M udgett,

assist his mother, Mrs. Evelyn H.
her fire sale at the Variety Store*

E. Ella West left Saturday to spend the
holidays with her daughters, Miss Sarah Edith
W'est in Boston and Mrs. W. C, French in New

Britain,

Conn.

i^apt. David M. Grant of Head Harbor, Isle
au Haut, who will be remembered
by many of
our

older

his son,

citizens,

is

spending the winter

with

Gorden Grant.

tion
1.

w

ith their

S. Hills

Mass.,

to

parents.

Saturday for West Somerville,
few days with his twin sisters

leit

spend

property to be managed by themselves,
Prof. Charles E. Paul of Armour
profit of which shall be under their own
Institute,
control, subject to reasonable restrictions; to Chicago, arr.ved Monday to spend the holidays
be opened by Clifton Moore. Remainder of with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Paul.
program by host Grange.

tion of

it in any

the

Mrs.
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home

s jrvance

at 11.30

of the usual

a.

m.

today

for

Christmas ceremonies.

an

invitation

on

River

her

avenue

of the school

Miss Marie

Frank Palmer

Wight,

W. S.

Chapter have acceptfrom Minnewaukan Royal Arch

j
|

ter

part of the present month.

The Shoe Situation.
Nearby footwear factories are running fairlj
close to capacity, yet many other
producers
are not well
supplied with orders and trade
generally is quiet. Of late jobbers have not
purchased

freely as heretofore, but manufacturers are receiving good orders from retailers. As a rule, salesmen in
agricultural
districts are more optimistic than those
operating in manufacturing centers. Buyers froir
many sections cf the country usually visit th«
Boston market early in
January and New England factories expect to book
larger orders
after that time. Very
quiet conditions are reported by local jobbers, who are mainly occupied in making shipments on previous con*
tracts calling for deliveries
prior to Christmas
—Dun s Review, Dec. 20th.

—

{

as

Miss Hazel Barnara a teacher in Leavitt Institute, Turner, arrived at the home of hei
parents Mr. and Mrs. JL C. Barnard, Sabattui
street, Lewiston, Saturday to remain over th<
Christmas recess.—Lewiston Sun.
—

;

Misses Jennie and Nellie Edison, teachers in
Haverhill, Mass., public schools, are guests
over Cl ristmas of their sister, Mrs. Walter C.
the

Shaw.

James H. Howes left Wednesday noon for
join Mrs. Howes in a visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Richard P. Whitman, in t arn
pello, Mass.
Boston to

Dr. W. H. Winslow of Roxbury, Mass
and
Theodore N. Winslow of Elizabeth, N J arrived Tuesday to attend the funera. < Prank
R. Knowlton.
Dr.
home
New

nee

ior

dental practice.

Christmas. Mr. Jones will adnake
short business trip to Providence, Pi. 1.

til after
a

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Roberts have r oved
from Searsport and have rented the DeWitt house, 115 Waldo avenue. Mr. Huberts
has employment at the Coe-Mortimer plant.

here

Winslow and Edward,son of
andMrs. T. N. Winslow of Elizabeth. V ,J.
both of Lawrence, Mass..arrived Monday,called
here by the death of Mr. Frank B. Kn wvkor.
Mrs. Edward N.

Mr.

Mrs. J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L. W. I enhieare at Hotel Buckingham, St. Aitrustine,
Fla., for the winter. They had been n New
York since Mrs. Fessenden’s return from a
ton

neighbors in Rockport.
Mrs. Patterson says

tour.

Ruth M. Coombs has resigned her position in the City Drug Store, where she has
been for two years, and will leave tomorrow,
Friday, to enter the employ of the W .• d and
Hotel, Pdast Millinocket.
Miss

Mr.and Mrs. Wm. Kotman, who have een a.
Windsor Hotel while looking af-er :he

the

work

on

their

new

cottage

on

the N

rv

•:

Northport, have gone to Vw Y-.r
they will spend the greater part :
They will return in Apri. a; d worn.
tage will then be rushed to
they may occupy it ior the

:•

w:

e

-;er
e

:

jri
or-

■

a

mournfully remarked
terday. Out at the
carefully nurturing

Charles r. :
tarrn Charie.IT geese
Bob and an assis-.i.-

•or.

reached table size.
vot
out the other night to corral me beauthe geese saw them coming and \\:’
a vas‘
amount of honking took fi ght
A
iy_
who have since been transferred
: e'
as
-e.
souvenirs of the Bickneils’ skill ir. g
gy,
The services of a ietective
are still absent.
have been invoked to find the mismibut it is feared they may have e: >>eo the
Canadian or Mexican boundaries.—Ho .is land
1

Courier-Gazette.
Belfast friends have received invitat *>ns to
emarriage, at 11109 Bellflower Roa-:
Mr. ..no
land, Ohio, of Aphia, daughter
Mrs. Charles Franklin Thwing an- R y Kenneth Hack, on Monday, December 2Jr.
Mr
and Mrs. Hack are to be at home aft
t •bruthe

ary

15th

at

84

I'rescot t

strfet

A-.

Mr. Hack, who is the sMass.
Rollin T. Hack, formerly pastor •:
Congregational church, has many
Belfast who

extend

congratulati.

t

or

ge.

Rev.

N

rth
:i

r.

>r, :

>

st

wishes.

TAKING A PICTURE.
Getting five thousand men togeth- t- have
their pictures taken sounds iise some ,t
It
is, but you can do most anything if y- u have
the system. The order went out the other day
in the Buick Motor Company shops at Flint for
men to quit work at 11.20, noon. The whistle
blew and the men quit. Around the factory
and on the bulletin boards hand bills signed by
W. F. Chrysler, Works Manager, h ad been distributed, telling superintendents, foremen and
all other employees to go at once to the triangular piece of ground just east of factory No. 6.
The men went and in less than twenty minutes

the

from the time

Especially

they quit

erected for

the

picture

was

the occasion

taken.

were

twe

box-car loads of circus seats, places fot
5,000 men. The field looked like a show g’-ounc
and even those who knew the number of men
on the Buick payroll wondered if those -eats
would all be taken. The men packed them
selves in like sardii.es, and some stood ul ani*
some had to sit on the ground so as not to hide
the man behind. The ground was a fuddle
too, but the men didn’t mind.
The Buick payroll averages nearly half a
million dollars a month, and the daily operating expenses, inclusive of material, etc., arc
more than $110,000 a day.
The daily output at
this season of the year is 165 cars. Carle &
Jones, Belfast, are the Buick agents for W aldo
whole

Havener was one of the guests of honor.
Later Mrs. Patterson entertained with a luncheon at the Hotel Kanawha in honor of Mrs.
Havener. In girlhood the hostess and guest
In a personal
that the holiday

brings home-longings although they
delightfully Bituated.

season
are

John Ells is spending Christmas a his
in Bar Harbor, and on his return after
Year’s will go to Liberty and open an of

Mr. and'Mrs. E. A. Jones and Mrs. L> uise B.
Brooks left Monday for Boston to remain un

W'ight.

were

York

of New

parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Wilson.

a

note

..

spend Christmas

to

Mrs. R. H. Moody and little Miss Helene
Mosher are spending the holiday season at the
old home place on Belmont avenue extension.

Chapter of Sedgwick to be their guests TuesMrs. Louise Royal received a telegram last
day, Dec. 30th, to work the degree. It is Saturday announcing the death of her nephew
j
hoped a large number will attend. The trip Harry M. Rooinson of Lawrence, Mass. Mr.
will be made on the steamer Tremont, return- Robinson was a
post office inspector and wel
ing Wednesday morning.
known throughout the United States.
The annual inspection of Canton
Pallas,
Capt, H. L. Black of South Brooksville was
P. M., I O. O. F., took place on
Wednesday in Pittsfield last Friday for a brief visit with
Dec.
evening,
17th, at Odd Fellows Hall, with his son Leslie Black, a student of M. C. I.
an official visitation by Lieutenant Colonel A.
Capt. Black left his vessel in New York and
R. Lovette of Bangor. There was a
large at- was en route to his home for the Christmas
tendance of the members and the evening was
holidays.
made a very enjoyable one and much enthuFranklin H. Sargent, who was recently
siasm
was
shown for the coming year.
elected president of the Fairoaks, California,
Colonel Lovette complimented the Canton on ;
\ chamber of commerce, is a son of the late Mial
the excellent gain of the past year and its
preB. Sargent, of Searsport, and his brothers are
sent condition. A banquet followed the meet- I
well known citizens of that town. Mr. Sargent
ing, of which Capt. John T. Davis was the
was for many years a resident of
Salem. Mass.,
committee chairman. The newly elected officers
and was prominent in the business and religare Captain,
Leon Shute; lieutenant, Albert j
ious life of that city. He was for several
H. Morse; ensign, L. A. Walton; clerk, Orrin J.
years superintendent of the Sunday school of
Dickey; accountant, Ralph H. Howes. The
the old South Congregational church.
installation will take place at an early
meeting
in the month of January, with guests who will
The Kanawha Citizen of
Charleston, West
include the members of the Odd Fellows and Virginia, in its issue of Dec. 12th has mention
Rebekahs. The inspection of the Cantons in of Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson and Mrs. F.
Aroostook County, will be made again this O. Havener of Parkersburg, all formerly of
Belfast, as guests at a luncheon at which Mrs.
year by Major Orrin J. Dickey, during the lat-

j*was

Wilson, Es<

with his

Dr. James Donald Clement of Portland was
the guest of his parents, Mr, and Mrs. Amos
Clement,over Sunday. He has joined Mrs.Clement at her former home in Raymond for a
Christmas visit.

Arch

tomorrow,

Wednesday night

pupil in the Portland
High school, arrived Saturday to spend a few
days with Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan, and as
the guest over Christmas of her father, Prof.

The Order of Foresters will give a concert
and ball in Union hall, Winterport, Friday
evening, Dec. 26th. Hall's orchestra of Bangor will furnish music and refreshments will
be served.
ed

to

Miss Marian Knowlton, who is attending
the Mary E. Pierce school in Boston, arrived
last Saturday to spend the holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Knowlton.

the ob-

installation of the recently elected
officers of Primrose Chapter, Order of the
Eastern Star, will take place Friday evening,
January 16th.

Royal

returned

W. Bridges of Isle au Haut, chaircommittee, secretary of the
board of health and constable, formerly of
Prospect, is visiting relatives in Bucksport.

The

Corinthian

has

Samuel

man

Palestine Commandery, K. T., will assemble

asylum

Curtis

from the Tapley hospital, where she underwent a very serious and
critical operation, and is rapidly
improving.

There will be nomination and election of
officers of Silver Cross Lodge Knights of Pythias, Wednesday evening, Dec. 3lst.
Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., worked the Mastir Mason degree last Monday evening.
A
lunch was served after the work.

at its

Herbert

eave

whe'-e she has
Millinocke
in the Woodland Hotel.
East

arrived

a

Miss Adelia Hills and Mrs. C. E. Pendleton at
the home of the latter.

certain por-

Friday, for
employment

European

Misses Gertrude Coombs and Frances
Wiley
arrived Saturday from St. Joseph Convent
to
Academy, Deering,
spend the holiday vaca-

expedient to give
a

in

Mrs.

this section of {he
C. Clements. Quesfarm

to

Edna Coombs will

Miss

with

the Panama exposition in 1915, accompanied by
members of his family. As this would indicate he was remarkably active for a man
of his years; but it must be said further that

wise inferior to that of any ! daughter or the late A.den and ^arah Robbins
of Searsmont, died Dec. 7th at her home in
resignation of Rev. Da id L. Wilson. At famous songstress of her generation—sang for
that town. She had been in failing health for
the morning service at ine C igregalional many years in a manner which never failed to
church iast Sunday Rev. David J. Wilson, the charm their hearers, and which leaves an five years, caused by that dread disease, conabundance of cherished memories of days not sumption, and bore her illness patiently. She
pastor, read the following letter:
was loved and respected by all who knew her.
My Dear People: Near Is teh
to return.
ears ago you
In her last, illness she was tenderly cared for
called me to become you- mi;, ^er.
They
He had a fine literary taste and was devoted ;
have been years of joy in ti e work, and I hope
by her daughter, Mrs. Annie Tuell, assisted by
to
the
world’s
best
He
also
wrote
literature,
not without blessing to our church. Together
her aged mother, who stood faithfully by her
we have been permitted to labor for the adwell, having a good vocabulary and a logical, i
to the end. She was borr. in Searsmont, Jan.
vancement of the Kingdom of t d.
Here too | incisive style.
1 trust our work has not neen without some j
and lived there all her life excepting 18
Possessing a legal turn of mind, he gave 25,1853,
measure of success.
The time
as come for
years that she lived in Camden, where she
me to return to you the place
f leadership much time—often t< the neglect of his regular
The funeral services were
with which you have so long honored me. In
business—to the perplexities of his friends ! made many friends.
the providence of God there has ome to me a
held Dec. 10th at her late home, conducted by
who sought his counsel. He served many times
unanimous call to become ‘.he n< nister of the
as administrator and
as guardian;
and for Rev. Harry Taylor, who spoke words of comCentral Congregational church
f Bath, Me
fort to the sorrowing family. The floral offerwhich I have been constrained to accept.
I years managed the home affairs of absent
cannot trust my feelings at this moment to
in the vanished days of sailing ings were many and beautiful and were silent
shipmasters,
say more, other than that 1 will e grateful if
tributes to th«> love and esteem in which she
vessels.
you will release me from my dut.es here that I
was held.
She leaves ro mourn their loss a
He was a many-sided man. and for years his
may assume my new work the rirst day of
husband, one laughter, Mrs.
February, if this can be done cot veniently,
brain seemed to run with the precision of a
Anjjie Tuell, one
Affectionat-lv vours.
son, Ralph A. Knight of Camden, and four
finely-adjusted, well-oiled machine.
Davii L. Wilson.
Otis E Herbert K. and Albert RobBy t~at chance ruling of circumstances over brothers,
The Parsonage, December 20, 1913.
bins, all of Searsmont, and J Fred Robbins of
This was not a surprise ti> ma: y of the eon- ! which man has no control, though he usually
East Braintree, Mass who was present at the
gregation, who were aware that Mr. Wilson deludes bimself by thinking otherwise, Mr.
Rendell’s long life was passed largely in his funeral; also ar. aged mother, Mrs. Sarah E.
had received a call to a wider Laid of usefulnative village, and his field was comparatively Robbins, and four grandchildren.
ness, with a corresponding increase in salary
which as the father of a .,oung family he could
narrow; but the profitable lesson of his optiMrs Lucy Ann Wescott of Castine,widow of
not afford to decline.
While his many Belfast mistic, public-spirite course should not be lost.
He bore many dire afflictions in a manner the late Jerry Wescott, died Dec. 17th after a
friends will regret his departure they are
ard lingering illness, through which she
pleased with this recognition of his ability and which exemplified the highest type of man- long
worth and realize that the change is for his hood. And he died as he had always lived, a was most tenderly cared for by her two daughters, Mrs. Nettie Robinson and Miss Abby
man unafraid, filled with a perfect faith in the
best interests. He will be especially missed
future life, and an unfaltering trust in the Wescott, with whom she lived. Her native town
among the poor and unforiunate, to whom he
wisdom of the Divine Father whose ways was Bluehill but the greater part of her life was
ever a friend in need, and among the
spent in Castine. She was 80 years of age.
I young people as the organ zer of the Knights pttttsei.ii understanding.
Mrs. Wescott was a most devoted and loving
! of King Arthur and the Boy Scouts and the
WHITES CORNER (Winterport.)
mother, a kind and sympathetic neighbor,
companion of the boys on their annual outMrs. A. D. Godsoe went to Y. aterville Monings on the shore of Late George, Liberty, day to spend the Christmas holidays with rel- and will be greatly missed by a large circle of
friends. She leaves to mourn their loss two
He will also be greatly missed in the Masonic
atives-A. R. Wellman went to Hampden
daughters, Mrs. Nettie Robinson and Abby
fraternity, having been deeply interested and Sunday to meet his little
daughter, who has Wescott cf Cast
ne; two sons, Fred of Brad| active in the work of that >rder. He is a past been with their aunt, Mrs. B C.
Ames, for ford, Mass., and Edward of
commander of Palestine Commandery, past
Michigan, and sevtwo weeks-Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss
high priest of Corinthian ciapter. past master Catherine Biaisdell are at home from Castine eral grandchildren. The funeral was held from
her late home in Tarratine street, Saturday
of Phoenix Lodge, and grand chaplain of the
Normal School for the holidays... Mr. and
j Grand Lodge of Maine and the Grand Chapter Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York Rev. G. W. Fatterson officiating.
of Maine.
Mr. Wilson wifi ordained to the
and J. W. Jewett attended the sessions of: the
F.nHnra .T widnw
frlio Ufa TT P
ministry in Brooklyn in 1896 and spent the Maine State Grange in Bangor last week....
died at her home at Saturday Cove, North
next five
years in missitnary work in Neport,
Amos Conant, a student at Hebron
Academy, Dec.
braska.
In 1899 he went to Fort Fairfield,
17th, aged 64 years. Her maiden name
is at his home for the holidays_Mr. and Mrs. j
was
and
she
was
wweie iie aucepieu me
a
native of Belirsi
Chapman
patwiatt: 01 me
E. M. Estabrooke of Bangor were guests of j
fast. She was the second wife of Mr. CrabCongregational church. 1 is work there was Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley last
Friday. Mrs.
1 tree; his first wife was Angelia, daughter of
very successful and there, as later in Belfast,
Haley and Miss Phyllis returned with them
the late Daniel G. Hinds of Belfast. Mr. Crabwas largely among the young people.
It was for a brief
visit.Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
tree had two children, Willis and Maude, by
with regret that his Fort Fairtield parishionNealey spent last Thursday in Bangor_ the
first marriage and none by the second. The
ers parted with him, but ha felt that a change
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and Mr. and Mrs.
deceased was one of the five children of the
of climate was necessary j.nd in 1904 accepted L. A.
White attended the reception given the
late Harrison Chapman, two of whom survive,
a call from the North Congregational church
State Grange in Bangor by the city Dec. 15th.
Mrs. Lettie Mason of Lynn, Mass., and Mrs.
of this city. He is moderator of the Waldo
-Misses Louise Libby and Laura Bickford,
Harriet Estes of Oakland.
Association of Congregational Conference and of
Mrs. Crabtree
Bangor High school, are at home for the
moved to Saturday Cove from Chelsea, Mass.,
a director of the State Conference and of the
Christmas holidays.Marjelia and Ellen
Missionary Society of Miine. Mrs. Wilson, Bartlett, who are attending the High school in about 15 years ago and for fourteen years sufI who is the daughter of Ht>n. F. W. Burns of Winterport village, are at their home for the fered from the effects of a shock. She was a
woman and a devoted wife.
Fort Fairfield, has been u earnest and effec- vacation...
The funeral
.Amos and Viola Conant were good
took place at her late home, Friday afternoon
tive church worker and for four years presiguests of their aunt, Mrs. P. E. Severance, in
at 2 o’clock. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of the
dent of the North Church Guild. Bath is to
Hampden, several days recently. On Saturchurch of Belfast officiating.
be congratulated. Her gain is Belfast's loss.
day evening they were in Bangor to hear Mile. Baptist
Blauvelt....Miss Erma Nealey spent, the
Capt. Abrtm Perkins, a retired sea captain
Gettysburg Peace Memorial.
week-end with Miss Barbara Conant.
died Dec. 21st at his home in South Penobscot
85 years. He had followed the sea from
Washington, December 21. Creation of a
Mrs. C. A. Stevens of Syracuse, N. Y., has aged
early life and for many years was skipper of
Gettysburg Peace Memorial Commission to arrived in Pittsfield and is
into the E.
moving
erect a memorial on the
sailing packeta plying between Penobscot
battlefield C.
Bryant house, which the family will occupy
and Boston. One of his last commands
in commemoration of
of the Union
for the winter. Mrs. Stevens and aon Van pass- ports
was the schooner St. Leon.
and Confederate
last July was ed
He retired from
Sunday in Troy with her parents, Mr. and
the sea about 25 years ago and up to
proposed in a bill
by Rep- Mrs. M. V. B. Mitchell.
two years ago
resentative Sherley
was
in remarkably good
If $63.75 is not enough, open several ac- health. Since that time he had gradualGet the habit.
Club—
counts.
Join the Christmas Club.
Waldo ly failed, death coming from a shock about ten
Waldo Trust
Trust Company, Belfaat.
days ago, from which he was not able to rally.

Mrs. Alice S. Hayford is in Augusta, the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Griffith.

ing

The

|

1

was

Mrs. Abbie F. Sawyer has returned home
from visits in Ellsworth and Bangor.

John Sanborn returned
by boat last Saturday
from visits in New York. Boston and
Lynn.
Mass.

WALDO POMONA GRANGE.

NORTH

Mira Alice L. Aborn is spending Christmas
with relatives in Rockport.
Mrs. Levi Clay of Citypeint is confined to
the house with a severe cold.

Mrs. Wallace

!

mies, but none of them could honestly charge j
him with lacking integrity of purpose, and in
} his brisk, erect walk, smiling countenance and j
his public service he never hesitated in a I generally youthful appearance made him a
He was fond of I
course fearing the effect upon his patronage I wonder to all who knew him.
as a merchant.
A single term in the Legisla- I society and of dancing and rarely missed atballs.
ture and a brief period in the local customs tending the firemen’s
About fifteen
service, many years ago, was all he sought for minutes before his death he met on the street
himself, although for a considerable number of j his niece, Mrs. Josie K. Dickey, who''lives on !
years he was the dominant influence in local J the old homestead in Northport, and laughingly told her of the enjoyable time he had at the
politics.
Hook & Ladder ball the evening before, where
As a puoiic speaker he was particularly effective, and was seen at his best when ad- he remained until 1 o’clock. He was an in- i
dressing an audience. His appreciation of dulgent husband and father and universal
humor was keen, ana he was always ready sympathy is extended the wife and daughter in j
their bereavement. The funeral was held at his
with an apt story.
late home on Congress street Tuesday afterThe Universalist Society of Stockton owes
noon at 2 o'clock, Rev. Charles B. Ames, Unihim an incalculable debt, but his service was a
labor of love and conviction. He was gifted | tarian, officiating. The interment was in Grove j
w’ith a tenor voice far above the ordinary, and I cemetery. The bearers were George A. Quimwith the late Mrs. Maria Blanchard Hichborn by. R. W. Rogers, Selwyn Thompson and Chas.. the three safest crop* for
State?” to be opened by C.
F. Swift.
—whose remarkably brilliant and powerful
tion, Resolved, That it is
soprano has led many contemporary critics to
Mrs. Lizzie F.. wife of Ariel B. Knight, and each boy and girl on the
feel that
from the lack of
train-

ing

Saturday

Miss Edith Strout arrived
Saturday from
Portland to spend the holidays at her home in
in Corinna the daughter of Walter and Fannie I East Belfast.
(Rowe) Hall. At an early age her family |
Rev. and Mrs. L). B. Phelan are in Islesboro
moved to Hinckley. She leaves to mourn their
to spend Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Bowdoin
loss her mother and father, her husband and a
N. Pendleton.
two weeks old baby, and one brother, Leon |
Miss E. Louise Heal arrived
Hall.
The funeral services were held at
yesterday to
Brooks, Dec. 16th, and the interment was there spend Christmas with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Heal.

waiters and all

countries.
He had twice visited Europe
made one trip to Egypt. Last summer he
was a member of the Boston Chamber of Commerce party that visited Panama and
then
made a tour of South America, and though
probably the oldest was one of the most active.
He had booked for a Mediterranean trip
this winter, but the excursion was given up
and he had planned later to visit Panama
again, and expected to go to San Francisco to

a

PERSONAL.

Chas. W. Lancaster returned
Saturday from
visits in Boston and vicinity.

spent

Mrs. Blanche (Hall) Harding died Dec. 12th
her home at Middlefield, Mass., aged 22
years. She had an attack of tonsilitis, but her
death was due to a weak heart. She was born

eign

inspiration the writer owes far
halting wcrds of his can con-

ed

Mr. Geo. F. Southard returned last
from a ahort visit in Boston.

at

and

Knowlton looked after his real estate interests
and had travelled extensively in this and for-

PERSONAL.

Clara B. Bagiey, widow of the late Levi
Bagiey, who as a last resort underwent a critical surgical operation about a week ago,
passed away Sunday morning, Dec. 21st at her
home in Troy, at the age of 65 years. She was
a true friend, a kind
neighbor and will be
greatly missed. She has had the care of Troy
Corner Library fora long time, and was always
faithful and painstaking in the care of the
books. She leaves one son, Lester Bagiey, and
one daughter, Mrs.
James Shibles; also a
brother, Thomas Caverly, who for some years
has shared her home. The funeral services
were held Tuesday at 1 p. m. at
Troy church.

A recess was then depay their expenses.
clared and the patrons marched to the dining
hall, where bountifully spread tables awaited
them.
Members of the host grange acted as

who has upon countless occasions provveritable tower of strength, and to whose

to

and two

Mrs.

—

one

sons

Perkins and Mrs. Susie Clement. The funeral
was held Tuesday at his late residence.

The community was shocked and saddened
last Saturday afternoon on learning of the
sudden and accidental death of Mr. Frank B.
Knowlton. Mr. Knowlton was having repairs
made on a stable near Cross street owned
by
him and occupied by George W. Madden, and
had a man at work on the roof. Mr. Knowlton
was a large real estate owner and in
making re-

needs be reconciled to Nature's inexorable law.
At not infrequent intervals great figures appear who exert

Besides his wife he leaves two

daughters, David and Percy and Miss Lida

an

1

AlRe Spear

1

Morris,
Hayes, Clif

ford Tinker and Eddie Benscn: social committee, Benj. L. Robertson, Herbert Brier, Harriet
Perkins, Mrs. B. L. Robertson; Mrs. Nettie
Merrithew, missionary committee. Edith L.
Burgess, Grace H. Hayes, Ethel Sturtevant;
junior committee, Mrs. Emma Knowlton, Winnie B. Morris and Ethel Sturtevant.

Mari;.n Cousins
I he
'.iimn,

'i

another let

prayer meeting committee,
Mrs. W. F. Sturtevant, Bertna Z

the Midnight Clear,”
by Su iday School

ltipn. “Evergreen and Holly,’

Wednesday

Winnie B.

Ava Burgess and Eva Hall
Baby’s Stocking,”

tiang the

k-w.

social

At the annual meeting, Dec. 21st, of the Y.
P. S. C. E. of the Baptist church the following
officers and committees were elected: president, Miss Idella Rnowltor; vice president,
May ford A. Morris; secretary, Albert Cuzner;
treasurer. Miss Geneva Perkins; lookout committee, Edna Hopkins, Fannie Robertson,
Claude Nutter, Jessie Innes and Donald Hail;

Barbara Me Kenney

[

enjoyable

in the

hour

were

the Sunday school session:
’Well ume Christian Children.”
By Sunday School
Helen Wescott
Mabel Spear and Hope Dorman
Beils Kinging in the Air,”
Dorothy Spear
Carol, Brothers, Carol,”
Bj Sunday School
iujii, ’Old Lather Christmas,”

given

.MiS

most

a room,
tc. A social
candy;
followed, when refreshmente were served.
The gentlemen were invited guests.

simple

anti music

m.

vestry, w: en each presented the dollar earned and toll how it was
earned. This was done in a ui ique manner
which added a great deal of fun o the evening. Instead of simply telling in so many
words how the dollar was earned each as her
name was called walked to the platform and
in pant >mine acted it out.
One had sewn
carpet rags; another taken boarders; another

me

the

a

night, Dec. 17th,

Christmas

the suggestion of the pastor,
lair, received her Christmas gift
-ar.sfactory collection. A collection
the Sunday school for the Girls'

:

evening service at 7.30 p.

The International Bible class of the Baptist

evergreen trees,

decorations.

seven.

ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Ai who do not
attend Sunday school at any othei church are
cordially invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.30

urel wreaths added to the sim—

half past

the Baptist chur h will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this Thursday, even-

Li.iver*aiist church the decorations
Christmas colors, green and red. The
n tabic was graced with a bunch of
The pulpit was
lions and holly.
’.n

The hour is

The services at

eve-green trees.

were

a n__

>

cordially invited.

dially invited.

,ind Laverne Whitten and Prof. W. S.

m
v

e...

“The Broken Halo” will he the subject of
the lecture at the Universalist church next
Sunday evening, it being one of a series of
lectures on good books. These iectures are
interesting and popular and the public is cor-

the pas-

D. B.

lev

t

at

n.;n

ti. stnias

a:

services

The Men’s Forum will meet at the Universalist church ar usual next Sunday morning.
These meetings are growing in interest and
attendance. The discussion on the life of

Baptist church there was no attempt
The choir rendered several

■he

5.'

the North church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30; Knights of King Arthur, Friday ;
evening at 7; morning worship Sunday at 10.45; j
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meet- I
ing at 6.30 p. m.
The

IN THE CHURCHES.

Trinity Reformed

■

services

church

A Tribute from

RENDELL.

county.

ihe Currency Bill a Law
Mrs. E. P. Frost writes from Jacksonville,
Fla., under date of Dec. 16th: “Was glad to
Washington, Dec. 23. President Wilson
We will be at the Magnolia signed the Glass-Owen
get the Journal.
currency bill at b.OL
Hotel, St. Augustine, Fla., Christmas, and New o'clock tonight in the presence of members of
Years, or a little later, will be in Palatka, after his cabinet, the congressional committees on
a trip to the East coast towns.
We had a most banking and currency and Democratic leaders
delightful trip down with pleasant acquaint- in Congress generally. With a few strokes of
ances on shipboard and a chance to see the
the pen the President converted into law the
sights at Old Point Comfort, Hampton Roads, measure to be known as the Federal reserve
Baltimore, Annapolis and Savannah. There is act re-organizing the nation’s banking and
a cool breeze here
today, just like our May currency system and furnishing, in the words
weather." Sunday at sea they read the steam- of the
President, “The machinery for free and
er’s newspaper,
containing ten wireless mes- elastic and uncontrolled credits, put at the disfrom
the
outside wo_ d and the passen- posal of the merchants and manufacturers
sages
of
ger list.
thiB country for the first time in 50 years.”

j

J

aid, and not in vain.
It is the local business pan whoae efforts
and money have established industries
Washington, D. C., Dec. 22, 1913.
BELFAST. THURSDAY. DECEMBER 25. 1913
and fostered enterprises on which the The 10th annual session of the National
prosperity of a city depends, in dull Rivers and Harbors Congress, which
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
times they have carried on their books was held in Washington the first week
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co many whose earnings did not suffice to of December, brought together a larger
feed and clothe their families. In one number of people interested in the deCHARLES A. PILSBURY.
case that came to our knowledge, and
velopment of the waterways of the
not an exceptional one, an account was United States than any similar convention held in the last six years, according
For one square, one carried for a year, and when times imAdvertising Terms.
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
proved the debtor paid his current bills to a statement made by Secretary
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
monthly and what he could spare on the -Thompson of that organization.
Sdrscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
fear: £1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three debt he had incurred, and it was three
According to the resolutions adopted,

The

to him for financial

Republican Journal

Washington Whisperings.

Old-Time Remedies
8tand the Test.
Since the passage of the Food and Drugs
Act, dealers have beep compelled to give
greater consideration to the quality of goods
which they offer for sale.
Many of the newfangled remedies did not stand the test of
purity. The time-tested remedies made a
much better showing.
Among these, Dr.
True's Worm Elixir stands out prominently.
for
this
The formula
time-tried remedy was
right before the Food and Drugs Act was
thought of.
Mothers had found out that it
was the right and safe remedy
to give to children when the
stomach and bowels are dis-

| Bu“Manager

/moths.

years before the account was squared.
Would any mail order concern do this?
Are they not, to paraphrase the words

j

cash in advance? These mail order conwould not wait until you had sold

|

|

warm
more

i

BUSINESS

DEPRESSION.

weather,
enduring

but there are other and
causes

for the deprecia-

of stocks, the decline of railroad
earnings and the suspension of indus-

whereby

thousands

have

been

employment. At the remeeting of the Home Market

thrown out of
cent annual

Club, Boston, President Dowse said:
Since the agitation for a reduced tariff

began. New England has suffered a loss
of $ 100.U00,000 in the value of its textile
stocks; large inroads in its fishing industry have been made by foreigners and
many of its manufacturing communities
have been forced to curtail production
and decrease employment, resulting in
losses of millions of dollars to working
people and tradesmen.
Already the slackening of industry
throughout the country is noted, mills
and factories are on short time and this
great injury has been done to the business of the country and the welfare of
our people without a particle of benefit,
without any compensating advantages.
They have reduced the opportunities for
employment but they have not reduced
the cost of living, and when the country
realizes how it has been trifled with and
imposed upon, there will be a day of
reckoning which will, I hope, postpone
indefinitely any further stens toward
free trade.

To all

j
i

Journal
Readers

More than sixty years ago Dr. J. F. True discovered the formula now known as Dr. True's
Elixir. He believed it his duty to bring this
remedy to the attention of the public and used
newspapers in New England with wonderful
results. Dr. True and Sons have never done
much newspaper advertising outside of New
England, but people who have learned of the
remedy have tried it and found its worth, have
spread its fame throughout the civilized world,
until now they have depots in Canada, Cuba,
Hawaii, China and Egypt This remedy is called
Dr. True's Elixir, the famous laxative and
worm
expeller. It is a wonderful laxative,
gentle but positive in its effect in general,
and the fact that it is undoubtedly the world's
best worm expeller. It is a combination of the
most effective vegetable remedies known to
the medical profession and is absolutely free

l>r. True

to

Secretary Marvin
Ciub

was

of the Home Market

outspoken in
legislation which

even more

denunciation of the

his
has

brought the business of ihe country to a
standstill, with the prospect of worse to
come.

a

healthy, happy

from habit-producing
In its home town.

tne absence of President
who had signified his intention
was

j

condition.

drugs.

Auburn, Me., it has a
great reputation and has had for 63 years.
These two facts, that it has stood the test of
over 60 years and has stood that test in its
home town, are convincing proof of its sterling worth. There are on the market many
untried Worm and Laxative Compound?. We
would say “Beware of these, for you take
chances." Get something that is known for

To

Editor

vive,

Failure.

or

The Journal: We
must have stability of character. No
atheT course will succeed financially,
morally or socially. The man who continually changes his business loses more
at each change than he has made.
A
companion who is angelic a portion of
the time and then allows evil tendencies
to control, is not conducive to human
happiness. Fickle mindedness is the
ruin of love, home, happiness, fortune
the

of

He said:

only

have

university president
country and preach

will
our

go over the

best

sermons

and there is no reason

why some
starving pastors might not take

tion

of our !
a

posi-

teacher in a school of some grade.
If he is not prepared, the way is open to
prepare himself just like the little woman
as

mentioned above.
Thus church and
school might be again united as they
in

were

the

beginning, preaching

the

old gospel in a new dress. No one
would think of a compulsory union, but
“There is only one good thing in the
as people become more educated
thpy beworld and that is good will.” The will come
more alike.
and character.

shapes

our

destiny.

It seizes

or

rejects

the little incidents which make or mar
It is

happiness.

our

same

A noted author has said:

no

uncommon

thing

hear a person humming a tune or hear
them say they always feel like singing
when coming into the room, and then by

to

More culture means more similarity.
Success means united effort. It is the
result of centripetal forces working toward one common end.

^^3

FOREST NOTES.

The forest products labor,.
Madiso.:, Wisconsin, has made i,'rv at
on the strength of American
,Hst«
The gathering and selling of.
a new industry, in
Arkansas. to )rns is
■

eastern

nursery firms with

m-,

planting.
Thirty different

forest

are

in

States;
one

:i|for

wood j.rr
commercial use in
many of them utilize ,T.

sort

or

chemical salts.

s

^

another; others

Viitj

Last year the forest serviced 116, 000 basket willow cm
to forest schools, 20,000 to =,
experiment stations, and 61,
viduals.

«

More than 800,000 horsepow

developed

from
streams
forests under governmei t
This represents the ou pu
ditions of lowest strean.flnw.

u

Jealousy is a
Florida buttonwood, a tree
centrifugal force in society. It scatters
efforts and forces. One of the best sing- largely to the keys along the
some very trifling occurrence they will
is very highly prized fur use n
ers in the Stale onee offered to
sing one on ship’s galleys. It burns s.,
lose the happiness out of their hearts.
in
free
onof the best churches, but an even heat and makes but lit•
day
This is a very short piece off the same
the offer was declined by the pastor for , or ash.
a
which
causes
man
to
take
to
piece
fear of arousing the jealousy of his own
strong drink when overtaken by misfor- choir.
Children
tune or disappointment. A lecture reOur President illustrated the fruits of
FOR FLETCHER S
of
the
cently given by Pres. Campbell
to the
University of Oregon before the stu- jealousy very forcibly by reading
CASTOR !

j

y

Cry

of hav-

students the account of Arnold, the patriot, leading the American armies to
victory, and then the death bed scene of

and courage to
He also advo-

Arnold, the traitor, dying in a strange
land, despised alike by friend and foe.

dents at the Normal school sheds much
light on this subject of success or failHe extolled the

ure.

ing

importance

perspective or ideal
attain their lofty ideals.
a

eaten

loyalty

their cause and

to

union

to

the

inertia necessary to carry
them to toe summit. He recounted some
secure

ure

al, but in 19X5 it will, in all probability,
go to San Francisco as the West has been
clamoring for a convention of the big

scenario of

a

lurid drama of national

A young lady compliments
eloquent young preacher when he has
great white steps at the same time.much been
devoting a whole sermon to the
to the dismay of the professional actors
waterway organization for several years.
subject of death. Evidently it was not
participating in the fiction picture. The the sermon she admired but the preacher.
widespread injury.
There is an ominous slackening of
No more in summer time will the fra- actors were almost jealous of the realis- As a matter of fact death is the least
business throughout the United States.
tic acting of the statesmen as they unBank clearings for October show a de- grant odors of the historic mint bed of
important incident connected with this
crease of 8.5 per cent compared with
the White House grounds be wafted into consciously walked, gesticulating and' life.
The all important thing is the
October, 1912: and the showing for the the Cabinet room of President Wilson talking excitedly, toward the camera
thought, the act, even the expression of
CHRIST
MAS
week ending Nov. 15th is even worse, as
off the sensational political drama.
and into the President’s
the countenance at this present moment.
offices, for the reeling
it reveals a decrease in bank clearings of
It was some time before matters could
The time to compliment the preacher is
eleven per cent compared with the samp ruthless hand of man has descended upbe straightened out, and even then a
week a year ago. The gross earnings of on this famous patch of
when he discourses of this present life
mint, said to
railroads, another business barometer, have been planted ’way back in Jack- goodly crowd of curious spectators were at this present hour and not when -he
show a decline from a year ago.
Busicertain that the Donohoe-Lee-Logue act
talks of a dead past or a dead future.
ness failures for
October are greater son’s time by Andrew Jackson himself,
II
was part of the professional film, aland
than
were
in
desecrated
and
1912.
obliterated,
annihithey
But to return to our discourse: We are
til
j *_
We have paid a heavy price for ex- lated it from the premises of the na- though the “movies” stage manager inyarned to beware of discouragement.
i^===:-_11
periments in radicalism and it is time to tion's Chief
Executive. No president or sisted that the representatives were only N'ever give up hope.
If the church is
call a halt. The ‘‘new freedom” has
wanted because of their drydock fight.
been
tested and found wanting, but it member of his household since the day of
mid, take for a text “Many are cold but
MAIL ORDER CONCERNS VS, LOCAL
this
it has Jackson has done
Not

he moet broaden his scope so as to
take in the Bible of the present as well
as the Bible of the pant.
A college or

Letter

From

A
!

India

extract from
Following
al letter from Miss Sadie Gowt
is

j

an

mission try in India.
j
Miss Coe and I have been t,
most pathetic
history. A man brav- to a big M. E. Conference or
ing every dang, .and forcing the enemy ing. We were gone two we
?
back feeling much more p.»j
to retreat at e
ry point by his electric
wort: than while feeling
> v
presence, is v ak enough at a certain have been of late.
1
We a Ipoint in his c racter to sell his coun- Agra and saw the “Taj Al
j
try on account of the indignation kindled shrine of wonderful beauty.
j
I
by wounded pride. And then we are re I model of it for the M. C. I
thinking of the time when I
minded that t tatty an Arnold proves a
dear place again, and perhaf
traitor, not lo it country bur to himself. s’udents of some of the won
!
He resents
wholesome
reproof and seen. I have photos of the {-.
Queen who are buried thei
blights his owr !:re. If this Arnold char- could
only tell the story no.
acter were dot
belore
the world, could make it seem
justice
very re
it would stand next to Christ himself in
There is a beautiful model ;•
f

The

scene

of lit.

and death is

one

row a

of the

|

early
j it: true worth.
Many family physicians employ Dr True’s of the wonderful resources of the land
December, coincident with the meeting
Worm Elixir as a standard remedy. That in
of the Federal Congress.
aid mentioned electricity as a coming
itself vouches for the reliability of this remforce to increase vastly in importance.
President Wilson, however, in a strong edy.
Mothers can give this standard remedy to
etter indicated that he was
entirely in their children without the slightest cause for Our individual freedom was mentioned as
sympathy with the purposes of the Na- fear as to its good results. It is sold by Heal- the cause of our progressing so much
ers in almost every locality.
tional Rivers and Harbors
more rapidly
than the ancients whose
Congress,
Write Dr. True, at Auburn, Maine, for a
whose slogan has ever been: “A
freedom
was
!
of
the
constantly restricted. It
“Health
and
or
book,
policy, copy
Happiness."
for
advice or assistance in any special case. is for us to cherish an unlimited faith in
and not a project, in
waterway develop- | Thisany
will be done without charge.
the nobility of humanity.
ment.
We have before us the past experience of the race
The President was
suffeiing from a
tie “stunt” in connection with some pet for correction.
We are realizing the
very severe cold during the meeting of
usefulness. The one illustrates the fall of the
tne Waterways |Fnnvention( and was legislative project of his, the rule is that dreams of the ancients.
Who will realTaj Mahal in the Art
of human weakm ss; the other illustrates Bowdoin
he very promptly accepts the invitation, ize a
hence
our
of
dreams
College, Brunov. ick,
compelled, therefore, to remain away,
century
today?
the triumph ot 1 iman strength.
time ago The Journal pubi,
although he had given his promise to at- for he knows the picture is quite likely We inherit some of the traits of our
Geo. M. Cole.
Some were
tend to a strong committee of the or- eventually to be exhibited in his district. thousands of ancestors.
description of it, illustrate :
Or. gon. Nov. 25, 1914.
Monmouth,
of
an amusing incident
Apropos,
tone from a photograph.
of
this,
small and some large
stature.
ganization headed by its President,
They
j occurred recently on the east front steps differed in native talents and disposition.
Senator Jos. E. Ransdell.
The scientific nature of our Christian
In some respects the program of the of the House end of the Capitol. Three
Convention, extending as it did over Pennsylvania Congressmen, Donohue and equality was dwelt upon and the science
three days, was more diversified, and Logue of Philadelphia, and Lee of Potts- of the poetic mind was so prominent
that we might almost imagine that the
with a larger number of well known ville, have been making a vigorous fight
for a 1,700-foot drydock for the League
men appearing on the
speaker hail in mind the dawning of a
platform, than has
characterized any similar convention, Island Navy Yard at Philadelphia, a day when the poetic and the common
project of vast interest in the Keystone mind might be drawn into closer relationand it is highly gratifying that the
sharp
differences of opinion between the so- State.
ship. The spontaneous action of the
A moving picture firm asked them to
called “States Righters” and “Federalpoet is more correct than science. We
ists” growing out of the control of do a “stur.t of walking slowly down the should accept our work not as a lut.y
long wide marble steps toward the cam- but as a privilege, as an opportunity.
water power for electric
purposes, was
wholly avoided, the Convention in that era, discussing heatedly the drydock Schools should move as an army together
particular being in strong contrast with proposition, aninvitation they accepted to promote one cum non purpose. The
the recent meeting of the Conservation with alacrity. They had a couple of re- wealth we acquire may never make us
Congress, which split wide open on the hearsals in which Lee was told to stop capitalists but it will keep us from
question of the control of hydro-electric talking with both hands, Donohoe to misery. The work may be lightened by
stop his “grinning” and Logue ordered bright visions of a happy, cheerful home.
power.
At its meeting after the adjournment peremptorily to quit trying to monopolize He might have added that the ideal home,
of the average lady teacher is so high
of the Convention, the Board of Direc- the “center of the stage.”
By some curious faux pas, the three that she seldoms attains it until near the
tors elected during the
Congress voted
Pennsylvanians became border line of the future world.
to hold its session in the City of Wash- distinguished
ington in December of next year as usu- tangled up in a professional moving pictAnother fact in this connection he did

tion

Christmas

without reference to any particular pro-

to be present on the opening day of the
Congress, which for the past eight years
has been held in Washington
in

Last week Bradstreet’s and Duns’
both attributed the business depresssion
throughout the country to the unusually

tries

!
I

OF

CAUSE

evidence. They found that
it quickly cleansed the stomach
an<* bowels, lowered the tern
perature and restored the child
in

V*YW

Wilson,

your hay, your grain, your apples, etc.,
and there would be no taxes coming from
business concerns as now, and no business
men to take the lead in every movement
for the public good. Think it over.

nihon

of the harbors and waterways for purposes of transportation and commerce,

Convention

cerns

Merry

of the Congress is “to proimprovement and maintenance

ject.” As the membership of the organization includes representation from
all sections of the country it is, as the
resolutions recite, “our endeavor to induce Congress, by adequate appropriater carry charges on their books for a tions, made annually, to provide for as
month or a year and have to employ speedy improvement of our
waterways
teams or auto trucks to deliver to their and harbors as may be practicable, havcustomers. Suppose the local dealers ing in view such an equitable distribushould all be driven out of business, as tion of the appropriations between the
this mail order concern predicts they i different portions of the country as may
will be, and become farmers or take up be just and in accordance with the deother occupations, what would be be the mands of our commerce.
effect in communities thus compelled to
The one regret expressed by the nearly
send to Chicago for everything needed in
the household, for which they must pay two thousand delegates present at the

MAS

A

policy

mote the

quoted above, taking away from the
community instead of giving something
to it? They have a great advantage over
the local dealer in that they have the
cash in hand before delivering the goods,
which are sent by freight or express at
the expense of the buyer, while the lat-

i
CHRIST

the

n.

Success

benefits been derived
from this new tariff law, but the country will be extremely fortunate if its
operation does not result in serious and
no

politics

that

was

being

taken

on

the

j
:i

i

}

!

not mention.
an

j

1

j

!

has served
useful purpose,
aught to this mint
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
demonstrated to the country the value patch of splendid flavor but. to 'nurture
ami usefulness of those national policies and enrich
The following transfers In real estate were
it, and ever and anon to pluck
Enin, a recent issue of the Merchants which the fathers of the nation inauguwhich time and experience its richly flavored leaves for such uses as recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
rated
and
in
that
we
learn
t rade Journal
Septemnature or human inclination intended for the week ending December 17, 1913:
have approved.
ber last a big mail order concern, which
Effie C. Hunt, Thorndike, to Wilbur J. Hunt,
Those who voted for W'ilson because mint to be put to.
takes thousands of dollars each year
North Andover, Mass.; land in Thorndike.
with
and
of President Taft’s reciprocity
far reaching have been the
Many
from Waldo county, was indicted by the
(Two deeds). •
Canada long since realized their mistake changes in and about the White House
United States Grand Jury for using the
j Edward M. Hunt, Thorndike, to Effie C.
in helping to elect an administration since Andrew Jackson lived there, but
land in Thorndike.

DEALERS.

mails for fraud.

Some of the

testimony

which has thrown our markets open to
the world without any compensating ad-

throughout this long period
patch has thrived until today.
denly it has disappeared, and

the

mint

Hunt, do.,
Arthur W.

Knight, Monroe, to Ellen M.
But sud- Bartlett, Winterport; land in Winterport.
For example, a sewing machine was
in its disCharles E. Wright, Belfast, 10 Ida M. W'ood,
vantages.
described in tne catalogue as follows:
there is a mystery, for no- Waterville; land and buildings in Swanville.
appearance
That Gloucester would suffer under the
“The cabinet is made throughout of the
Harry P. Snow, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Arthur
body about the White House will take
very best grade solid oak,” and “orna- Democratic tariff was generally accept- the
for having ordered its E. Stantial, Belfast; land in Belfast.
responsibility
mented with handsome designed hand ed as a foregone conclusion. A contribEdward M. Hunt, Thorndike, to Effie C.
destruction. One explanation is that
Hunt, do.; land in Thorndike. (Two deeds.)
carvings.” The buyer testified that the utor to the Boston Transcript, whose
workingmen,
spading the ground,
Effie C. Hunt, Thorndike, to Wilbur J. Hunt,
wood was not oak, but looked like pop- former articles have shown that he is
but North Andover, Mass.; land in Thorndike.
thoughtlessly destroyed the
lar; that here were no hand carvings; especially well informed as to fisher folks hints are thrown out that if bed,
such was
William J. Matthews, Searsport to Charlea
that they “looked as though they had and maritime affairs generally, has writthe case the workmen had their confi- H. Gray, Prospect; land in Searsport.
been made in a planing mill and just glued ten of the conditions in Gloucester today,
dential orders and knew what they were
Ivan L. Bartlett, Waldo, to Walter Fish and
on,” etc. Extracts advertised as “en- after the bars have been down for two
E. T. Willey, both of Waldo; land in Waldo.
doing.
color
as
raw
such
months
manucolor
regards
material;
except
tirely free from
William K. Jordan, Troy, to Ernest P. HopIt was only a few months ago that the
factured fish is still protected. First,
•as is naturally expected from the fruits
kins,
Plymouth; land in Troy.
became
aware
of
the
public generally
there are evidences of the exodus of “the
in their manufacture” were found to be
Arthur W. Knight, Monroe, to Ellen M.
the
existence of
White House mint patch
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia fishernot only artificially colored, but short in
Bartlett, Winterport; land in Winterport,
just outside the President’s offices. At !
as
man our fishing fleet
advertised
men
who
so
largely
measure,
George Ames, Swanville, to John W. Brock,
jam
Raspberry
that time it became advertised far and
“prepared from ripe fruit and granulated and often end by becoming American wine.
| Searsport; land and buildings in Belfast.
! Caro M. Roberts, Monroe, to L. C. Cilley,
“pure fruit juice,” was citizens of an especially valuable type.”
sugar”
But today it is gone—gone never to Brooks; land in Brooks.
Then
a
of
about
a
month
fleet
and
consisted
]
measure
be
short
ago
found to
twenty
return, and hereafter when mint is ! Chas. F. and Merton L. Fogg, Brooks, to
juke largely of apple pulp with a gela- vessels arrived from Canadian ports with wanted for the White House
table, or i Rose A. Cilley, do.; land in Brooks.
tine filler. Since the indictment it is said seven million pounds of fish, duty free,
! for any other purpose, the White House ! Sarah A. Shaw, Auburn, to Lute L. Rogers,
i
and
be
the
it
is
said
this
event
in
may
expected
there has been a radical change
^
steward must hie himself to market for Troy; land in Troy.
Thomas C. Mitchell, Troy, to Lute L. Rogers
catalogs of this and other mail order : to occur twice a year. The vessels them- it
just like other folks.
fishermen
were
former
selves
Journal
Gloucester
Trade
land in Troy.
|
The Merchants
houses.
And some statesmen, especially those Troy;
H. H. Andrews, Northport, to F. A. Condon,
also publishes a letter recently forward- that had been sold to the Provincials ten
of the sunny south, when they heard of
Belfast; land in Northport.
ed to it by a merchant, which had been years ago, to be replaced in our own fleet !
the passing of the sweet and suggestive
received by one of his customers from a j by more modern .craft. Do the con- mint bed were heard
sorrowfully and remail order house in answer to a letter j sumers in this country get their fish any
signedly to murmur, “and pity ’tis, ’tis
do
not.
The
one
to
cheaper? They
Transcript true.”
he had written to them in reply
asking why they were not receiving or> contributor says:
On ninety per cent of the fish which is
More and more each day is that im- Cleanse the Scalp; Nourish the Hair and
The following paratiers from him.
order coming in from the Provincial market portant adjunct of national governmentNever Grow Bald. Use Parisian Sage.
mail
the
of
letter
the
from
graph
the Provincials are the ones who are savi_—:n
tLn ln/tol Honiara*
al life, the statesman whose official duDon't grow bald at 85 as thousands of men
ing the duty. The tariff strikes, in this
We know that the time may come instance at least, not at the highest costs ties bring him to Washington, figuring do—yes! and women also. Failure to keep the
when, except on a very small scale, the of production, but at the lowest. The in motion picture films to be shown around hair properly nourished and the scalp free
middleman will be entirely eliminated. expensive items are distribution—the the
from dandruff is one of the main causes of
country.
You will naturally ask “what will be- jobbers’ profif, the retailers’ and the
baldness.
In
recent months the moving picture
reIn
have
So
we
made
a
of
labor.
merchant?”
cost
come of the country
presIf your hair is thinning out immediate
that
to ar
have
invaded
fisheries
of
the
the
Provincial
would
ent
to
we
say
Congress
to
this
producers
question,
ply
action is necessary. Parisian Sage is just what
be would become a producer, perhaps, be three-fourths of a cent a pound which extent that bids fair in time to capture
you need to remove dandruff, stop falling hair
was supposedly designed for the pockets
a farmer or engaged in some other busiin the “movies” the forms and visagei and
itching scalp and make the hair strong,
ness that would mean that he would give of the Yankee consumers and encourall the noted solons of the beautiful and vigorous.
something to the community instead ol aged their industry at the expense of our of practically
own.
Well may the Lunenburger and Senate and House, especially those whose
This delightful and refreshing hair-tonic,
taking away from it as he now is.
the Arichat Frenchman, the Gape Breton names become associated with populai which is now sold at druggists and toilet counThe statement that the local retail Scot and the Newfoundlander stay at
both those of deep inter ters in 50 cent bottles, is rigidly guaranteed.
merchant is giving nothing to the com- home to fish. And well may the fisher- public projects,
If Parisian Sage does nut give complete satisest
to
some especial locality or city, ai
in
rattle
northern
ies
of
our
Not
neighbors
only
faction A. A. Hpwes & Co. will return your
munity is wide of the truth.
the
loose
in
their
that
are
national
as
those
well
annually
change
scope
pocketB
money.
does the local merchant pay taxes, but of three-fourths
Parisian Sage surely supplies hair needs.
of a cent multiplied bj
And, forBootb, it must be said, thi The first application
removes dandruff, inin other ways he contributes largely to twice 7,000,000, end then some. Out ol
1
and
of
them
ii
when
one
like
solons
the
it,
vigors tee the scalp and puts life and beauty
The churches,
the goodness of our hearts we gave it tc
the community.
hair.
invited by the "movie” man to do a lit into thin, dull and faded
charitable and other organizations, look them.
which led to this indictment is published.
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few
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are

frozen.”

to show that

jest

An illustration is givshould present our

we

This is much advocated

thoughts.

tty educators. If best thoughts are much
mcouraged, less valuable thoughts will
lie of neglect or be choked out by those
jf superior quality. As we proceed along
:his road, pleasures of intellect are substituted for pleasures of sense and thus
proves himself worthy of his divine
jrigin. He told of a little woman weighing less than one hundred pounds who
man

She taught
She
a country school in the mountains.
realized the needs of the country teacher
and went to school and qualified herself

proved

herself

a

big

woman.

to meet those needs.
was

She returned and

made supervisor of the whole

-Jg: z»/g? Ty •^thbbv:::-rvm

| BLISS

the country teacher. One not familiar
with the situation has little conception

single individual teacher

has undertaken when she goes into the
district alone and attempts to remold
as

well

as

.isvwc /s.yym /sscro

w
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COLLEGE

1 New
\

Year’s Opening Tuesday, January (i, 19!

If you desire a Thorough Business Education and a
Position attend this school.
Students admitted at
time.
Further information given upon request
any

|
u

’

i
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’LEASE SEND ME YOUR COLLEGE CATALOG.

K

|

NAJE..

re-

Thus her dream was realized and
she was able to furnish the needed aid to

tradition

^ n-

Lewiston, Maine.

CIiY.STATE.

gion.

of the task the

I

SOLO a* YOUR GROCERS.

i
9

\

STREET OR R. F. D.

§

Bliss Business College, Lewiston, Maine.

This line

character.

thought would lead us to believe that
the steam engine and the mosaic law
have a common origin in one Supreme
mind; also that one of the chief reasons
why brute instinct is more accurate than
of

human is

because it is

more

trusted.

the spontaneous thought
A stuaway while the brute does not.
dent here who has experimented considMan reasons

erably in recording the first spontaneous
thought says he has usually found it correct.
A Methodist preacher having a little
spare time was sitting for a while by the
side of a stranger at a railroad station.

When he rose to go, the stranger requested him to remain a few moments
as he
wished to tell him the thoughts
which had

passed through

the

Franklin,

Stevenson.

a

Fulton, or a
theologian would sur-

Watt,

If the

)

let your crops decide
They

tell

w

in

|

>u

<t

te
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to

use
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Manufactured
FRANK COE FERTILIZERS
in the Country a: Belfast, Maine

Equipped Factory

KSON

&

HALL

Bt,LEAST A<i!:MS.

THE Cl E-MORTIMER COMPANY, NE W YOR

Girls Wanted
AT THE

preacher’s

mind while they had been sitting there.
This science of mind is like fire or electricity. It is useful, but dangerous.
It is dangerous to break connection
with material things unless we are
pretty sure where we are strolling.
last cenThe impossibilities of the
tury have been achieved. The impossibilities of today may be achieved in another century. It is not the work of a
single man but a combination of rays of
light coming to us through the mind of
a

,n857
\

THOMPSON MF6. CO.
—

---
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PRESTON’S
& Transient Stable
4 Washington street just off Main street. 1 have single and
double hit'uL buckboards, etc. Careful driversjif desired. Your patron-

Livery,. Boarding
Is situated

Telephones—stable 235-2,

age issolic1
-m-

a

"

1yt

house 61-13.

W. G. PRESTON.

Iy28

Proprietor.
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The]'Business Farmer's *Paj$e

Get More

EGGS
Now

they

1

COPYRIGHT 1913 by the Mone International
Agency—All rights reserved
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\\ re it not apparent that manjof (he
■aiiers in the present egg agitaton are
Dii.-riously playing a political gtmev to
,.ui-h themselves as tribune of the
p
suffering people, it would 'e rea: le to conclude that reason tad deher throne in not a few cntpicuTake the remarkattribstances.
the wife of a well-know public
yesterday’s newspapers hat she
■•‘never give up this agitaton until
Hid eggs were down to 3< cents a
'as an example. Of corse, she
f
at this time of the year.
;• e-rage American has no been so
,:ntired in the cities as o be un|. ..i.tvd with the homely facts of
Ln them the scarcity
ifd life.
r.
If
December eggs deprnis.
eggs could be sold athat price
law
of
would fall, under te
.mi demand, to ten eers a dozen
\
u
superabundance of Apit. And if
•
knows where the grin can be
which the hen can b fed that
u
uce eggs at a profitc.n such a
i
i rigures, such a perso would inv.
c a great discoverer.
t
the agitators of this movement
V
o
g.minted with people ii the counraise eggs “for a liing?" If so,
:
Are
j,. these country folk say?
it, getting too much for their eggs?
ir profits so great hat they are
:
i-r using their flocks, as aesultof this
prices? Are the mldlemen who
r,
ving these eggs weaing diamonds
c in limousine cars?Are the New
Old railroads whicn are bringing!
■

■

tW..

nounff

Vl 11

Hivi-

customary to blamtthe cald stor'opua, bu" the Unit*! States govg
r
nt has pressed mtoits service for
survey of the cold Stonge fields every
1strid attorney on the rolls, and the
one usion of those invesigators is that
•;
re is no reason to beleve that there
cold storage trust ontrolling the
eggs.” In fine, these sapient!
stigators blame the aen herself tor
r
pr sent price of th egg, and they
ribihl;, iir.tw as muh before they
have added that but
storage and sinilar devices for
g over the seasonal vagaries in
atura’i output, th- range of prices
be very much (reater than it is
Had we novvair glass, canning,
ng, drying, etc., eggs would now
: a dollar a dozet.
These devices
r.evitably liftec the price in the
of plenty anl arrested its adAnd
at the other enl of the line.
rage price is vhat determines the
if the docks ir the barnyard, the
ge planted to c«rn and the number
packers aid merchants-all in

might

■

it.

fc101.

■O'

s'.
iait

!•.

!
era

1913.

V-' •; the m:st valuable crops of corn
: on ever
produced and the second
aluable oa: crop, the value of the
if
's 14 princiial farm crops this year
fr gites the enormous total of $4,1.1 )0fi, the department of agriculr■
ounced Dec. 15th in its final estii'
of acreage production and value,
tan iuenase of $182,968,090 over
t
.oUe of tie same crops last year,
: $360,772,000 over those of 1911,
»on the prices paid to fanners on
■

so

|

THANKS TO THE NEW TARIFF LAW.

id.
THE CKO’S OF

Potatoes are quoted toeay at 51.00 per
barrel.
Farmers naturally do not take
kindly to the drop in price, which, un-

doubtedly, is due
foreign stock.

to the

importation of
Beyond doubt, every
American farmer is losing just about the
amount of the previous tariff (25 cents
per bushel) on every barrel of potatoes

It is, therefore, an easy matter
for any agriculturalist to figur- out just
how much he has lost on his 1913 crop of
potatoes, for he knows just how large a
crop he raised.
-o
of
these
is
And the object purported to have been
reage
crops
equivaa farn one-seventh the size of
aimed at by this wholesale reduction on
mtal United States. The exact the products of the farm has not been at-•
planted to tiiese fourteen crops, tained, nor do we believe it will be; for
:s more than 95 per cent of the
the retail buyer in the city is bound to
if all crop area, was 299,433,000 pay practically the same price, no mat-.
::n increase
of almost 5,000.000 ter whether the farmer gets $i or $2 per
-iver last year’s area, and of more barrel.
The tariff, like charity, ought
i' -.000,000 over the 1911 area.
More to commence at home;instead of sending
-third of the total acreage was millions of dollars to Europe for the pro
s'to coni.
ductions of that country’s farms and
•' r 'he
crops as a whole the average factories, it ought to be distributed
iion p,r acre was valued at about
through its natural channels —the pockets
The torn crop average S15.96 of American citizens. Why enrich other
countries at the expense of our own?
re; cotton, $22.19; sugar beets,
wheat, $12.14; oats, $11.44; sweet I Of course, the answer will be that the
-s, $62.60; rice, $26.68; potatoes, rich are getting richer, and it is time to
tobacco $100.39 and rye, $12.84. stop it.
But the present tariff law will
not stop the stream of yellow metal from
pouring into the coffers of the opulent.
Constipation Poisons You.
The result will be that in a few years,
u
are constipated, your entire system
the number of millionaires will be nearly
ed by the waste matter kept in the
double what it is today. The country is
erkus results often follow. Use Dr.
full of smart men, men with brains and
New Life Pills and you will soon get rid
business acumen, who will take advanheadache
and
other
troubles.
'tipation,
tage of the many new avenues opened
1
or
Druggists
by mail.
up for “getting rich quick’’ with the reE BucklenAi. Co. Philadelphia &. St Louis sult we wilt have more rich men who are

sold.

■

1

1

getting richer.

'10,000 IN

CASH

And the brunt of the whole burden
will be borne by the humble tiller of the

AWARDS.

in

Boston Globe’s Bookgrowing each week.
published in the Sunday

the
is

Picturegame

brst
lh’ “f

was

pictures

'contest.
T'e first award is $2000 in cash, the second
Sr,l is $1500 in cash and the third award is
|JIJ m cash.
There are seven other main
irrD and hundreds of minor
awards, to be
hibuted among those coming nearest to
tu g
77
the
book
titles representcorrectly
the 77 pictures the Globe is to publish.
p
•“c
of these 77 contest pictures represents
t^ie name of a
M''t8 of the book.
A
If ’Ahich the 77 titles

book,

u

not the characters

or

catalog of book titles
to be represented by
turns have been selected, is offered
by the
fur those w’ho care to buy it, and in a
'-lays an answer book will also be issued
convenience of those who wish them.

k.

soil,

products will sell at a miniprice, being in direct competition
picture
with the fifty-cents-a-day labor of conDec. 14. By purchasing a catalogue,
gested Europe. —The Aroostook Repubcan get the back
and start in

interest
tr'
*

rtiQ

4_i__i

interesting

— 4_4

4-u

contest.

DANGER IN

for his

mum

lican.

Croup

and Cough Remedy.
terrible disease, it attacks children so suddenly they are very apt to choke
unleaa given the proper remedy at once. There
ib nothing better in the world than Dr. King’s
New Discovery. Lew s Chamberlain, of Manchester, Ohio, writes about his children: "Sometimes in severe attacks we were afraid they
would die, but since we proved what a certain
remedy Dr, King’s New Discovery is, we have
no fear.
We rely on it for croup, coughs and
colds.” So can you. 50c. and $1.00. A bottle

Croup

is

a

should be in every home. At ali Druggists.
H. E. Bucklen & Co. Philadelphia or «>t. Louis

Y*

Maine

Grown

Tobacco.

—

diky

Diseases Are Too Dangerous For
Assistant Horticulturist H. P. SweetBelfast People to Neglect.
ser has been gathering information relr,i
great danger of kidney troubles is that garding tobacco which i3 being grown by
so often get a firm hold bef >re the
Mr. Smith has
suffer- M. B. Smith of Belfast.
r-Agnizes them. Health will be gradually
Pj
ined.
Backache, headache, nervoussoreness, lumbago, urinary
dropsy, gravel and Bright’s disease
I f dlow as the
kidneys get worse. Don’t
ilvet your kidneys. Help the
kidneys with
s
Kidney Pills, which are so strongly
“vnimended right here in Belfast.
llrs- S. A. Connell, Belfast, Me.,
says: "I
bl’sn’s Kidney Pills, procured at the City
Store, whenever I feel that I need a
r,"y medicine and they always do me
good.
*ve "ever taken another
remedy as bene““ as Doan’s
Kidney Pills. I confirm all I
'f aver
said in praise of this remedy, and
II
'nay continue the publicatioa of my forlr
endorsements.”
sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FosWilburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
,r “^e
United States.

great proposition according to the reports of the assistant horticulturist. During the year he has raised 15 acres of
Havana, Broadleaf and Cuban cut. He
handles the tobacco from the seed to the
consumer, and is, at present, running a
small factory in connection for the manufacture of cigars. The workers in the
factory are unskillad in the trade, howa

iameness,

^member

‘her.

—

the name—Doan’s—and take no

ter fat” which is the amount of pure
oil or fat it contains. This varies from
20 to 60 per cent, depending upon
amount of skimmiik incorporated with

Colonel

Hersey Given

this with

and gradually drop back. Sow
the seeds of “warm”
plants, like egg
plants, tomatoes and peppers, when it
gets below 90 degrees and those of
cool
plants, such as

cabbage, celery
and lettuce, when it
gets below 80 or
70 degrees. The soil should
be moist,
but not muddy. Before
sowing rake it i
and

make

surface!

the

sow

that you have the

GENUINE

or more

thoroughly

only guarantee

is the

them

in rows about six inches
apart. Little
1
furrows may be made by
pressing the
narrow edge of a lath
or thin board
lightly into the soft earth to a depth of !
from an eighth to a
quarter of an inch
Sow about twelve seeds to
the inch
and cover by filling the furrow
level
full of dirt. Firm them in with
a flat

CASTORIA

prepared by
Sold only in

one

size

bottle,

otherwise; to

or

babies.
The Centaur

|

him for

Company,

over 30 years.

never

in bulk

protect the
^
Pres,.

-*..-

board.

Now water

I

thoroughly, spreading

piece of burlap

>
*

a

the spot to be wa-1
tered and sprinkling on this to
prevent
washing out the seeds. Cover the soil
with newspapers and close the
sash, j
When the seedlings begin to
peep
through remove the newspapers.
The

over

When to Water.
best time to water

is

in

►

I
>

►

I
►

►
i
►
►
►

the

morning on a sunny day—on a rising
temperature rather than on a falling
one or preceding a cloudy time.
Wet ]
the soil thoroughly at each time, but
do not keep it soggy. Use a fine rose i
sprinkler.
Give all the ventilation possible
by
raising the sash. Keep the tempera- I
ture between ."> and 80 degrees.
On
mild days admit air quite freely from
j
8 o'clock in the morning until -1 in the 1
afternoon.
At night and in severe
weather put on mats and shutters.
If you do not have regular mats and
shutters use old carpet and boards or
a thick layer of straw or hay.
Clean
off heavy snow.

►
►
►
►
►

k

1

Cold Frames Prove Useful.
out the weeds and stir the soil
between the plants.
As the weather

Keep

|
|

The

warmer

following clubbing

offers apply only to subscripadvance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
tions

paid

in

advance, and
offices to our

they

are

then sent from their

respective

subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows for one near's subscription paid in advance:

ed four or five leaves.
The management of the cold frame is somewhat
Similar to tile hotbed.

The
The
The
The

BELFAST’S SHIPPING INDUSTRY.

a

vivid

Clubbing Offers

is also necessary to say that none of these
publications are mailed with The Journal or from this office.
We have to pnv for these
publications one year in

increase the ventilation
day by day. Finally, to harden the
plants, a couple of weeks before setting in the open, remove the sash altogether. If a cold frame is available
the plants will be greatly benefited
|nd easily hardened by transplanting
Aito these as soon as they have formgets

Our

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and Farm and Home,
and Tribune Farmer,
and McCall’s Magazine,
and Woman’s Magazine,

$2,00

description of his flight
in a Zeppelin airship, from Hamburg,
Affectionate Welcome. passing
directly over Bismarck’s black Years of Slowly Changing Conditions Have
I forest.
Wiped it Out. Recollections in ConnecReception in Honor of Returning Traveler 1
London and Edinburg came next, the
tion With it.
Held at Unitarian Church. San Jose, quaint people of the latter town being so
The long list of deep-water vessels
j
obliging that they would not only point
Calif.
ships, barks, brigs and
out a place when a stranger asked, but comprising
\
[
[San Jose Mercury Herald, December 6th.]
would go along nearly all the way to be schooners that was formerly kept stand- l
The publications included in our clubbing offers
Cordial welcome was accorded Colonel sure he found it. In the British isles, ing in The Belfast Republican Journal
Philo Hersey, lately returned from six he saw numberless neat little farms has vanished, due to the fact that these
may be sent to different addresses.
months abroad, in a reception given him under the highest of cultivation, and in
vessels have gradually disappeared from
by the members of the Unitarian chrrch Italy south of Pisa, found the county
last evening at the church parlors.
The almost identical with the Santa Clara the register and none have been ouilt to
take their
reception was informal, for there was valley.
places. Th only sailing vesnot even a receiving line. Colonel Hersey
Among the wonderful French gardens sels that come to Belfast,
Maine, now are
he
where
found
all
his
Malmaison,
Josephine schoo iers carrying coal or fertilizer and
simply greeted
friends, then fol•—::=======:.
lowed a program of welcoming speeches lived after Napoleon had deserted her, there
are no return cargoes for them.
and music, with Mrs. VV. S. Orvis, pre- and where the trappings of her high es- This has resulted in the marine
railway
sident of the Ames alliance, presiding. tate, even to the gold harness, are still
being placed out of service at that port,
Mr. Hersey’s response was a kind of il- displayed.
as few vessels are repaired there now.
luminated travelogue, with humor and
Rome, Florence, the Italian farms with The sailing packet business with Boston
legend added—a review of his journey picturesque yokes of white oxen every- also has been discontinued and commodi- :
from the sea voyage at the start to the where, Venice, where there was toomucn ties are delivered
by steamer and rail.
return to America, "where I saw the soot and where the water streets were Belfast’s
shipping has practically vanmost beautiful scenery and the greatest too murky to keep up the romance exi3hed and other industries have taken its
number of natural wonders," he said. pected of the city —all were described
place.
Several pleasing little ceremonies fol- with pictorial vividness. Mr. Hersey
The foregoing is noted with some delowed the formal program. One was the then turned to ancient Rome, and showgree of sadness by the editor of this
presentation of a huge bouquet of yellow ing some prints of the Coliseum and paper, as he remembers when a boy and j The original of the compound Rheumatic
chrysanthemums to Colonel Hersey from forum ruins, gave interesting portions living in Belfast that it was a thriving
the congregation, by Mabel
Hersey. of the history and legend associated with shipping and shipbuilding port, and con- Oil. Tile original formula has been purAnother was tne bringing in of a gor- them, from Androclus and the lion to the tinued so
up to the breaking out of the chased and the oii is being prepared by the
Popular Mechanics
gtous cake, inscribed with the word story of Michael Angelo’s painting of the Civil War.
Somewhere in the early
cardinal.
“Welcome,” and significantly made of
fifties our father was master of a fullBlended Rheumatic Oil Company.
Magazine
prunes, as a gift to Mr. Hersey. Still a
rigged brig out of Belfast named the
“WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT”
third occurred when the latter produced
EUROPE AHEAD ON POTATOES.
She belonged to a man by the
Tonquin.
A GREAT Continued Story
the World’s
a box of gifts brought from abroad and
name of White.
In those days there
WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,
Progress which you may beg:n read g
Washington, Dec. 12.
proceeded to hand them out—one for
"Develop- were few vessels of that rig and I do
at any time, and which will hold
ur
each child in the Sunday school, and for ment of
BELFAST. MAINE.
interest forever. You are living in ...e best
improved potato varieties in the not remember seeing one since the Civil
iv.t is
year, of the most wonderful age, or
many of the leading church members United States has not
Prices:
25
and
it.
50
Certs
War.
Columbia Carter was a promi- Try
15,
doubtless the greatest world in tin- universe.
kept up with.the
beside. Cake and ice cream were then
nent shipbuilder in Belfast at the time
A resident of Mars would gladly pey
t23
served by the alliance members.
progress made in leading European coun- referred
he
*1 AAA FOR ONE YEAR’S
to,
having built several
The Rev. O. P. Snrout gave the wel- tries,
said a bulletin just issued by the
«pi,UUU SUBSCRIPTION
large square riggerB for the New Orleans
come from
the congregation, empha- bureau of
to this magazine,in order to keep informed of
plant industry of the Depart- and United Kingdom cotton trade. I reour progress in Engineering
i.'! -cl a..: s.
sizing the affection which all the mem- ment of
Are you reading it? Two m...iwr.s or v.vjr
Agriculture. "In this country member being launched in one, but rebers, children as well as older people,
work in Chirj ody, ManicurGuaranteed
the
and
it
is
gret
the
name.
favorite
having
forgotten
are,
At
the
neighbors
is
there
room
for
magagreat
breeding a potato time referred to
felt for Mr. Hersey, and dwelling on the
zine in thousands of the be~.t American
a
Castine, across the bay ng and Shampooing. Also IFaclal Work.
greater starch content because
It
to all classes—old and
latter’s manner of doing more than his with
homes.
appeals
American varieties are lower than the from Belfast, had built and was building Full line of alt kinds of Hair Work at my
men and women
young
share of everything.
I
German potatoes by from four to eight some fine ships for the cotton trade.
The “Shop Notes” Department (20 pages)
over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
parlors
WAS AN EARLY MEMBER.
remember
well
three of them by name,
gives easy ways to d<> things —how to make
per cent.”
useful articles for home and shop, reparr
tc.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32|»
“Colonel Hersey first came to this
Climatic conditions, the bulletin says, the Ostervalt, commanded by Capt.
Amateur Mechanics (10 pages1 tells how to
Frank
the
church years ago, when we were holding are so diversified in this
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, h ..its
country that LeonardJarvis; and Picayune, by Capt.
the Antioch, about the
engines, magic, and all the things a boy loves.*
services in Odd Fellows’ hall,” said Mrs. special varieties of
Gay;
potatoes should be deSl.SO PER YEAR. SINGLE COPIES 15 CENTS
L. J. Watkins, who represented Ames veloped that will thrive in special locali- last large vessel that was built there. I
Newsdealer to show
Ask
5
who was master of her.
alliance in a quaintly humorous welcome, ties. A
Those
WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY TODAY
heat-resisting strain particularly forget
were the good old days of moderate but
“and ever since then we have known is advocated to resist the
high summer
POPULAR MECHANICS CO.
where to find him, and been sure of his temperatures.
EYE SPECIALIST
healthy prosperity. The managing own318 W. Washington St., CHICAGO
long-standing faithfulness.”
Disease resistance is another quality ers of these fine ships were usually
Twenty-five years experience and skill is
merchants of Boston or New
N. E.Wretman wrote a welcome from that should be developed. It is
shipping
in
me
enables
to
fit
that
lacking
any eye
York.
The cost of their hulls being fitting glasses
the trustees, read by Andrew P. Hill American
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
potatoes so that it is necessary
Jr., in which he traced Colonel Hersey’s to quarantine against certain foreign largely labor was advanced by them 44
South Main St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
early life as a Maine lawyer, known ior types that might introduce foreign dis- while they were on the stocks. Their
his integrity, and later years as a prom- eases.
“top bills”, that is spars, sails, rigging,
Office Days, Mondnvs and Tuesdays.
anchors and chains and general
inent horticulturist here.
CLEANING.
outfit,
Government, State and private inJohn G. Jury read an original poem, spection is advocated to obtain disease- were paid as the vessel earned them.
And sometimes in the smaller
“Rubbing It In,” in which he forestalled free seed in this country.
shipbuildSTEAMPRESSING
ing ports of Maine it was a hard strugany effort Mr. Hersey might make to set
for those responsible for the congle
himself up as a much-traveled man.
and REPAIRING„
The Big Game Season.
struction of the ship to meet their
DINNER BILL
Miss Rebecca English gave the welpayments when due.
come from the Sunday school, and six of
After being built
25c Special Course Dinner 25c
Maine’s big game season came to an
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
however, the vessel itself was a substan- Our special 25c dinner includes one order
the children sang a pretty little song,
end Dec. 15th. close time on deer begin- tial lien
6oup,
when fully insured. Who is there one ordfcr fish or
Mr. Jury being the accompanist. Other
meat, one side dish with pie
at midnight.
estimates
ning
Rough
At 52High Street.
of us who in our boyhood lived near a or
Tel. 216-12
musical numbers were a violin solo by :
DENNETT & MOUNTAIN,
pudding.
place the number of deer killed at 10,- shipyard did not
3m49
66 High Street, Belfast.
delight in bringing home
Raymond Bemis. played with his usual 000 and the number of moose at 200. The
or more baskets of
chips with which
magnetic sincerity, two lyric numbers, moose season ended Nov. 30. The re- one
to kindle the fire and make the tea-kettle
"The Arrow and Song,” “Bluebird and
ceipts of deer at the Bangor station were boil quickly to help along an
early breakRobin,” sung by Mrs. Hillman Smith, 2.440. During the hunting season 19
fast?
Those were the happy days, but
Schubert’s “Wandering,” and “Come
who are not saving their votes for
persons met their deaths, 10 by acciden- we were too
to
Out and Greet the Sun,” by a blithe and tal
young
THOSE
the pony contest at the Colonial Theatre
discharge of their own guns, four them.—Capt. George L. fully appreciate
in
the
vital young singer, Jjiss Ochner. Victor
for anyone, to please give them to me.
Norton,
through being mistaken for deer, two by Marine Journal, New York.
Ehle and the Countess Knuth were the
MISS HELEN E. ELLIS,
sell
me
dragging their guns muzzle first, two by
a card and you w ill receive a
post
call.
23 Bay V iew Street,
prompt
accompanists.
getting in range of men firing at deer or
WALTER H. -OOR1B8,
Belfast, Maine,
Assisting Mrs. Orvis in arrangements other game, and one by drowning. SevCorner Cross and Federal Str ts. Belfast,
Children
were Mrs. O. P. Shrout and Mrs. Andrew eral men
have been arrested for reckless
P. Hill, Mrs. N. E. Wretman, Mrs. A. or careless
FOR FLETCHER’S
Fifteen persons
William Lincoln West
shooting.
T. Herman, Mrs. O. A. Hooker, Mrs.L. were wounded in
accidents.
hunting
B. Wilson. Mrs. Mable Franklin, Mrs.
A
El-V«letln«rj Inspector Buichu uf Animat

2.25
2,10
2,25

|
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Rheumatic
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>

Dr. E- H.

Boyington

your

you one

H. C. Hoffses

City Lunch Room

WANTED

drop'

Cry

ever, and their output is slow so that
Mr. Smith cannot
orders John T GpdnI onrl Mtao A morula fliuvlnioli
which he
finds that Rowlands.
Clusters of toyon berries and smaller
he can produce
quality of tobacco in Maine
produced in bouquets of rosebuds and smilax were
use the Coneffectively placed about the rooms.
Connecticut, onlj
it- In adnecticut method
TELLS OP TRAVELS.
j
Mr. Smith j
dition to the
A harbor celebration at Antwerp with
has on his farm
apple trees its historic floats, the children dressed as
Kennebec bees
and 120 acres
representing industry, and the 6000
Journal.
I schoolchildren in their marvelously wellbut profan- drilled little platoons, was one of the
Itching
first sights to attract the childloving
Ointment
is
won't
remove
ity
observer, who spoke of them as “dignified

CASTOR!

PITTSFIELD

PERSONALS.

MrB. S. H. Frost, who was confined to
her home for a few weeks, is able to be
out again.

H. E. Condon, assistant postmaster,
in St. Albans Saturday where he

was

conducted an examination for postmaster
at that place.

Congratulations
being extended by
their friends to Mr. and Mrs. Harry E.
Kinney of Burnham 'on the birth of a
obedient children of a good country ruled aon, Henry Edward, Saturday, Dec. 13th.
by a kind king.” Mr. Hersey followed —Pittsfield Advertiser.

i

Side Line That Pays Well.
By A HORTICULTURIST,
Department of Agriculture, Kansas.

I smooth and level.
Buy the best of seeds and

Baby.

The Signature of

Fascinating

thermometer and close the sash. The
thermometer will go op to 100 degrees

|

competitive -ivalry.—The Boston

* :

best

|

l

A

After the manure has been placed In
the pit and covered with the dirt in
which the plants are to
grow put in a

j

means!

i

■■■:

!

but Profitable Business.

The word “cream" signifies little to
purchasers unless it is accompanied by
some term indicating its
quality or
richness. We therefore have a basis
for grading cream which we term “but-

paying live stock a farmer can keep,
with the added advantage of a comparatively small investment in buildings and of both quick and constant

For Your

HOTBED MANAGEMENT

,

By C. B. LANE.
Expert Dairyman.

A. F.

HUNTER,
A Veteran Poultry Raiser.
Poultry rightly handled is the

Exacting

cash returns.
This is not true, however, of the average farm flocks,
which produce no eggs in the fall and
It. Fortunately we have an accurate
early winter and average, according
method of determining butter fat in
to the last census, less than eighty
cream, known as the “Babcock test.”
tificial light is not injurious. To shut
Hens so kept
eggs each in a year.
This consists in weighing a definite
off the light it is usually necessary to
pay no profit whatever if the cost of
amount of crenm. placing it in graduerect wooden partitions or use curtains
their food is considered.
ated test bottles made for the purpose
It is pullets that produce an average
of old carpet or similar material. Very !
and adding sulphuric acid. After shakof
each
150
in
a
and
eggs
year
produce
little ventilation is needed, and no speing, the bottle is placed in a centrifa
fair
of
in
those
late
proportion
eggs
cial provision will have to be made for
ugal machine, which revolves a thoufall and wiuter, the season of highest
it. Spread two or three inches of loose
sand revolutions per minute. The fat.
prices and best profits, that are the
garden loam over the cellar floor.
which is the lighter portion of the
It is remarkable that
money makers.
Ten roots will produce an abundance
cream, is thrown to'the top, and then
the farmers who would be most adfor the average family.
Should one
; hot water is added to bring it into the
vantaged by a steady cash return from
bunch of roots cease
graduated tube, where the percentage
bearing remove a flock of
are the most neghens
good
them and put in a new supply. Select
is read. Most cities have a minimum
this
lectful
of
opportunity.
standard‘for butter fat in cream, usualroofs from two to five years of age. the
Good
which
will
an
pullets
produce
thriftier and stronger the better.
Ally about 18 per cent.
average of 150 eggs each and pay their
most any variety will force.
We have various grades of cream
A most
owner a net profit of $2 each in a year
important factor in success is t" allow
based on percentage of fat they conare not the common scrub hens of the
the roots to remain in the ground until
tain. Cream testing from 18 per cent
farms; they are thoroughbred pulthoroughly frozen.
to 22 per cent is called “table cream”
lets, bred and reared for egg producand is used in households for cereals,
How to Plant It.
and
so
reared
that
attain
tion,
they
coffee, fruit, retailing for 24 cents to
Dig the plants in the fall, retaining
laying maturity in the first half of
40 cents per quart. The next grade is
as much dirt as possible
To the farmers who are
October.
among the
termed “whipping cream” and tests
roots, and leave them outside to freeze,
used to getting no eggs in fall and
from 30 per cent to 25 per cent butter
or they may be purchased. Trim the
early winter this will seem an imfat. retailing for 40 cents to 45 cents
roots slightly to make a smooth job
possibility. but the thousands of farmIf kept cold this cream
per quart.
and take to the cellar. Set the lumps
ers who are easily accomplishing it
and is popular, it is also
readily
whips
as close together as possible and fill in
the
fact.
prove
used for making butter in creameries.
underneath and between them with
Signposts Along the Road.
1 The
next
grade is called “heavy
loose earth. Use only enough earth to
To accomplish this the three chief
! cream.” This is also popular and tests
entirely cover the crown of the roots.
points arc to have the chicks hatched
from 40 per cent to 45 per cent blitter
An even temperature of anywhere
the first half of April, to keep the pul! fat, retailing from 50 cents to 80 cents
from 50 to SO degrees will give good
lets steadily growing so that they
per quart. Another quality is sold unresults.
High temperature hastens
reach laying maturity the first half t>t
I der the name of “double cream.” or
growth, but at the expense of quality.
October and then that they lie kept
“Double XX,” and frequently tests
A gasoline or oil stove with an oven,
steadily laying by good care and good
from 50 per cent to 60 per cent butter
large oil lamps or even lanterns will
food.
Six months is the normal time
fat, is so thick it will not pour from a
serve to raise the temperature should
of growth of a healthy pullet.
Six
bottle and sells for from 75 cents to $1
the cellar he too cool. A cellar with a
months forward from the first half of
per quart.
furnace is ideal. Keep the soil slightly
April is tile first half of October, and
Many farmers have separators remoist by applying a little tepid water
the "rightly handled" pullets will be
moving cream from milk on the farm
when it seems in need. The applicafully mature and laying before cold
and hauling it or in some cases shiption of a weak solution of nitrate of
weather conies upon them. The chicks
ping it to
crealnery at a distance.
soda or liquid cow manure usually
h itched nne or two months later are
This plan has the advantage of keeppays well for the pains.
checked in growth by I he strong heat
This
ing skimmiik to feed stock.
of summer and are aliout half mature
When and How to Pick.
cream tests from 25 per cent to 55 per
when the cold of coining winter overIt is a month or six weeks from
I cent. Cream properly pasteurized is
takes them. Such pullets lay the bulk
planting to harvesting. Twelve to fourkept in cold storage for three weeks
of their eggs during the months of lowteen inches is a good height for pickat a temperature of 30 degrees F.
j
est
es
and
pri
ing. Do not carelessly .ierk or pull the
pay little or no profit.
j (freezing temperature for cream is 2!l
Thousands of farmers are making S2
stalks. Itun the index linger carefully
degrees F.i. sweet and without de■ lieoe profit yearly on their
down the inside of the stalk and gently
pullets,
terioration in flavor.
It is almost imImying all of the food, and as the depry and pull it from the dump. If nupossible for a farmer to produce cream
merous small stalks spring up increase | mand for fresh
laid eggs increases
for shipment t<> the city to be sold as
uicre rapidly than the
the heat and thin them out to a fair
supply there is
sweet cream, as it will not keep with
lllw-ivs rente fill- ,Oilers
stand.
out being pasteurize 1

■

no

Aa

that the stalks will grow
upright and have good coloring and to
discourage leaf development. Dim ar-

,.

Liy

By

one

daylight

Jug

e.ro

SELLING CREAM

A Too Freqoeilly Neglected Opportunity
For Earning Needed Cash.

having a dark cellar can
force rhubarb in midwinter.
It need
cause no objectionable odors not excessive dampness. Very little
space is
required, a small bed in a corner answering.
It is necessary to completely exclude
Any

the EGG NONSENSE.

e:

POULTRY THE BEST PAYING
LIVE STOCK

How the Boys Can Make Money.
I
By H. TV. DOYLE.
Department of Agriculture, Kansas.

sral make thebinteot profits of the yets
rbis urea test tonic snd digestive kee|
hens laying when aBjrs are worth mas
Situfsctiss Csarsateed er Massy tack
a Sold on Money Back Guarantee by
L.

THE

CELLAR

Poultry Regulator

J0S,

IN

----

are

One w»y to relieve habitual
constipation is
take regularly a mild laxative. Doan’s
Regulets are recommended for this purpose.
25c. a box at all drug stores.

Dr. W. CT LIBBEY.

WATER COLOR PAINTINGS
HALF PRICE
$5 00
4.00
1.00
.50

Fruit piece, now .... $2.50
Flower piece, " ....
2ioo
Blaine Motto Pictures, now
.'50
Local Views, now.25

SANBORN’S STUDIO.

Industry V. S. UepHrtn.eut ot Agriculture,

DENTIST,

to

9 3 MAIN

STREET.

VETERINARIAN:

BELFAST. MAIM

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,
MAPLE, BEECH

MANUFACTURER OF

20tf

L. C. MORSE.

animals
Hospltul, Pharmacy Hud (mice.

SPRING STREET,

BELFAST MAINE
Hospital Necer Closed.

Phones—Hospital

and BIRCH.

Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood,

treats ale diseases of

Pine

Liberty, Me.

59-13.

Caution

Residence 69-1

Notice^

I forbid all persons
harboring or trusting my
wife Annie A. Mo re on my account
for I shall
not pay any bills she contracts after
this date
3wp
CLARENCE E. MOORE.
Belfast, Me.. Dec. 8, 1918.

axju

x
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squaro, one
for one week
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.nth*. fill cents for three
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one

cents

CRKKLKY,
sale ami
.str\

jobbing

less

down further;

siows
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ending Dec.
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in

r.

“mighty onsartin,” but if
U,e Republican nominee for

s

sevi

the nex.t election it is

at

:

a

safe

predict the re-election of Presi-

c

dent Wilson.
r.U

B.
V

li

on

use

ted,

v

phn

President Wilson the
mint I ed. which Old Hickof

rs

planted,

had

or

has been

overthrown, razed. Now
Marse Henry Watterson to

out,

;

what

as

?ay to tiiat.'

Aroostook Republican says that
statistics of the potato shipments
from that county over the B. & A. are
T'r.i

thi

misle; dog, as they include "under the
present free trade arrangements the
thousai, :s upo: thousands of bushels
coming from across the line.”
It is announced that Vice President
Marshall is »o enter the lecture field at
$300 per, end that he will take occasion
to assn., the newspapers that have criti-

Secretary Bryan

cise !

when

Department.

business of the State

zest

"There’s the laste

.i-tmn:

.gg
moi.

;

ami »1

:

Rr.ts. ;.mi might
i.rit;-:

or

:

e

one

William
of the ten children of
Tims

his

ristic of his whole life.

•••

r

re-

He was

all,

his goodness was ret*a!mi ir, his face; and he went to his
grave l\ Stowed by the blessings of the

t.i r

iiy

kin

lelping

an

gr.en

to

unfortunate,

poor’, an

to

she makes the counter
pres;, in which
proposition that the District should have
no saloons to make inebriates. She says:
the National

Capital
The dsgrace
the ats< ,ce of an asylum for drunkards but lie presence of that which
rlakes drunkards—the saloon. The gov
rnmer t legalizes several hundred e.-tabthe District ot Columtia
;s
„.|..r
.-min ’- : men and thoughtless
ntfordtu full opportunities to
,, jtt:s an
,.j'.nkards, at id rams down into
j
the tainted revei te t hi rej
:e tainted with fallen manr
fr
HT
the expense of
ur>r
to

is

not

_

-.

it

ai

n

—

I

■

Huron’s deprivaconscience, or
s," it is suggestc i

c:

■

h

1

uhousand-doliar

!.'■

asyn
its victims, who have
-:d. physical and finana. :
;. menace
to the public, and
:
rum
jiensioned as it were

■„

—

-•■vices.

then a scribe, new to Washand unfamiliar with the inside of
thing? i here, gets hold of a report of the
secretary of the Senate and comes out
with a sensational expose of what seems
Ne.v

a:

ing-.

be

to

a

system of graft under which Sen-

supplied with razors, bromo
seizer,,perfumes, silverware, cutlery and
are

ators

at
other things too numerous to mention,
exthe public expense. This is easily
Each Senator has an allow-

plained.
ance

of $100

year,

a

or

session, for sta-

amount in
t ionary and may draw the
cash or in siationarv. It became the
to order from
custom of many Senators
the official in charge of the stationary
to be paid
room articles in other lines,
for
allowance
stationary,
their
of
out
for

getting them at cost,
no graft, unless il
so that there is really
is in making the allowance for stationary.

thereby

no

nrp-

recently laid his hand
eminent or more admirable than the one who has just fallen.
For more than thirty years
weTiave known him so intimately that
we can testify to the worth, dignity and
power of his character. He had a spontaneous admiration for all that was noble
and generous and a spontaneous contempt for all that was base and mean.
more

doubt

This recalls

Keiway.then

a
a

Prostrate State.”

Washington and finding at all the
a large amount of unclaimed personal baggage wrote a first-page sensawas

was a

Sun, both .anonymously and with his

assumed that tie

baggage

there

were

hundreds of them-had come to Wash
there. Ir
ington and been murdered

who was there

buying

and the late Mr. Ansel White
the most

congenial

New York,

or

cargoes,
one of

Liverpool

I

own

The

following

transfers

In

real estate

were

E.

Joseph
Kendell, Morrill,
Mary JaequaBragdon, New York, N. Y'.jland and buildings m Searsmont.
Etta f. Wing, etals., Thorndike, to Florence
G Cates, do.; land anti buildings in Thorndike
Etta l. Wing, Thorr-f ke. to Joseph E. Wing,
to

line

«!•••. land and
A.
in

\\

.1

buildings in Thorndike.
)od, l nity, to A. T. Woids, do.; land

Unity.

William S. Knight, Lincolnville, to Elon B.
Cilchrest, Belfast; land in Searsmonl.
1 atr k O Troy, Belfast, to Willis E. Hamilton, d<> : land in Belfast.
Lousia M. ano V\ ilbur R. Reed, Hampden, to
■

( eorge A
fort.

Tower-, hrankfori; land

in Frank-

George
Towers, Frankfort,
Bussey &
V hite, Winterport; land in Frankfort.
George T. Ward, Thorndike, to Pearl Ii. and
Alfreda Hand n, do.; land in Thorndike.
Sarah A. Staples, Winterport, to Nelson H.
A.

to

Hydorn, Bangor; land and buildings in Monroe.
Charles l.eve. Winterport, to Walter F.Arey,
do.; land in Winterport.
Hiram Pa*tee, Jr., Monroe, to Ciara Dickey,
Unity; land in Monroe.
Bertha M. Clark, Camden, to Parker Young,
Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville.
A T. Woods Troy, to Ida M. Woods, Unity;
land in Unity.
Mark R. Ginn, Stockton Springs, to Abigail
H. Berry, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Loren Wr. Clements, Norcrosa, to Lydia E.
Clements, Monroe; land and buildings in Mon-

for

a

city gets up early
By the difference

the little Maine

buildings in Monroe.
Alice R. Littlefield, Belfast, to Penobscot
Bay Realty Company, do.; land in Swanville,
Fred E. Brown, Waterville, to Chester and

M onroe; land and

Addie A. Ferris, Palermo; land in Palermo.
r

Arthur
hu

airfield

and

attends to business.

time, it could have been no more than
winter-morning-daylight in Maine when
the communications were exchanged.
A good citizen of Belfast once took
pains, and caused the government con-

in

Maine.

check for Christmas. Join thi
Send her
Belfast.
Christmas Club.-Waldo Trust Co.,
a

shoes. They are so constructed as to give perfect
freedom to every toe and

chartered

tug there for Stonington,

a

and thence

by

eleven o’clock

team
on

reached our house at

landing

Belfast

One winter the Richmond, on
her Machias-Portland route, was deviating from the usual course by going to

BuekBport
was

and thence down the west

misfortune to break

bay.

to the

same

Rockport.
chrest, then living
also gripped by the
reach his home.

in

city,

Rockland,

On

gave

drove

over

Roundy will leave Saturday for
to Thorndike.

a

nting trip

Mrs. Clara Pillsbury of Unity is
of her son, E. T. Pillsbury.

a

guest in

to wn

a

Miss Margaret Lord will leave next week for
relatives at Belfast.

visit with

Mrs. Knowlton and daughter of Freedom
; h ave been guests in town this week of Mrs,
Eliza Clement.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hall, Leon Hall and
W alter Harding were at Brooks Tuesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Walter Harding.—

Send for circula
and testirs
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by DruggiBta. 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

fails to
monials.

fine

a

appreciative
carols

were

Several of

Christmas

sermon

to a

audience.
Several
rendered by the choir.

Odd Fellows’ Block. Belfast, Maine.

EAST

our

young
vacation.

men

have

large

an

the

holiday

come

Miss Christine Lane has returned home afa week’s visit at Dark Harbor, where the

ter

late supper, ami there secured a derelict horse and sleigh belonging to a Rocka

family

employment during the summer*
After the completion of the work on the golf
links at that place, Adrian Lane returned
home, and is working in one of the blacksmiths shops.

land stable.

had

SEARSMONT
The school socia

Savery spent the week-end with
her cousin, Miss Ethel Savery.

and

home

BELFAST.

Miss Maude

Christmas

Albert Jenkins began
decorating his mother’s store immediately
on his arrival.
Raymond Merritt is home from
Hebron Academy and Maynard Stantia! from
the Moses Brown school in Rhode Island.
for the

to

early morning
Eggmoggin ice-bridge
and thence by relays via Bluehill to
Bucksport ferry, where we crossed and
steered southward, striking Belfast for
we

JAMES H. HOWES

who have this

Services were most interesting at. the Union
church both morning and evening. Mr. Game

was

desired

men

Estes, who has employment as a
in Auburn, is ar home for a short
visit with her sister Arline, and father, W. O.
Estes. Mrs. Lawrence Estes is working at
Belfast in a clothing factory.

Mr. George A. Gilice and

to

hand.

on

reputable

weeks.

Miss Lila

1 had been marooned at home

in

his foot, which

two

stenographer

an ice embargo, while the islands were
ail frozen to the main land, and had a

vessel

acceptable

proves very
sort of wor*

by enquiry, called

dark-night-call

land.

bone in

wdl as r
manufacturers, included n this

goods and

1

George
to

the

A.

Leavitt,

house with

who has been
a

week’s

con-

illness,

is

able to be out.

Strout arrived from Portland
last Saturday night to spend Christmas with
her mother. Mrs Wilda Strout.
Miss

Edith

Mr. and

Mrs. Geo. Davis of Swan
spending Christmas with
daughter, Mrs. Chas. Larsen, in Veazie.
avenue

are

Hi

the

Lake
their

in

where I could move

the quarter deck
something for circulation.
around

and
At

kick

Every member is expected to be present at
the next meeting of Happy Valley Chapter, 0.
E. S., Dec. 31st, as important business will be
attended to and arrangements made for a public installation in January. An entertainment
is being prepared for New Year’s evening.
Lunch will be served and a Minch party will
add to the entertainment.

at

Rockport

about “lost,” and George himself,
needing exercise, kicked me out into the
snow' while he cheerfullydrove onward towards his home. Sixteen hours on deck!
and I have never longed for sleigh-riding
I

was

Gibbs and Mrs. Cilley had quite
when their
an accident Thursday morning,
horse, a high spirited animal, became somewhat unmanageable and in turning a corner
threw them both out and ran to the next house,

since.

Mrs. Walter

So my two first visits to Belfast had
neither been in sunshine nor with unmixpleasures, and 1 would not again have

ed

known the streets of the

place from

colonades of Antioch

the mounds of

or

the

breaking the carriage and somewhat bruising
the

Ninevah.
There
nature

is

of man that often

desire and to attack

previously
days, only
to

accept

anything that
Hence, in

a
an

Mr.

preached
gregational Church
do so,

few months ago, I was glad
invitation to make a cruise

the island

on

There

was

as a

a

j

a

j

local merchant, past master of the home
|
lodge, and two others from whom if you i
hold them up and listen there might come
the sound of the sea, as from

a

conch.

cure.

Give your Sweetheart

present.

a

Real

Christmas

Join the Christmas Club.—Waldo

Trust Company, Belfast.

four

Sundays

at the Con-

here and will continue to

understand, until his graduation in
He is a young man of unusual ability

speaker,

with

a

depth

and earnestness of

which shows his love and fitness for
He is well liked and
the work he is taking up.
we are indeed fortunate to have him with us
for a time.

and

also

injured,

manner

Our party was mixed: Two business
men from Massachusetts, members of |
the “Ancient & Honorable Artillery,” I
have cottages
motors on the bay.

was

we

June.

the fast

who

arm

Came of the Bangor Theological Semi-

nary has

has
idle

power-yacht Linnie Belle,
with Belfast as
the main objective.
It was a delightful day; the city was
on

Cilley’s

while Mrs. Gibbs later discovered that two of
were broken.

leads him to

resisted him.

Mrs.

her ribs

in the stubborn

something

horse.

recently bought

Lamb,
residence.

A thought-stirring
the Maine coast and

Brower Circle of the Mason’s Mill’s
church met with Mrs. Lena Gross last Thursday afternoon with fourteen members present. This Circle is in a prosperous condition
and doing much good work, having earned in

Rev.
#

four years ago.

Miss Clara Agnes Bowen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eslie Bowen, and Charles Edward
Adams of Madison, were quietly married Dec.
24th at the Universalist parsonage at 10 o'clock
by Rev. A. A. Blair, who used the single ring
service. The bride was becomingly dressed in
a dark blue suit with a black velvet hat, and
was attended by Miss Frances Jellison, a close
friend.

The groom

black and

wore

the

conventional

attended by Frank Mudgett.
Miss Bowen has been an employee in Leonard
& Barrows shoe factory and is an accomplished
was

lady. The groom is a baggage master
M. C. R. R. arid is a respected young
Roy Godding has betai enjoying a week's
man.
After the ceremony a wedding breakvacation from his duties in the store of Your g
fast was served at the home of the bride’s sis& Cox, and is passing it in moving and getting
settled in the pretty new cottage on Emmons ter, Mrs. Herbert Clark, to the wedding party
This house and I and a few invited friends. The dining room |
street he has just completed.
was decorated with holly, evergreens and roses
the new residence of his father-in-law, Melvin
Roberts, next door, add greatly to that section and the place cards were tied with holly. The
of the village, and while being strictly in the couple left on the 12.20 p. m. train for Madisuburbs it is one of the most beautiful and son for a week’s visit after which they will
healthful localities, on high ground and just Bpend a week in Boston. On their return they
The best
under the shadow of a large grove of fragrant will reside at 27 Spring street.
wishes of a host of friends go with them for a
pines.
happy future.
Whist parties are in full swing again. The
Lady Maccabees hold a public game every
Thursday evening in their hall, which we are
Several
told are very enjoyable occasions.
such parties have been held at private houses
recently. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stimpson entertained over 20 young people Wednesday
evening at whist, some of the players coming
Others prefer the
from quite a distance.
Try the sure and most effective way to reach
Flinch parties, which are numerous all about the raw, tender inflamed mucous membrane infested with catarrh germs—use Hyomei. You
the village, having lost none of their popu- breathe it—no stomach
dosing.
If you suffer from raising of mucus, frelarity since last season.
voice, discharge from
husky
sneezing,
quent
1
—■
—
r
the nose, droppings in the throat or any other
of
catarrh—breathe
the germ-desymptoms
stroying air of Hyomei. It acts directly on
the inflamed membranes, destroying the disease germs in the nose, throat and lungs and
giving quick and permanent relief or money
Haffh Hair Renewer
atapa refunded by A. A. Howes & Co.
'The complete outfit, including pocket inhair. No doubt about ft
haler and bottle ot liquid, costa $1.00. Extra
1
bottle of liquid, if later needed, 50 cents,
young
on the

kill mm h

Stops falling Hair
certainly

falSaf

oujg^J^uwflljguiu^h^jagJ^

“IDYLLS

fine

BESIOK

THE STH

>

Sea poems and qu
dian legends.

MONROE

the year ending October 16, 1913, $220.89, the
net proceeds being $157.23. It is the largest
year’s work since the Circle .was organized
some

Miss Della i.aselle and Mrs. George
spent the day v.th friends in Liberty

Dec. 2lst.

The

]

ness.

P. Andrew.Luce

5
|

“THE WHITE IS!

Rankin

Miss Alva Clark of Frankfort was a guest
last week of her brother, Alvin Clark. She
was accompanied home by Mrs. Clark, who
spent the week-end with her.

'<

Fine bou: d

a

sea

|

extr

..

wished 1 was at

■

..

a tine line of
holiday I William Newbert have retur
force of clerks ensures i with
friends in Stonington,
prompt attention t the public_Mrs. M. S.
Young has returned from Dor
Hunt and Mrs. Hr wn of North Searsmont
where she was a guest of her \
called on friends ir the village last week.... i
Young,and friends
.Mrs. Hr
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. D er of Belfast were
guests recently moved into the tene.v
of Mrs. C. 0. Brown December 14th ...James
Morang’s store, is seriously
Bobbins has bought
new louring car of B. 0
taken to the h >me of her sister.
Norton, Belfast-lrs. A. G. Caswell and Hall, who will care for her
Mrs. A. L. McCorrisc passed two
days in Belfast last week....Eb
Cobb made a business
t. ip to Rockland last
Saturday_Miss Angie
Paine is at home f m Kent’s Hill for the

and Mrs. John Robhins have moved into
C. M. Knowlton’s tenement on the corner.
Mrs.

the Grange hall last
well attended ...Our

Saturday e\ening a.merchants »re dispi tying

Mr.

fined

Wads.' -rti i> clerk s for 1
his store
(ieo. W tiuihee !

Clara
at

Miss Edith Skelton arrived last Saturday
Up to that hour we had ent- hristmas vacation..
liss Mary Cobb, who is
from Brooklin to spend Christmas with her
long drive, and all the changes
well qualiii d to teacl piano, has a class of admother, Mrs. Alec Snow of Searsnort avenue.
of motors and drivers along the way.
vanced pupils.
L Cunningham has reBut when starting out on that last reach
Mr. and Mrs. William Crosby have returned ceived a estate Trave ing Library, which will
Miss Emiiy Brown, who has been caring for
it had turned bitterly cold, with a west- her aunt,Mrs. bred Wright, in Jackson for four home after spending two weeks in Stoningtou, be found at his home, ree t the public
L.
erly gale“close hauled on a bowline” all weeks, returned to Brooks recently for a few guests of Mrs. Crosby’s sister, Mrs. Minnie S. W mg ai.d Oren J ekson went to Belfast
Dec. loth m attend
meeting of Corinthian
the way down the bay road. The previous days at her parents' home. They then accom- Gray.
E. Cole, Grand High
Iioyal Arch Chapter.
Mr. and Mrs. Mullen of Lincolnville have
panied her to Bangor, Mr. Brown returning
of
the
soon
to
joviality
day
gave way
Priest of the Royal A*ch Chapter of Maine,
later. Mrs. Brown will spend the holidays with returned home after
visit with her brother,
silence—it was no longer a joy-ride! 1
was present to inspect lie work.
.Mrs.Susan
her daughters there.
Mr.
who
the

joyed

as

Take advantage of this wonderfu CUT IN PRICES at mce
merchandise will quickly disappea at these prices. Before -ou 1'
spect our merchandise and convin e vourself of the GENU IN EN
OF THIS SALE.

Charles Bowen is progressing rapid I \ with
his new house, which he has boarded and the
roof on.
The mild, open winter 'bus far

upon the family of an old friend—a captain whom I had just lately seen in a port

by
by

a

confined him to the house for

!

Money Saving Half-Price Sale

James Jewell has beer, laid up for some time
a lame side and George Johnson had the

was very thick.
The captain kindly
gave notice that the stop there would
continue till daylight.
In the evening

I wandered ashore, and

BROOKS.

with

a

Sanipes.

as

Clean Merchandise at ONE-H A I
the Regular Price.

of other

Mrt. Garfield Goddard spent a v eek with
relatives i:i Boston and vicinity, sight-seeing
and shopping. Her sister, Bessie Kilpatrick,
kept house for her during her absence.

chance:

I

OF

not been used

“WOOLTEX” Coats and Suits,

our

Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Gould of Pittsfield recently visited relatives here.
Miss Gertrude Hogan of Thorndike passed
the week-end with Miss Edith Hobbs.

by

was

Ail

i__

fog and in irons, there might have
been some disturbance in the household.
in

Good

SheSyinAmorGoftorv^
THE NEWS

Not Damaged

are

;

l

For1 men and women
$5.00 the pair. Only to be
j had at

foggy winter
and he politely

in the

first

They have

foot.

adark and

night. I opened the door
enquired if I were Mr.-.and as he had
gussed right I invited him to enter.

My

These Goods

tendon. Furthermore—they
support the arch (no plates)
and you know the arch is
the Keystone to the whole

siderable expense, to make a short call
at my home.
He first went to Rockland,

dressed in green and garnished with
wealth of summer-blossom.

Personals.

Women, Misses and Children.

1 NO INFLATED VALUES

instructions and within the hour
reply. It led me to think that

some

received

roe.

Nelson J. Curtis, Monroe, to Harry Clements, do.; land in Monroe.
Fred F. Perkins, Stockton Springs, to Helen
V. Hamlin, Milo; land in Stockton Springs.
Lizzie E. Ellis, Brooks, to Mary A. Plummer,

For

Gripper

was

Like boys from the country, we
wandered around the city, and like
women from all the world bought things
There is more Catarrh in this section of the we did not need.
to accom
Congress, and having failed
Some went to the Fair; the two maall theii j co untry than all other diseases put together,
plish their purpose and spent
! and until the last few years was supposed tc
rine
shells tumbled up stairs, as gracefultheir
be*
leaving
had
departed,
money
For a great many years doctor!
bills behind j be incurable.
ly as a yoke of oxen, and startled The
longings and unpaid hotel
j pronounced it a local disease and prescribed Journal office.
them. The late Col. Thomas P. Ochil
| local remedies, and by constantly failing to
I wonder how a busy editor can spare
wai
his
in
day,
character
cure with local treatment, pronounced it in*
tree, a noted
the time he wastes on the unemployed.
curable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a
one of these disappointed office-seekers,
Our whole party enjoyed the day and
foi co nstitutional disease, and therefore require!
but before leaving Willards Hotel
wear
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, the tarry and resolved that Belfast is good
New York he smuggled out enough
which hi j manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, and more than passingly fair to look
i ng apparel to fill a suit case
I Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the
upoi\!
friend.
a
from
borrowed
market. It is taken internally in doses from
Ed. A. Richardson.
to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
10
drops
a Pear I
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try
Fort de France, Nov. 17, ’13.
ii 1
They offer (one hundred dollars for any case if
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown
For sale at all dealers.

Ground

Some years later, by chance, I made

Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending December 24, 1913;
The Inhabitants of the town of Belmont, to
Otis G. Wooster, Belmont; land anti buildings
in Belmont.

hands.

as your

closely associating with a master whose
ship was owned in Belfast. One day,
just before noon, he cabled to his owner

another

recorded in

|

called comfort shoes*
may relieve for the instant
but they do not correct and
correction is what you are
after.
Don’t be discouraged until you have tried
the famous

friends I ever had in

in

|

^ So

was

baggage belonged to person!
I
who had come to the National capita j Fairfield Journal.
office-seeking or to lobby a bill througl

f act this

fortable

elsewhere.

On one occasion

“sing”

—

In the south of Cuba I met Mr. Edward

Sibley,

When that

commences to

hits that_pet
then
bunion
you
say
things ? that you'^wouldn’t
if your feet were as com-

signature.

to

hotels

tion in which it
this
owners of

After 1870 he

contributor to the New York

frequent

corn

or_somebody

Though I did not know our Belfastacross-the-bay I often met congenial
wanderers from there in distant ports,
and sometimes as shipmat -s.
When
before the mast in the bark Lorena, the
mate, named Patterson, was a native of
the place; and also the mate of the Mary
Mankin, named Doak.

What was probably Mr. Pike’s last
work for the Tribune was a series of letters from South Carolina in the days of fog

time when St. Clair Mespecial writer on the New

York World, but for many years pasl
carat
the editor of the Brooklyn Eagle,

|

his home.

name so near

passenger and when we reached
Belfast it was becoming dark and the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

prt

shou
for

in

fortable shoes.

lowers, of public opinion.
In an ulster, he looked to be the size
Of how many editors of the present of a
whale on end, and proved to be U. S.
day can as much, in truth, be said? And Deputy Marshal, Norton. He had called
it should be a source of pride to Maine
to read of what the government would
people that closely associated with Gree- do to me if I should fail to
appear at the
lev and Dana in anti-slavery days, and Federal Court
to be held in Boston withduring the Civil War, was James Shep- in a few
days (in a murder trial). If the
herd Pike of Calais. On his death in
feminine side of the room had not had
then
editor of the New
1888, Mr. Dana,
some reasons for guessing correctly what
York Sun. said of him in that paper:
it all meant, and readily sawr that none
Among the many eminent men upon of us would be taken
away that night,
whom death has

hand.

ebria.t

■

rpsonrops

that

half the ugliness in this
world is caused by uncom-

they accent the second part, and with
slightly lingering sound of r.

whom he had

position to establish an inasylum or farm for the District
•if Columbia is vigorously opposed by
Taura Tracey Holt in a letter to the
The

(Yiir nwn

ference to those of other countries; for
the open shop against the closed shop;
for the right of every man to put a price
upon his own labor and work at his job
or leave it, against the right of anyone
to prevent another from taking it. When
it is remembered, besides, that they stood
for good conduct, right living, correct
morals,
patriotic citizenship, sound
scholarship, and, indeed, for everything
good as against everything had, and
were generally able to give enlightened
reasons for the faith that was in them
or for the course they advocated on every
question, the reader must come to the
conclusion, in spite of their personal
peculiarities, that they were not only
n ost worthy men, hut that they exerted
in the right dia powerful influence
rection upon the affairs of their day and
were
leaders, not folgeneration. They

advisor and

iove

:

rlpuplrmniont nf

early manhood as
helper of little carpet-bag rule and reconstruction, later
for children was a marked published in a volume entitled “The

wi.m, in
fne' T.
:

born S,

The writer

October.

ast

was

Longfellow,

Pusan

.at!
c

man

may he truly said that he
sait of the earth and one of

obiemem

;ur-

They stood side by side for twelve
years in support of every good and humane cause; for freedom as against slavery; for liberty as against tyranny; for
peace as against war; for education as
against ignorance; for the elevation of
labor as against oppression; for a free
press as against a servile one; for free
schools as against parochial schools; for
tolerance as against bigotry; for liberty
ot conscience as against ecclesiastical
tyranny; for the elevation of the many
against the elevation of the few; for the

none was

thin..

••ted ir Machias last week a
it

fifty

well thrv an’ get the
r as an egg from

as

to

: cess

a

forty

there

Highland,

a

him

com-

a bin, Malachi, of any bird
Whin eggs is twenty cints
ij,’ eggs all over the primises

:

tis

:

to

of Truth, Boston’s bright
-hi is this ray of light on the

on ns

id

v

philosophy gives

whose

Prog
me

a

lecturing

for

should have been attending to the

he

a

New York Tribune:

are

11 -•
ti

noth.

ONE

sea

I'IKK.

ANu

of

ur.

inuivouAi,

_

Such happened to be the case of this
writer.
In that other place across the

biographer of Charles A. Dana,
Harrison Wilson, LI,. I)., suys
work of (ireeley and Dana in the

The
James

nr," reports Bradstreets' for of the
iio

DANA

place

uvuiviiAu,

by

It may well seem strange that a native
of Penobscot Bay—one who in youth sailed up and down and across the bay and
the river—should have twice been in the
port of Belfast, Ireland, before seeing the

Medicine the whole world over—
HOOD S SARSAPARILLA. Druggists everywhere sell and feel safe
in recommending it because it
gives such general satisfaction.
Purifies, builds up, creates appetite, overcomes that tired feeling.
Get a bottle today.

Bll“Zlwr

H1SWHY.

A.

How I Discovered Belfast
Chance Installments.

Standard

Republican Journal

The

xvui u mjxv ^

Frank S. Dolliff

sermon

at the villa

f

Jackson delivered

e

church last

a

Sunday

W. C. T. U.. ..The
auspices of
W. C. T. 1. met with ilia White last week
and over 30 boxes of -ait, candy, etc., were
cent out to different h rnes where cheer was
needed. The flower mv ion superintendent is
doing good work. The n» t meeting will be with
Lydia W. Woodman- aster Fred Palmer is
at home from Hebron Vcademy and Misses
Carrie Durham, Avis
rnery and Margaret
Watson from Casline Normal school, for
the holidays ...Much e aipathy is expressed
for Charles Knights in he loss of his wife,
who left three motherle children. Her death
cist a glojin over th
community.... Mrs.
he

under the

George Staples
suffering. She

died D*

18th after weeks of

went

the

fall and underw
which she never ralli
these weeks intil death
The intei ;or of t he v
in the

..

|
(

Regular prices

$1 3.
Both books for
post paid, if sent to hi
Felton St., Cambridge, V
$1.08.

Dr. E. H.
EYE

hospital early

Office

I
!

WINTERPORT.

Days, Mondavs

and

Tues<

WILL BE Al
Forest House, Monroe. Weil.. 1' M
York’s Hotel, Brooks, I hursday.
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday, \
Central House, l
1* M
ity,
Bellows House, Freedom, Sat A
1

church is under-

Through

SPECIALISE

44 South Main St..

operation from
but lingered al!
lived her from pain.
age

Boyiiu

Twenty-five years experience
fitting glasses enables in*- to fit aglasses will help. Consultation Sr.

an

going repairs, painting,

By your native authoi
FRANKLIN F. PHILL

the ef-

forts of church sue hie funds are mostly bemer has been ver\
ing raised.. Mrs F. L.
poorly of late but is slow gaining at present. !
...Mr. John .Moore, age 'Lis rather feeble 1
of late...-Mr
Emma
msur has gone to |
Boston to visit her dau ter and spend the
j The Board of Health of Belfast r.
sale by the Re- j
holidays ...The fair ai
request, theiphy sieians ami ai. pers
f small p"
bekahs was a success in
cry way. The pro- \ ing any suspeeted cas. s
them promptly. Belfast has no eases.
gram was good and a lart crowd was present.
cities in the State, we understand, h
and help us in keeping it out.
APPLETON.

j
-)

NOTICE

BOARD OF 111

Fellows have 'stalled, a new 1,200
Victor safe in their hall., U the last meeting
of Golden Rod Rebekah i go the degree wras
conferred upon seven can. dates by the degree
and Mrs. Albert
team of the lodge ...M
Gushee are visiting their aughter, Mrs. Roy
Page, in Brownville-A the recent benefit
held in Grange hall for W» ley E. Meservey of
Newton, Mass., $45 were ^ared. Mr. MeserThe Odd

vey is blind, and was
Albert Newbert of

proper*^

building
store

now

with

two story

a

of

Rock 'fid

and sold the
the late M. F.

week
of

forim'ly

building

on

on

th*C

taxes on land situated in the t
Swanville, in the County of Waldo,
year 1913.

Unpaid

list of taxes on real
owners in the town

following
THEnon-resident

ned

by

of

o

remain unpaid and notice is hereby *!-•
if said taxes interest and charges are not
viously paid, so much of the real estate
as is sufficient to pay the amount due th
including interest and charges, will be
public auction at the Clerk’s office in sai
on the first Monday of February, 1914. at
o’clock a. m.:
Oak Hill Granite Co. Land bounded
land formerly of E. S. Knowlton and
Seekins; E. by land of E. C. Peavey, F. 1
kins, D Vv. Killings estate and county
by land formerly of J. W Harvey and
Knowlton; W. by Waldo town line. Tax, *
ALFRED W. CURTIS. CollectR. F. D. 2. Belfast

the heirs
the
as a

•cond floor, the
wite side of the
Johnson was
•. John Leven-

street, and the stable. 7a
the purchaser... Mr. an^
* Sunday of Mr.
saler of Searsmont were
and Mrs. Frank Berry...
\ Minnie Wentworth and daughter M
,1. who teaches
school in Houlton, are sp*" lf the holidays
with relatives here and
qrtland.... Miss

Swanville, December 20, 1913.—3w52
1

j

!

e-

ville, for the year 1913, committed to
collection for said town on the 24th day

here this

Hanl<|4'ttsisting
occupied
Morang

tenement

Collector’s Notice of Sa

Appleton....

was

A

Belfast, December 24, 1913.--52

§
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j
(j
j
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Thar* is to be a Christines tree for tb*
North church Sunday school in the vestry,
this afternoon with appropriate exercises
and games.

The News of Belfast
A. E. Clark Camp, Sona of Veterans, will
hold their next meeting next Tuesday evening,
instead of Monday as usual.
Nellie, widow of the late O. A. Dickey of
North port, has been granted a United States
tension. Mr. Dickey was a Civil War veteran.

MERRY
1

Peter Harmon & Son, Thorndike, have shipped 95 car loads of potatoes of this year’s crop
and are under contract to ship three car loads
per week to Brooklyn parties during the win-

Christmas to all and especial-

Harriet Perkins, Union street,
nal office.

or

There will be a Christinas dance at Seaside
Grange hall this evening with music by Keyes

The Jour-

to

■rmy. the first

parties.

fair day.

dangerously ill with appendicitis, was
peratod on last Saturday at the Tapley hostal. l'r Tapley was assisted by Drs. Elmer
,d Foster C Small. The operation was very
successful and the patient is comfortable.
,-ij been

There will be a Christmas matinee at the
Theater at 2.30 p. m. today with six
reels of pictures and every child will receive a
box of chocolates, free. At night—orchestra
night—200 pony votes.

Condon, who was seriously injured in
Vhe a< ident last August when the Bar Harbor
L x pres." was derailed at Meriden, Ct., and who
has been recuperating in the Waldo County
hospital, left last Thursday morning for Boston
He was accompanied
to consult a specialist.

Granville, the little son of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Hoffses, broke hiB right leg below the knee
last Monday afternoon while attempting to
climb into the Noyes public carriage when it
was in motion.
His foot caught in the wheel.

Kilgore of Thorndike.

l'r. H. L.

different color

Felker of

••

I

intermission.

(served

Maine Hills entertained

Mr, uii-i Mrs

a

y at their home on Court street,
hay. Tne guests w.re Mr. and Mrs.
H?a'. Mis-- Louise Heal of Boston,
-larian Heai, who was at home from
.\ir- Katherine Hills and Miss June
: Marblehead, Miss., and Mr. and
•n E. Brown, Misses Katherine and
1 ister Richard Maine Brown.
i.:

■

ri'tii

will have

j

grounds

li ih'h

at

I

H.

an

the foot of

Howes

and Clarence

A

.mas

most

made up.

was spent
table of auction

A delicious supper was served
by the hostess, Miss Cora S.

o'clock

-•>'

Marian Hazeltine.

description

silver

Aidge,

the

prizes fijit which

lo^J^gar

rr.?.

tray and a pack of
Fruit punch was
served towards the close of the afternoon.

who took part :n the little play, “The
Man," given some weeks ago both here
»nd in Searsport, and to be given early in
January in Castine, have formed a Dramatic
hub, calling themselves The Colonial Flayers,

short time ago Charles F. Swift had at his
store in Masonic Temple a box of western
apples, bought in Boston with other goods for
the local trade. Mr. 1. W. Parker on inspecting these apples said he could make as good a
showing with apples grown at his home place

lies

i

r.

were

cards

le, except that several suppers, each to be
ser rd by a committee of three, are to be held.
Ti

use

ioh member of the

cast

holds

an

office,

as

ws

A.

ar.es

El

<ME

had

na'

char

Seafarers.
a

It is

some

breezy epistle frpm Capt Ed.

A.

ridge

IW

een

voyaging c>astwise

he found little of inabout. Now he i3 off shore
again and sends us from Fort-de-France, Marto

tinique,

write

interesting account of his visits to
Belfast. We hope that in the future he will
ome oftener ana
stay longer. The Journal
iatch string is always on the outside and seaaiers are
specially welcomed. It so happens
hat in this week’s issue another
seafarer,Capt.
jeorge L. Norton, editor of the Marine Journal, New York, gives some reminiscenses of
Belfast that will interest many of our
readers,
>ere

an

and

elsewhere.

ivory

case.

Searsport

of

Northern Maine SeaMima Moore vs. Alice A. J.
port R. Pv. Co
Waldron, and Simpson, Appl., from decree of
Judge of Probate. Resciipts received are as

in,one of

•*

terest

|

vs.

follows:
B.

Smith

Hunker vs. E. O. Shaw, Belfast
at .ast September term of the
S. J. Court to recover for use of land, seed to
plant same etc., with verdict for plaintiff for
The motion for a new trial is over$33.18.
ruled for want of prosecution.
David C Johnson vs. W. O Estes was a suit
brought by Mr. Johnson of Stockton Springs
against Deputy Sheriff EBtes of Brooks for

parties, tr.cd

seizing

a

can

belonging

to

plaintiff

and

was

tried at the September term of the S. J. Court
with a verdict for plaintiff of $94.56 and on a
charge of trespass carried to the law court on
a motion for a new trial.
The rescript reads:
“Dismissed from Law Docket. Settled below."
Harry L Kinney of Burnham vs. M. C. R.
R., for loss of potatoes in transit to New
Haven, was not tried but was sent to Law
Court on agreed statement. Rescript returned December 20th: “Discharged."

Aged People |

|

E
Sj

W

ometimes forget (hat poor teeth and
•
improper mastication prevent sufficient nourishment from ordinary food and burden
the fi
K
digestive organs, but if every man or woman past 9
I
r
fifty would fully realize the bountiful, sustaining nourish- fi
ment ;'n Scott’s Emulsion they would take it after every meal.
Sc—:'s Emulsion contains the renowned body-building fats of fi
t
^ cure c 'Si liver oil, so medically predigested tie it distributes energy, I
■\ power and strength all thru the body and siinpli' »s the stomach's work,
To people in declining y ears we say with un listakab earnestness 1
i
—Scott’s Emulsion will add years to
;
your V t arvi life ;o your years. M

^

fi

AVOID ALCOHOLIC

I

was

quite

ago and is still

un-

H

S

a

and suits

The

twenty-one girls at the Girls Home will
partake of a bounteous turkey dinner with all
accessories today through the kindness of Mr.
and Mrs Ira M. Cobe of Chicago. These same
kind friends provided the dimer for Thanks-

giving Day

and

the directors extend

well

as

the

Murigett store,

quoted

hearty

Th

ise

on

c

for

bargains

many weeks, at the Colonial Theater on
anJ Tuesday evenings, Jan. 26th and
The

success

| operatic presentations
|

1 HE

KINDERGARTEN CHRISTMAS

kindergarten

conducted

bert at the home of
closed its first

Chenery
ing wir.h

a

Cnristmas

by

TREE.

term

last

celebration,

Friday

gladly

The

Marian LamMr. and Mrs. Horace
Miss

to which the

parents and a few friends were bidThe early arrivals were afforded a close

and

Richard, little sor of Mr. and Mrs.
Chenery, who was was ill, and John,
son of Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Vickery, who was out
of town. Some of the little visitors present
filled the vacant chairs, however, and a numher of charming little songs, appropriate to
the season, were sung, with M ss Katherine
C. Quimby, who assists Miss Lambert, at the

the
of

U/’nnir

/-x.-.

---

II_

..

were

of pleasure.
Toys, cornucopias of
candy, etc., delighted the little recipients, and

source

one was forgotten.
It was a red letter
day for all present, and all the details were
most thoughtfully arranged by Miss Lambert
and Miss Quimby. For a number of years
there has been no kindergarten in Belfast, but
that need is now most adequately supplied.
Miss Lambert, who is a graduate of Miss
Wheelock’s Kindergarten Training School in
Boston, is a most efficient teacher and is ably
assisted by Miss Quimby, and under their inno

structions the little folks are daily acquiring a
surprising amount of practical knowledge.
Miss Lambert successfully combines some of
Madatp Montessori’s methods with those of
Froebel, and the results are delighting the
parents. The pupils who attended the exercises were
Edward, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and
Fred R. Poor; Robert, son of
Mrs. Fred A. Johnson; Richard, son of Dr. ar d
Mrs. F. B. Adams; Elana, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. S. L. Shute; Isabel, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert i\Coombs, and Rhoda, daughof Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Drury.

ter

§

Waldo

us

Banking hours

SON-1

A BIG STOCK OF

not receive one

117.1_fl_

l

JABS

Christmas.
v

All the First Class Makes of
r%

JANUARY

jl/

*ell non all about

Trust

our

3d.

W

plan.

f)
'#

Company,

from 9

a

m,

to 3 p. m..

Satin-day 9

a, m.

to 1 p.

S

m.

^
sjAgo

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Waldo Trust
AlH™ mRC|R°»T' ir*?*"1

"ll8U" "• ■UWETT, Treasurer.
T. FRANK
RANKER, Astt. Traa.are,.

*

J.mf.

Cut Price on the

best sugar
another step towards reducing the cost of living.
new

Company, Belfast,

September 30, 1913.

cured Bacon is

F XFCITTIVF

wSVaaS ST.

«-

«

Ph L’ C°0per’ William Orwell, A. K. Paul.
* ’**R*"’1 L

Bn«n
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THE BACON WITH THE MATCHLESS

c“p“-’•

Organized October 25, 1904.

FLAVOR.

..

It has a flavor of which you never tire.
When you once know it, no other bacon
will be served on your table. We use only
choice native pig pork, and no chemicals,

Undivided profits.
Savings deposits
Demand deposits. .
...

Demand certificates ot
Trust detriment.
Bills payable.

Have you tried our Queen Olives, Peanut Butter and Breakfast Cocoa, which we
sell in bulk?

We can save you nearly onehalf and give you better and fresher goods.
We cut prices on everything used on the

10 00
357 79
34,000 00

,Loans

and

Loans

on

discounts
mortgages

resources.
.
of real'estate

wi.^Ts
*306,012 07

Bonds and stocks .
1,412 00
Trust investments . 106,757 50
Beal estate.
357 79
Furniture and fixtures. 22,696 10
Cash on deposit
2.000 JO
Cash on hand
27,198 74
. 19,291 94

table.

Perry’s Cash Market
Strictly

deposit.

*50,000 00
12,500 00
0,242 39
305,095 12
160,757 88

.

21c.

The only

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock.

Surplus...

in curing.
There is quality in every slice.
Have it for your breakfast tomorrow. Buy
it by the strip for only 19c. per lb. Sliced,

|

1

*571,9753 18

HARRY M. SMITH, Bank Commissioner.

_

Cut Price Store in Waldo

~r

Count).
in the mountains wishes to cut and
'■
make clothing for her family, a teacher with I- =
patterns is sent to instruct her. In this NORTHPORT.
Miss Eulalia C. Greenlaw and Miss Marian
practical way all sorts and kinds of household arts and crafts are taught. There are E. Wyman have returned home from the E.
also schools, and many an untaught boy or girl M. C. seminary, Bucksport, and Kenneth Wyman from the Belfast High
of 14 years get their first taste of knowledge
School, to spend
in these schools which in the future leads to the Christmas vacation_Joel P. Wood has
built a house in his mill yard where his mill
heights before undreamed of. At Christmas
He has started
the Vanderbilts open their big house for en- crew will board this winter.
tertainment of the tenants and all “within his mill for the winter with a full crew from
and is to run two crews—one in the
their gates.”
A mammoth dinner is follow- Ellsworth,
woods and one in the mill
Frank J. Beach
ed by a Christmas tree with gifts for all, and
is running his sawmill this winter, cutting
at night there is dancing in the ball room
short lumber, laths, shinglps and clapboards,
when hobnails and cowhides trip the light fan....Work on the Cobe cottage is progressing
tastic until morning. It is said that the
well. The roof is completed and the building
George Vanderbilts, with all their wealth and is steam heated
by its own plant. Many of the
society friends, are never as happy as when workmen have their families
with them. Four
with their “poor”, and that Mrs. Vanderbilt
families are in cottages owned by C. O, Dickvisits every family on the estate and knows
ey, two families in cottages owned by W. P.
their every need.
The estate not only inGreenlaw; two families in cottages owned by
cludes the village but miles and miles of mounLewis Benner; two families in cottages owned
tains where the poor dwell.
by Stella Lombard, and eight other cottages
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl are occupied by workmen and their families...
Birch Crest, the new summer resort that was
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
Maine. For sale at all dealers.
surveyed into cottage lots and sold last AugI ust, promises to be the scene of much building
j in the early spring... .The Belfast Water com*
pany has offered to run a six-inch water main
j to Birch Crest and Bayside for fire protection,
j_W. P. Greenlaw recently bought the Carlton cottage at the corner of George and Griffin
streets.The cottage of Mrs. Hester Morse
AT THE
of Burnham, at Temple Heights was recently
broken ihto and flour, sugar, and lard taken
to the amount of several dollars.

-.
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We Wish to Extend to All
A

..

1 —Colonial—
0

Reels of Pictures

A

S
H

I

,

200

TONIGHT

Pony Votes

New Year.

New York Bargain Store
JUST ARRIVED

TROY.
Hazel, Ruth and Ruby Pendleton of Islesboro,
Mrs. Charles
•re visiting their grandmother,
Smith_Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Carter of
Palmyra visited friends in Troy Sunday-

Hartly Cunningham

|
!

ORCHESTRA NIGHT.

j|

ha* been drawn

as

FIRST
f resh from the mine.

QUALITY LEHIGH COAL,

On the way in schooner M. V. fl. Chase,

050 TONS OF SOFT COAL.

CONSUMEBS

jury-

January term of court.... Mr. Wilson, the High school, teacher, a Bates student,
will spend Christmas at his home i n Bowdoinham, the school taking a vacation of several
days during his absence....Mrs. Sanford Foster is on the sick list, threatened with pneumonia.... Mrs. Lizsie Hopkins of Plymouth is
with bar sister, Mrs. T. W. Hawes.
mam

200

Utnal price*, Matinee and night

Happy

And discharging from barge Easton 1200 tons of

0

MATINEE AT 2.30.
Every child will receive a box of
chocolate* FREE.

Merry Christinas
-AND-

Christmas

—-WATCHES-1
Left for those who did

29th TO

vr-

j

—H. d. LOCKE &

Pi

BELFAST, MAINE.

HAVE BETTER FOOD FOR LESS
MONEY-

tains,” in which she told from the personal
knowledge gained in visits to the south of the
work being done among the
“poor
I missionary
whites” in the Blue Ridge and Cumberland
Mountains, particularly in South Carolina.
She spoke of several southern missions in
which she has been interested, and particularpiano. The motion songs, and those in which
ly of the model village of Biltmore, near Ashthe bells were used, were especially enville, S. C., where the estate of George Vanjoyed by the spectators. These were followderbilt, covering an area of 11 miles square,
ed by other games, “drop the handkerchief” I
is one of the unique spots of civilized Ameriand several dramatized versions of familca.
The village, which is self supporting, is
iar nursery rhymes, including “Jack and
owned by Mr. Vanderbilt and the houses are
Jill,” “Humpty Dumpty,” etc., each with leased to
whomsoever may wish them. A cenits accompanying song. Then a stir outside was
tral point in the village is known as The Inheard, and Santa Claus himself, far coat, dustries, and here all the articles made
by the
beard, pack and all, was in the midst of a won- poor whites of the mountains
are sold, the
no
means
awe-stricken group.
dering, but by
profits going back to the hills. If a poor
All the little folks were remembered at he distributed the contents of his pack and retired.
The children were reluctant to have him depart, but the unloading of the tree was a new

Catl and let

Meat and
Grocery Bills.

last meeting of the Woman’s Alliance of the
Unitarian Church, held with Mrs E. R. Pierce,
Mrs. Pierce read a very
interesting paper on
“Industrial Work in the Cumberland Moun-

Horace

DECEMBER

ijg

My

W

AND YOU CAN JOIN ANY
TIME FROM

Your

playing cards and hot water bags are in
demand and you will find them at A. A. Howes
& Co’s, as well as
everything in staple and
fancy groceries, toilet articles, etc.See
notice of the Belfast Board of Health.

\li

the

The Christmas Club Opens
Monday, December 29th

Cut Down

exchange.... See notice of
Dr. E. H. Boyington of Win-

when

Till'

Hi

___

terport, eye specialist_See notice of sale of
the collector of the town of Swanville_If
you are looking for comfort in footwear try
the famous Ground Gripper shoes sold at The
Dinsmore Store... .See statement of the condition of the Waldo Trust Co....The Consumers Fuel Co. has
just received 1,200 tons
of first quality Lehigh coal, and has 650 tons
of soft coal on the way.... This is the season

morn-

children’s

den.

make

I appointments

-jrefP

provide money for Christmas
family to join Show this
Everybody is welcome to join.

everyone
to join.

If

which has attended former
New \ear....The sales of Holeproof at The
by local musical talent Dins more Store
for Christmas were very large
!
assurance
tnat
this
will
be
a
gives
notable and if the
size wasn’t just right, or you want
event of the winter season.
a little different color
or weight they will
27th.

rentsto your friends and get them

||

will find them at

HI

every

to

Wt

Locke & Son. They have a
big stock of w’atches left for those who did not
get one at Christmas —all first-class watches
arui a ! guaranteed. Watch
repairing a specialThe Mew York Bargain Store extends to
ty
all wishes for a Merry Christmas and a
Happy

Monday

0t'an easier way
nr^nf1 ?y°TJ°m.think
yourseif-get
in

$jfc

the store of H. J.

The Belfast Musical Society is planning to
present the Gilbert and Sullivan opera “Patience,” which they have had under rehearsal

W

sjyseavtlmust

®

Main strent.

111

be made every week
0R MAY BE MADE IN ADVANCE-

M

those of other reputable

Hi

REVERSE THE ORDER OF PAYMENT IF YOU WISH TO
DO SO

I1" Cifl5’ ,y0U

g|

See prices
<ats, suits, waists and muffs.

watching

Wk

may start w'th $2.50 the first week and 5c.
less
week until the last payment is 5
cents-

jE

manufacturers are included in this half-price
sal‘l.The Manufac urer’s Outlet Co. are
closii.g out their stock, regardless of cost, at

thanks for these generous gifts.

fur

as

(St

jTg
HH

price sale of coats and suits for women, misses
and children. These are not
damaged goods,
have not been used as samples, but are good,
dean merchandise. All their Wooltex coats

0C'

and

In Class 2> you
may start with $1.00 the first week and
pay 2c less
every week untfi the last payment will be 2
cents.

YOU MAY

ft

O.ld

very disagreeable both overhead and underfoot,
a bad
day for belated Christmas shoppers.

\ij»

/M

the first week’ 10c- the Second
week. 15c. the
we wil1 maiI
you a 3heck two weeks before
with interest at 2 %.

pay

^Sjt

m

liocKiana Cour-

tbird°LinvCla&Si 5

Pay

0n

Chr?stmnak’fanJfiQ07cn
$63.75,

||g

&e\v Advertisements. James H. Howes,
Fellows’ block, announces a genuine half-

it not

hard and smooth. Rain and snow continued to fall Wednesday morning, ana it was

i

me

Si

2'

Christmas for

Wz

need Lie.”

heavy snowfall Tuesday
been followed by rain
have been steighing as the roads

and had

absent

time since

Deer Isle’s master mariners
•vn° ii-indles the
English language and the
y pewriter as expertly as he does the vessels
commands; and last summer when he made
a brief call at The Journal office we
alluded
that fact.
In reply the captain
pleaded
aziness, which we find to be a very common
mplaint; and he said, further, that as he had
:.v

an

From The Law Court. George I. Keating,
Clerk of Courts, has received
rescripts in
three of the six Waldo county cases before
the Law Court on appeal. All have been
argued. Those not returned are George Part-

summer.
1

in

days

some

inspection of the pretty tree, laden with gifts
shimmering tinsel and brilliantly lighted
by electricity, that was given a prominent
corner in the kindergarten room.
The children decorated it almost wholly themselves
on High street.
hen the box was emptied
the day before, anJ its fruit was largely the
Mr. Swift left it at Mr. Parker’s home to be
result ol' their skillfully directed little fingers.
refilled, and last Tuesday the apples were at
Decorated napkin rings, bookmarks, little basthe store, and all who saw them agreed that
keis, etc., had been made with patience and
they were equai, if not superior, in appearcare and were later received by the
proud
ance to the western apples.
were
They
Kings,
uniform in size, well colored and free from mothers present. Shortly after 10 o’clock the
blemish. As to flavor, it is a safe bet that little pupils took their places in the circle.
Two members of the regular class who were
they have the western apples distanced.

Miss Anne M. Kittredge, president;
Harmon, vice president; Morris L.
■' uirg, bisiness
manager; Mrs. Morris L. Slugg,
•is-.-tant business manager;
Miss Alice Simeh and stage manager; Charles Hamms, property man; Miss Katherine C. Quimmusical director. The club will begin work
another play to be presented in the Coii Theater in the near
future, and plans to
avstill another for presentation in the
!

a

A

'•est

■

a

^neh

for auction

walk

there would

paper of recenc date conreport of the entert oment of a party

ranged

Several
were discussed, but none decided upon,
definite plans for the winter were
and Miss

•.son

There

night,

Hailey, Idaho,
a

icy

an

able to get about except on crutches. Alno bones were broken he fell
heavily
on one leg and is quite lame.

and

of the afternoon
one

paper,

of 3G lady friends by Mrs Raymond Guyer
Mrs. George W, Chase a’ an auction bridge
luncheon at “the hospitable Guyer home.”
There were six daintily appointed luncheon
tables in the large living room and three in the
dining room, and me ti.ble decorations were of
red carnations coaibined with feathery ferns.
After the dainty
the tables wj|re ar-

in Club.
The preliminary meetauction club soon to be formed was
;h Mrs. Morris L. Slugg on Saturday
i.
On account of the near approach

needlework, though

>\vn?”

Theater; topic, What is the present attitude of Europe toward Mexico?
tains

possible.

though

street, Monday afternoon. December 29th.
Lesson from tha C L. S. C. t<uok, “The Message of Greek Art," chapters four and five;
roll-call, Current ? vents; piper, Sculpture as

our

as soon as

ui

2cj the first week, 4c. the second week, 6c. the third
and we wil1 mai: y°u a check two weeks
hpTnr arh
S°, ?r
diL W6eks
before
Christmas
for $25.50
with interest at 2 %.

,In Class

PH
j^S

"When I visited Montviile recently I had the
pleasure of seeing the tree, in which the
scythe is still embedded. On either side of the
scythe blade is about 10 inches of solid wood.
The limb is now about eight inches
through.
The snathe has long since
decayed and disappeared, but the scythe-blade projecting through
this large maple tree is a
living memento of
the noble men who left their work at a moment’s
notice—to sacrifice their lives, if

were

of the Greek

S

moved.

Hon. C. O. Poor had the misfortune to slip
on

enjoyable.

rounded thin

ike place, in which there is much
-esc.
There will be shooting for chickens,
in the afternoon.and all are welcome.
:

pleted

expression of religious feeling; Question
for discuss.on, “Is the Greek character better

:

•v

Coe-Mortimer plant. Orders for 50 car
loads have been received for early shipment.
The work on the new barrel house will be com-

an

E.

at

the

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with VIrs. C. A Hubbard, 4 Park,

all-day shoot toAllyn street,
permitting, and in the morning a
the championship between two
o
Coot Ciub, captained, respectiub

;r

Shipments have begun earlier than usual

on

was most

twelve students at

The singing school taught by Prof. W. S.
Wight will be held Friday night this week in
the Baptist vestry.

Morison gave a very inforfew intimate friends at her

m a

total of

a

Starts December 29th

w

The postmas-

ier-Gazette sends to that paper the
following
interesting item:
"Some 50-odd years ago a man named Hannan was working in a
hay-field at Montviile
when an army recruiting officer rode
up.
‘Uncle Sam needs more men,” said he,
"will you enlist?’
"‘Yes,’ was the simple reply, and walking
to a nearby maple the haymaker
hung his
scythe on one of the limbs. It remained there
all through the war, and for some reason not
known to your correspondent it was never re-

Maine Central Institute.

Court street Monday afternoon in
honor of the birth iay of her sister, Miss Cora
S. Morison. Included among the guests were
Miss Anne C. Cooper and Master William F.
Schoppe, Jr. A birthday cake witn lignted
candles was a fea ure of the occasion, which
home

j
large
|

tea

R. F. D. Routes.

wuiicoj/uiiucui,

v

1

Evelyn P.

Miss

mal little

of

Hartwell, Ashley Phinney, R. D. Harvey,
Juliette Ames and Burton Douglass in Belfast
A Souvenir of the Civil War. The
West

a

..

at

we

The

Troy reports

|(2

Belfast, Maine, has been instructed by

the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General to
extend routes 1 and 2 on Jan. 1, 1914, viz:
Route No. 1, Pembroke S. Staples, carrier,
northerly from the Swanville post office to the
residence of Willis Briggs and retrace, one
mile; route No. 2, Alonzo H. Applin, carrier,
northerly from the Board Landing schoolhouse
to the residence of H. W.
Phinney and retrace,
one and one-half miles.
The former extension
will pass the residences of H. O.
Cunningham,
H. M. Chase and Willis Briggs in
Swanville,
and the latter will extend rural service to the
families of Hiram Ellis, Jerry Small, E. S.

Matthews.

pleasing concert by
yes .rc iestra the grand march was led by
-;e’ engineer Stephen S. L. Shute and Mrs.
B leaved by dancing which continued
After

Change
ter at

Again, Merry Christmas.

x

‘>ahle.

slush underfoot was hard on the carwere loaded down each
trip with
Christmas packages.

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUR

rain and

faction.

«

j

weight,

I

Yesterday’s

riers, who

gladly make the exchange to your entire satis-

Travellers Club will meet with Mrs.
Walter C. Shaw, Court street, Tuesday, Dec.
n ay he paid for in that wav.
0th.
Piogram: Paper, “Giving Christmas to
fast fire department will have its an- India," by Miss
Margaret A. Dunton; Sketches
a
uet and smoke talk January 2nd. The 1 of Noted Missionaries; Poems, “Christmas in
will be at Jellison’s Cafe, after which
I India” and “Missionaries’ Christmas in India.”
I
apany will adjourn to headquarters for
Christmas shopping began in earnest last
sraoae talk.
January 30th Hose Company
I Saturday and has continued up to the present
w
N„
give an old-fashioned levee and
I writing, “the day before." Shoppers have
<' the Belfast Opera House, with supper,
t a
j never had a greater vaiiety to select from or
ncert and dancing.
more tempting
bargains, and those in the
12rh annual concert and ball of the Bel- ; habit of
looking for “after Cl ristmas bargains"
as1 Ho. k & Ladder Co., held last Friday night
! will not look in vain in the stores of Belfast.
:• e Opera House, was largely attended and
I Everybody is invited to call and see what we
t*i

or

correspondingly heavy.

were

will

Advertised Letters. The following letters
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
for the week ending Dec. 23d: Ladies—Miss
Mary D. Smith. Gentlemen—J. W. M. Demmer, Mr. G. Heam, Wm. J. McQuard, Al.

Brooks is surveying
i making plans for the Penobscot Bay Real
state Company. The three cross streets beeen High street and Waldo avenue have
called McKeen, Louis and Route streets,
v
ts have been sold on the installment
and the houses to be built by the comEverett J.

From our sales the
week
it would almost
past
seem that Everybody must
have given Everybody Else
a box for an Xmas present.
So this is to let you know
that if the size wasn’t just
right, or if vo j w

Colonial

V rank

The past week has been a busy one, as usual
this season, at the Belfast post office. Tuesday and Wednesday mornings the outgoing
mail consisted of 26 sacks, and the later mails

at

hose.

second Belfast Food Fair will be held in
the Opera House Feb. 10th to 14th, inclusive,
and the annex will be used in addition to the
main hall. Special rates have been granted on
the railroad.
The

M. Hart of 128 Waldo avenue, who

verett

--

yesterday morning,held thereby a snow storm.
Local dealers who had ordered
celery and
other things to come by boat were
obliged to
duplicate their orders to come by express.

tfeproof

orchestra, and probably a dance New Years
night, to be followed by a series of whist

he Waldo County Veterans Association will
t>et at the K. P, hall. Ellingwood’s Corner,
mterport, the first Thursday in January. If

a

The Boston boat which was to have left
Boston Monday night had not left that
port

brated

ter.

plain locket with white atone and
ntaming a picture. Please return to Miss

to the wearers of the cele-

ly

A

Lost.

_v

Th« next meeting of the Woman’s Alliance
of the First Pariah (Unitarian) will be held
January 2nd at the home of Mrs. George A.
Quimby. Owing to the regular day of meeting falling on New Year’s Day, the date is set
ahead one day,

FUEL CO., BELFAST.

for the

Weber
1

Just

Light,

Wagons

NOTICE

received a new car oi tveoe r Wagons TO SUFFERERS FROM RHEUMATISM
Rumat
be obtained of Mrs.
easy running general purpose wagons.

For sale

by

J. A. MCKEEN

may
1

Bowker, No.
sence.

Imo50p

Edwin S
my abMRS. CHAS. F. SHAW.

Dayview street, during

Century.

a

he

moved with hia family the. year
He continued to occupy it
until he built the one story framed
house which he occupied at the time of
his death; it is now a part of the house
occupied by Mr. Banks. The only one
of his children now living is the wife of
our fellow citizen Mr. Sullivan Hicks.
Captain C. derived his title, by which he
was always known, from having held
the office of Captain of a company of
cavalry which was organized in this town
in 1803. He was by occupation a farmer.
None of the various enterprises which
were started in the early days of our village diverted his attention from his
chosen vocation.
He commenced life
here on his farm, and there he finished it
on the 12th day of December in the sev-

munity and was universally respected.
Fiye Hall, Esq., who died suddenly in
the evening of August third, the day of
the National Fast, was the father of the
late Joseph F. Hall and father-in-law of
our worthy fellow-citizen. Dr. Richard
Moody. He was a native of Methuen,

Annals of Belfast for Half

BY AN OLD SETTLER

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)

In 1806 he left his native town
Camden; he went thence to
Hope, where he was residing when he
was elected Register of Deeds for the
He then
new county of Waldo, in 1828.
came to Belfast, and for most if not all
of the remainder of his life occupied the
house on Church street, corner Park
street, now owned by Manley E. Dodge.
He held the office of Register, and that of
Mass.

(1849.)

CHAPTER XLVI.

and came to

The first week in August was signalby the exhibition at Washington
Hall of a grand Panorama of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. On the 6th came
the "Hippoferaean Arena!” It made its
ized

village preceded by

entrance to the

the

that the basic idea of road-building State Highway Commission to expend
should be to connect the farms with the the $2,000,000 bond issue for good roads
produce-consuming centers or markets. on trunk lines and urged that “business
Mr. Stetson said the grange was a po- roads” be obtained first. The resolutent factor in bringing about the regula- tion follows:
tions of interstate commerce in railway ^.“Resolved, That the legislative comtransportation, but a new problem was mittee of the Grange, both national and
in regard to the steamship rates, which State, are urged to use every honorable
according to statistics recently present- endeavor to secure, first, business roads
ed to a Congressional committee have that will serve the best interests of both
advanced from 100 to 200 per cent, be- producer and consumer, and be it further
“Resolved, That the Maine State
coming almost prohibitive.
“With an increase of 17 percent in Grange wishes especially to deprecate
ocean tonnage in two years, there is no the expenditure of two million dollars
defensible reason for so large a rate of in so-called trunk lines as proposed by
increase in the same time,” declared Mr. the State of Maine highway commissioners.”
Stetson.
The afternoon session was opened with
“I am convinced that steamship rates
a memorial
service, only one obituary
have been advanced to a point which is
all that the traffic will bear and not kill being read, that of John M. JackBon,
late of Lewiston, the first
secretary of
out the business. I
wish to protest
the State Grange and one of its
organizagainst a gross injustice that is being ers. He was
a veteran of the Civil War.
done our people and I hope to aid in stimAn important report was that subulating such interest in this matter as mitted by R. L. Cummins of
South Paris,
will induce competent persons to underchairman of the committee on transportake the solution of this problem and to
which was a lengthy document,
stimulate all farmers to use their influ- sation,
tetting forth in great detail, what the
ence and lend aid in the work.”
committee considered a discrimination
The State master said the condition of against Maine in the
matter of freight
the granges in the State as a whole and rates, it
being declared that produce i3
the work of the past year had been grat- carried from New York and
other Middle
ifying to him, showing increased attend- and Western States at rates much lower
ance and sustained interest.
Of the proportionately than the same class of
field meetings which had been held in freight is carried from
Maine to the
every county, 21 in all, he considered great Atlantic seaboard cities. At the
them strong agencies for good.
night session a committee was appointed
The report of E. H. Libby, secretary, to inquire into this matter and if
possible
showed the organization of four new secure an
equalization of rates.
granges in 1913, at Wells Depot. OldThe New Hampshire State
Grange
town, Winslow’s Mills and Milford, with now assembled ir. its 40th and
largest
129 charter members. The total mem- annual
session, sent a telegram of greetbership is now 57,575, a gain of 11 over ing to the Maine Patrons and an answerThe report of E. E. Additon,
1912.
ing message was sent in return.
treasurer, showed receipts from all
United States Senator Johnson replied
sources to be $18,060, with $5,769 now in
to resolutions passed by the
grange
the treasury.
Tuesday, as follows: “I shall appear be-

following.

•‘Sacred Egyptian Dragon Chariot' of
Isis and Osiris, drawn by ten Egyptian
Camels.” The "beautiful Fairy carriage County Treasurer with slight interrupSoon
drawn by twenty Liliputian Ponies bring- tions, for about twenty years.
ing up the rear of the procession, the after coming here he became a member enty-fourth year of his age.
Major John Russ who died November
toute ensemble of which surpasses any- of the First Congregational Church and
3d aged seventy-five, was one of the
thing which language can express!” —at always took a deep interest in the welHe was a promin- many hardy, strong willed, enterprising
fare of that Society.
least, so the handbills read.
men who came here to build
up a home
During a heavy thunder-shower on the ent member of the Masonic Fraternity
7th the office of the Telegraph Company and at the time of his decease was D D. in this comparative wilderness in the
He was early part of this century.
The precise
G. Master or the 9th District.
was entered in the absence of the operator and the relay magnet demolished. I buried with the rites and ceremonies of year when he came the compiler has not
The burglar was well known here by the the Order; no man, probably, ever led a been able to ascertain; but he was relife more in conformity to its precepts siding here and was a deputy under highname of Chain Lightning: the general
sheriff Phillips in 1804.
He was one of
opinion was that he made his way into than he did. In the performance of his
What the conse- i duties as a public officer he was eminent- the promirent men of the village immorthe office on the wire.
he was an upright man, an talized in Dolliff’s ballad of the Greene
quence would have been to Lightning, or ly faithful;
Indian War in 1807.
the operator had he been at his post, was exemplary and useful member of society.
“John Russ then run, without a gun,
problematical.
Capt. David Whittier, who died OctoAn Indian for to kill;
He took a stake their heads to break,
At the annual fall meeting, September ; ber 15th, aged sixty-one, was the son of
10th, the

votes

for Governor

were as

fol-

Thomas Whittier, Esq., whose

Hubbard, Deno., 321, Hamlin,

lows:

irequeiiuy appeami

in

iiicdc

Priest Johnson cried, "Be still!’

has

name

Major Russ was at one time extensively interested in real estate in the
village and in navigation. At the com-

amiaio.

Whig, 260, Talbot, Freesoil, 29. Daniel commenced “following the sea,’ as a
Putnam, Whig, was re-elected Repre- profession, in early life and was for many
sentative to the legislature by 331 votes
years a successful and skilful shipmasagaiusL

uti

iui

cvo

During Election week
Ava,” and his Fakiress,

the “Fakir of

gave three exof their skill as magicians at

hibitions

Washington

Jacksonville, Fla.,

Agricultural Society

Unitarian Church

an

then

an

almost un-

address at the

prise

day.

that

for

He

engaged

The construction of
the flats

on

near

marine railway
Miller’s wharf was com-

kind-hearted,

He

was

a

man.

He

was

a

organizer

the

of 1812 he

war

was

an assoc-

long

The wharf which stood

j

near

belonged

to him and was known
it remained th«re as Russ’s
The precise year when he re-

as

moved his residence and business to the

locality now known as City Point is not
remembered. Prior to his removal it was
known as Clay's Point; afterwards, and
for
was

j

j

many years as Russes Point.
He
a man of
great muscular power,

!

but never exercised it to the detriment
of his

fellow-men; like most of our village originals he was a man of humor

but his mirth was never boisterous. His
wife was the daughter of
Maj. Gen.
George Ulmer, one of the prominent

j

only, Mr. Francis

livi„„

A. Russ, is

\

now

....

IA
CASTOR
and
For Infants

j

The Kind You Have

Children.

She

Francisco, under comCapt. Alden, on the morning of

sailed for San

mand of

the 8th of December; she arrived there

May following. The
Argonauts of her predecessor, the Sulioti. were bid God-speed wdien they itft
the 6:;

on

day

of

with speech and praytr; those of the
W. 0. At:! -n with a complimentary ball

us

the

Foundry and a supper at the
No w England House on the evening of
Thanksgiving Day, the 29th of Novemat

new

ber.

A list of the managers at that
Ball will not be without interest to those

nt.

who remember it;

they were Samuel G.
Tiiuriow, Chari es Giles, William B.
Swan, John B. Wadlin, Lewis W. Howes,
Harvey P. Hutchinson, George B.
Moore

aid

Noah

G. Clark.

Those

in small caps have gone to.“walk the
golden street;” the others, with the

Howes, are still
exception of Mr.
here. Nineteen of the thirty-

.1_:..i

__

passengers on the bark were
residents in this place; six of them are

was

in

engagements with the enemy,
particularly at the battles of Stone Mill
and

1

August.

During the summer a building
was erected by the company on the site
occupied by the one burned in the fire
of 1873. That building was burned in
the night of June 24, 1851; the building
erected in its stead was completed early
J

j

meration of those once

in

At the close of the war he was

stationed

at

Although but a
attaining

rassed here, he
he place of his
1

Hon. Nathan Read, Capt. Ephraim
McFarland, and Hon. David W. Lothrop, j
all of whom have been noted biograph- !
ically in previous chapters.
Thomas Bartlett, the contemporary of
John Haraden and Samuel French, and
like them a housewright by trade, came
here from New Hampton, N. H., about
He commenced house-keeping in
1804.
the house on Puddle dock now occupied
by Mrs. Isaac Clark and resided there

egacies

brief

portion

of his

to manhood had been

strongly attached to
nativity. He provided

was

and

annuities for

life

his

to

hree sisters, two of whom are still
iving, should constitute a fund the an-

of

of which should be appro| bated to the promotion of general edu1 ction in his native town; the method of
1

mal

income

determined from
( ime to time by its inhabitants. The
> imount of
the bt quest when realized
rill probably amount to nearly thirty
I housand dollars. It was a munificent
1 ;ift; one for which he will ever be re:

ippropriation

Market street

f

pectfully

about 1825, now occupied by the widow
He was on
of the late Judge Patterson.

i

is

on

from

>y his last will and testament that all
certain
us estate, after payment of

our

community who died this year.
The list embraced,with others, the names I

until he built the house

Portsmouth, N. H.,

ife after

an enu-

prominent

oerland.

which post he had been recently relieved
it the time of his death.

n_:_
b'

business

wda

a

candidate for reelection, by

a

pomona;

West

Eden,

as

Ceres.

For chaplain, Rev. J. H. Little, Bethel,
declined a reelection and Prof. A. F.
Morse, South Paris, won over Rev. A.
L. Leach, Gorham on the second ballot.
Standing committees, appointed by the
grand master, included the following
from Waldo county: Edward Evans, Bel-

5

and

to

j fast,

chairman

ot

be

gratefully,remembered by

and those who are hereafter to occupy

places.
his return from Canada, where he had
Captain Annas Campbell was born at
been to visit some relatives, when he was 1 lawke, now Danville, N. H., in 1776.
attacked by cholera at Manchester, N. 1 le came here to reside in 1800, purH., and died after a few hours illness, on c eaeed the farm on the Belmont road
He > ow owned by Mr. Franklin Banks,
the 15th of June, aged sixty-nine.
honest man, pos- t uilt a log bouse on it- near the locawas a thoroughly
seised the entire confidence of the com- t ion of the present buildinga, into which
c ur

I

At

a
tor

Probate Court. Ik*icl at Belfast..
ill*- ( ouutv ».t \\ aitto on tin* ><

vmh
•.

(lay <il December, A. I>. 1913.

WHEREAS.

<

<

1

1

Minutes Mean

PROBATE NOTICES.

should be able to recognize an ailment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
action is tho great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollars.
Of course proper treatmerit Is always necessary.
That Is just how Humphreys’ 500 page Veterinary
Manual will prove so valuable to you. It Is by
F. Humphreys, M D., V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.
This book will save you
hundreds of dollars and
costs you nothing. It will
be sent absolutely free
on request to any farmer
In order to Introduce
Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies. Remember,it Is
absolutely free. You do not have to order any
remedies to secure the book. Address, Humphreys*
Homeopathic MedicineC<mipnny, 15<; William Street,
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity to
obtain a veterinary treatise that y<
should have
In your library. As a reference work you will fin 1
it invaluable. To have it in the tinn of need will be
worth many dollars, whereas it will cost you but u
post card by writing for i now.

j

At a Probate Court held at H
tor the County of W aldo, nt
oay of December, A. D. 191
certain instrument, purpor
will ami testament oi .1late of Heliast, in said County
ed, having been presided for*!
Ordered. That notice tie giv
interested by causing a copy
published three week* suree*

itast,
he

I

last,
lie >•

w
r.

eltasl,
i. to i,
y, on t
*n ot :
any t:

Helfast, within and for sa d <
Tuesday of January n xi.i

a
noon, and show ciuimtTic* same should mu b<

befo.e

why
ami

oved,

l!i>w**<i.

A Li ne

At a Pi' bale ( oiiM Imi.i ai
for the County ot Waldo,
!>. eemner, A D Ibid.

held

li H Y VV
11 A I’M AN, guard:
minor son oi
re.lil.l ,p
•' a
N"i thpoi t, in s lid ( o iit?y ot
ed. UaVli 4 pres-ent-ed a petit., i. pi a
a.,
: :,||.I (M!i\.*y
lieellse to
r!
II
w
si ilia led III I.IIm o
vide, id aid < ;; 11 ty all a
scribed in sa io ;i:!,.»»• ? .mi mm
v.ulor the benefit >u -am imm i.
<Mdeled, Inal Ibe said peiiiiomu g,\.
an pel.sons in-.-!
|
siim
eop
order I
be published till*-e Weeks sin
111 The Kepublle:
dm Ml a !.
Hew |
lished at Pa-d.i-t that they
,-\ app. ..>•
hate 'mu t. to !.<••:,-id :,i
asr, w p,i,u
said Conn' V. 011 I
dtli da
..| .1:
1 U1 4. ai \, li •; li
a
1 ■•!•
cause.it
ii> they have, why the pi,
petit immt should m d in- gi anted

<

'i•

at
n

«l

—

k

s.

j

CASTING

BtLFAST FOUNDRY

Collector’s Notice of Sale.

Isi, w
ihe b

on

H-V 1. fatten,

they

iat

y h.\e,

iproved
ge.

•>

'•

Attest:
W. I.hi.

iiU,

R

.mtei

fast,

v,

Inn and
I Tues-

.....

Probate Chiu' lie.d ;;t
a
for the < omit\ ot M a do, -n
day of December. \. I) 1913

•\ t

-ive

..

in instinn,ent. purport
g to b the last
and tesi-.iueni ot Ma -tta 1’ k. 1 ;<•
•! (’«• mty oi Wa d. <h
Searsp- n, in
having b'-eu pre>euted lot ;? ba

Vcertwill

ed.
Ordered, That notice be given

aii p

>

ten siod !■>

cae-jie .• copy o!
published tl.iee v.<<Us -.I'-ri -. 1
puhlican Journal, published at
m iy
robate « o;n
appeal «*t a
l e.iast, within ai I tor s.ud f o
ond Tuesday oi January :i**\i

before .:■■
mi s|i,>w <•
should m
have, why the .u
proved and allow ed.
J A A K.s
A esi
A tlHie * pj
a 1st111■ it W. I.hi >\

A

be

»ly in The

Ke-

lia-t,

hey

to
ty.

at

lie',.! at
tie so-,
oi
.tl t-i
the
"o. if
ny tin y
be pr ed, ap.<•

udge.

ui>, R<

ister.

copy.
A

..

.1 A.wives L1P.HY.
A tl.-st
m il
H VV 1 I .\A 1.1 >. 1;

A I D«‘
III 4 011 It >| 1*1 !■ale
fast, on the t»th da\ u 1 eeinm-i.
i.ohert K. I>ui.ii ii. *
u mi t
w
A. Davis, lale <•'
elf
..i ;
ed. having pr-sentfd Ins lii -i ai d lien]
o i.aduii in strati on ot s.,id
stab- t*
ai "iv,
Ordered, ’I hat md lee In i« of o,weeks -UCCl ss;\e|>
t
J|
!.-pu I'. I• a
a uewspapei pub !-Imd Ii
-a
ta-f.
11 s inietcst. u n.ay a:!. id •!
that till pm
hate 1 'ii||| t, :
held at P- i.|s|. n 1 a
of .fannary next, ami show
-aus.
haV.-, w h \ tlie said accoui,; slmu id it.d be
I Mil
./AMI
A true copy. Attest:
A m in i; VV. I.r
u<i>, 1,
-—

••

■

1

<

si

-s

At a Probate ( oui (. Meld at I
h. w
for the County *1 Waldo, on t
"••cot
day of December, v. |>. I.»13
a certain instrument, purpori" : tola
will and testament of Andr*
>. P<
latent Searspoit. in s*yd Count of \\
ceased, having been piesented !• prob:

Ordered, That notice he given
terested by causing a copy of
publisher, ihier ue* ks suceessi
publican Journal, published ;it 1

and
Tues-

iin

oriy in

l ist.,
to In
on tl

mil
may appear at a Pi obate
Helfast, within a: d for said C onn
Tuesday oi Juuu.my next, -it
: ,,\v caiise.it
before noon,and
w11> the same sliould not he |
a lid allowed.
JAMKS 1
A true copy.
Attest:
Aiith! k W. Lkum

tt

Yed,

moved

SHY,

ulge.

i>, R-

ster.

Ordered, That the said petition* giv»
all persons interested by eausnig
co]
order to be published three week' su
in Tin Republican Journal, a news ape
ed at Helfast, that they may appen at
Court, to be held at Helfast. yv tin: am
A
County, on the 13rn day of .lamia
at ten of tlu* clock before m- u ji
cause, if anythey have, why t ie
raypetitioner should not he gr.tiiie I
a-YiKS 1.11 hY,
A true Copy. Attest:
AKTHI ll
i.KOJS -Y I >. |.

•••

•,
Ordered, that inn !■•>• 11
week.-surcessireir, in The he;

hey

ny tl

At a Frobate Comi. held at s-.n -t.
e 9t
for the County .u Waldo, on
December, a. D. 1913.
dauclitei >' s
I^STHi li A. FORD,
Ford, late of \y interport, in lid <
Waldo, deceased, having prese «*d a
praying that she. Km Iter A l oro f\Vi
f i!
may be appointed administrate
ot said deceased.

■

he Reteld at
second
clock
have,

ot

A I.DO >S.
!
Ill (
ml O' 1-1.It.
la-!. '•;> tin* ‘.Ml, day ol D- eein
idlotd .1. Fatter, admin,
n tne
id
John Flake. late d Sear-p ut. in
d* eraM il. having ple-ent.d !a- tii-ta.
•••..uni ol adinmiMr a: am of
<ilorvanee.
»

»ns in
to be

ns

1

-.

<

in and

U>(

U.\last,

t

ss.

in ( ourt m

nonale, he

on the Pth day of
D< a-rui
K. M. Oriflin. aununistr 1111\,
annexed, on the estate d \nn I. M
iate of
Seai'spoit. iii said Comity,
having presented her first an ; final a<

t

!

u
■

Clara

M.

mty of

eiition
«*ipoit,
estate

<

administration of -aid estate for ii-avau
Ordered, that notice thereof l-e airweeks sue»*e-s:ve ). hi I he hepa"|ieau
1
a new spa j er puh.ishe.l m Bel Iasi. m s:u
that all pei-ous miere-i.mar attend
bate Court, to be held at He Hast, mi the
of January next, and show -ause. if ai
hare, why the said account should not

oticeto
of this

-ssiveiy

•ublishProbate
or said

ea.
1

1914,
show,

(

of said

A true copy.

JAMES

It.HY, C

W

KI»,

Attest
A Id H

K

El-.nN

Beg

Th<
DM I N 1STKATKIX S MU ICE
i\ senber hereby give- notice that
hi:.
adinini-Uatrix.
been duly appointed
will annexed, of the estate of
4

udge.
ister.

FRANCIS M. ST A FEES, late of
the 9th lay of i
Leslie H. Gardner, adiuini'trat.
Brail fold 1* Gardner.! ate of Bel;
ty, deeeased, having presented :
account of administration of >
lowance.

gi\

.mean

t
m -a
spapei puldi-hed ii I
that ad pel -,.a- ilitei e-h-d III
tUeu,
bate Court, to be bei.l at
••!, on
u -muday of Januai> next ..nd
liter have, v. hr tie- -an: a. < <>nut sin
allowed
JAMES l.IBBY.
A true copy. Attest;
\ i: rut i. W
l.hMNAjit*. I
new

a

day of
in

■

U'

last
ton.
to, de-

i.e

all pc

I

.-

on

H1. V.

t; de

Ur

sonsin-

ns

ek

Vt fast,

>•

ot

a

e,

w
Ur.

the

on

<

copy.

Ai;thi k

of

Heitast,

at

certain r-al estate situated in
said County of- \\ a do, described hi
tion, at public ot private saie hi 11
of debts and cost ot administration
(M'dert d. '1 hat the s> id petitu m-r give ii
alt pei sons imere-teu by eausiiig a ropy
pruei to be published 1 III ee We. Us suer.
in 1 lie Itepubliean .Imonai, a
ev\spap«lished ,it p. .last, lhat 11 y may app. ai
bale Coltit TO be held at pep,’-' wilhiii
said Comity, mi tlm 13th day m .i.m•,i..
1 i»l 4. ai tell id the clock bet■
nooli, :.
eause, if any they have, why rim pray.
petitioner slum Id imi a. giant, d.
lAMUS IJP.PY
A true copy. Attest:
A Him ic VV. Li mnakd. Ip

*bin and
id Tues-

JI»ii V, lm

the

teiu

li the estate of Melviih a. Kidd.-i.
Heverly, in the County ot b's-ex. in u, ,m
Massachusetts, deceased, having ptf
petition praying tor a license t«« m-;i aim

>> all pi
sous inthis over to be
t-v in ['lie Re-

f

..

Probate Court

tie* County of "'abio
i)eec»»»ber, A. I). 1 bid.

ig to b tie* last
N \| oh. late
Waldo deceas»hate

Freedom, in said < un.y
ed, having been pres nted for
Ordered-, That n<»f i**e he giv
terested by causing a »*• t»\
published three weeks sm-ivpublican Journal, publie -d at
may apt

a
lor

r INV1M K H. \V \KDW 1-1.1., admin>

certain instrument, purpoi
will and lestamint
la

A

A

AT

ttuu and
nd Tues-

ng to 1 the last
ah W. 'auglian,
t Wah!
deeeasobate
to ai
persons
this miei tK be
ively u The Republican Journal, puluisheil r. ie.tast hat they
may appear at a Probate Co rt. to
held at
Helfast. within and for said Counry on the
second Tuesday ot January met, at
n of the
clock befoie noon, and show « uise, it any they
have, why the same should
t be p:>\td, approved and allowed.
JAM K> A 1515 Y Judge.
A true copy. Attest
AKTHI it W. I.ko; uut, 1 gister.
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PRESENT
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>ec
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At a Probate Court held at I
for the County of Waldo, oi
day of December, A. 1>. ISM.

WHAT
BETTER

DO YOUR

ndustry

1

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

1

ture for the measures taken for the proWhereas, In spite of the sinister forces
tection of the potato industry of this which have been marshaled in opposition
country from the introduction from for- the Governor of the State has stood four
eign countries of dangerous potato dis- square for law enforcement and good
eases.
citizenship; therefore, be it
“The Grange, representing the agriResolved, That we, the members of
cultural interests of one of the leading the Maine State Grange, in session as- j
We have reopened the foundry on Front
potato-growing States, earnestly appeals sembled at Bangor, emphatically comfor the extension of the present quaran- mend the work of Governor William T.
street, under the superintendence «-f Mr. A. R.
tine to afford complete and adequate Haines and the various county sheriffs
LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder,
protection against all potato diseases who have so ably proven that the Prohib- have a
large stock of patterns, and are preenforced.
Law
can
be
which may be introduced by foreign im- itory
to fill all orders promptly and at reasonpared
to
the
That
we
Govpledge
Resolved,
portations.
30tf
“The Maine State Grange respectfully ernor and his assistants the whole-heart- able prices.
ed
Senator
F.
Johnson
to
Charles
support of this organization in the
requests
& MACHINE CO.
appear at the public hearing at the De- great fight in which he has proven such
partment of Agriculture, Dec. 18th at an able leader.
Resolved, That a copy of these reso10 a. m., there to represent the interests
c
*L*
4 —„c *l
c
lutions he sent to the Governor under
the seal of the Grange.
Maine.”
A resolution was also adopted protest- Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of j
Taxation, farm credits, conservation,
Lincolnville, in the county of Waldo, for the
transportation, good roads and legisla- ing against the publicity made of the
year 1913
tion by commission were among the secret business of the organization, as
The following list of taxes on real estate of
principal topics taken up by State Mas- illustrated by the report given in the non-resident owners in the town of Lincoln- j
ter Stetson in his annual address.
public press of the doings at the Nation- ville, for the year 1913, committed to me for i
Perhaps the portion of his address si convention, recently held at Manches- collection for said town on the 23 1 day of June,
which excited the most interest and com- ter, N. H., and recommending that a remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that 1
strenuous effort be made to suppress if said laxes, interest and charges are not I
ment waB something of an attack upon
;
estate taxed )
the present methods and procedure of ] such action of members at ail National, previously paid.so much of the real
is sulticienl to pay the amount due therefor,
the Maine Legislature, which he eharac- i state and subordinate meetings and that as
will
be Sold at
including interest and charges,
terized as antiquated and inefficient. He ill grievances be heard and settled withki.
*..o
f tilt! nivloi'
public auction at the Town House in said town
raid in part:
on the first Monday of February, 1914, at nine
Woman suffrage was endorsed, and in o'clock a. m.
“In a session of about 90 days Representatives are required to study and pass iddition to unanimously adopting a resoHoratio Clark. Land and buildings houndution requesting tiie next Legislature to ed N. W. by land of Ephraim Knight; N. E. by I
upon hundreds of measures. The haste
/ote to submit the question to the people, land of E. L. Hills and wife; S. E. by land of j
necessary results in the passage of many
S. W. by land of H. A. Dean; No.
bills crude in foim and without sufficient in amendment was passed requiring the M. H. Cilley;
of range 50; No. of acres, 74; amount of taxes,
thought or discussion as to the merits or ixeeutive committee to request each $1080.
I
lominee for the next legislative body
justice of the measures.
Peavey & Ghentner. Woodland,bounded onN.
:o state his position on the question and
“One of the handicaps under which
W. by land of A. F. Hahn; N. E by old Gideon
hat his stand be given publicity within Young road; S. E. by land of E. E. Carver; S.
the American farmer and man of small
ind without the Grange.
W. by road leading by the homestead of Rose
means is laboring today is his inability to
A resolution was also adopted favoring M. Richards. No. of acres, 40. Amt. of taxes
nbtain credit upon any collateral which
‘the speedy adoption of the so-called due, $2.40.
ne hcB and at a rate of interest which
Steamboat Wharf Lot, bounded N. W. and
his income will allow him to pay. It is 1 ■iateway Amendment, by which in the N. E.
by lands of W. L. Hallett; S. E. by Penuture the Federal Constitution may be
the man of limited means who most
obscot Bay; S. W. by land of P. K. Frohock.
imended by proposals submitted concur- Amt. of taxes due, $4.80.
needs credit and is most sternly denied
ts use.
There is no philosophy, sense rently by not less than ten States, and
W. J. Rowling. Field, bounded on South by
ipproved by popular vote by a majority road leading from Lincolnville Ctr. to Wiley[s
>r business in the idea that credit should
in
the
at
1
on East by land of Mrs. Philip Marrithereon
if
those
country
Corner;
to
voting
ne withheld from the poor man
preland of F. E. Wiley; on the
arge, which shall include a majority of ner; on West by
rent him from running in debt.”
North
by land of F. E. Wiley. No. of acres,
hose voting thereon in a majority of the
The State master dwelt for some time
7. Amt. of taxes due, $1.68.
and with considerable emphasis on the ! states.
Heirs of Andrew Tarbel. House and lot,,
A resolution allowing the direct nomi- bounded N. W.
He said that the
, natter of better roads.
by land of J. F. French; N. E.
was
lation of officers in the Grange
p're- by land of M. E. Drinkwater; S. E. by Penob:ost of transporting a ton of farm prodiscussitn
animated
an
ented and after
scot Bay; S. W. by road and land of E. E. Car1 luce on the roads of New England was
No. of lot, 50. No. of range, 20. No. of
ver.
vas voted down by a large majority.
nore than double that in European counThe State Grange, in a resolution acres, 1 1-2. Amt. of tax due, $6.32.
;ries. He urged that as agriculture was
A. M. ROSS,
placed
, dearly the biggest and most important
] inanimoualy passed at noon, of
Collector of Taxes of the town of Lincolnville.
the
the
on
i
ts
proposal
disapproval
in Maine it waa all-important
i

j

!

•'

or

|

>

John W. D e of i Jen in the
4 certain mstian- ei i,
purporting to be
County of Hancock a d Stat. ,f Maine, [ A las win aiid
I by his mortgage deed dated 'ne eig ;eenth day I‘mi. late of beat testament of Angclim* v
in said (
v
sport,
I «»f November A. I). 1908 at, i reco d in the deceased, having been presentedonniy
forpn.i.
of Deeds. Rook 2S5,
j Waldo County Registry
Ordered, I bat notice be given to ail
Page 338, conveyed to me. the
iersigned, lilt. I'-sieil by can-mg a op\ o| this «.
half of a cert, in lot
parcel of pntiiistieil three weeks successively ,u '|
| one undivided
land, with buildings thereu situ; d in Belpublican Jouiuai, published ar Belfast t
may appear at a t'lohatc Court,to be In
tided and
! fore committee and urge extension of fast in said County of Wald and
last, wiilun and tor said (minty, on *!„
described as follows, to wit -Beg ning at a
quarantine against importation of pota- stake in the west line of
Tuesday of Januaiy to \r. at ten of
Cetar Sir.
eix rods
1j toes from
before noon, amir, snow cause it hum!!..
countries where contagious
from
Street
Grove
cor
in
of land
southerly
why tbe same should not be proved, an
! disease exists.
formerly of William M. Ru t; the. e by said and allowed.
Invitations for the next annual session Rust’s land south fifry-six legre« west ten
JA.Mhs LI It It Y,
A true copy. Attest:
have been received from the Lewiston rods to Charles Street; thrice st .ih thirtyA unit it \v. Li n a it », »:«•_
and from the Portland Boards of Trade four degrees east by said hc.rlet Street six
1
and referred to the executive committee. rods and twenty links to a st ke; th ace north- At a probate Court. held at Belfast, w ;
for the County ot Waldo, on ihe seeoi
At the evening session the Sixth de- eastwardly parallel with sal Rus ■? line ten
rods to Cedar Street; there, north estwardly
day of December, A I). 1913.
gree was conferred upon 350 candidates
4 certain instrument. pm potting to u
by said Cedar Street six oris a 1 twenty
by officers of the State Grange.
links to the place of beg ning. containing A will and testament of Mark K Bus*
sixty-eight square rods, m re or less; and of Precount. in said • minty of W aldo,
Insurance policy premiums coming due next whereas the condition of .-|id
having been presented for probate.
mortgage lias
winter?
Join the Christmas Club,
Order* d. That notice be given to a.I j.
Waldo been broken, now, therefore by re; on of the
Trust Company, Belfast. Maine.
1 breach of the condition thereof I cl m a fore- interested by causing a copy ot this oi
three «>•* k' successively ii,
published
I closure of said mortgage.
Journal, puldished at Beliast.
Dated this twelfth day o: Decec ber A. D. publican
may appear at a Probate Court, to b.
RALPH <. CRI'J JHETT.
Belfast, within and lor said <’ounc,
Dollars : 1-13.
D. & m.
second Tuesday of January te xt, ;*t’<•
8 .’61
IH TREATING ANIMALS
I clock before noon, and show cause u
n\
have, why the same should not be pi*
Doubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment
and allowed.
proved
of colic and other diseases. You al.-o realize that
JAMES LIBBY / I
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
A true copy. Attest:
treatment at all. In other words, not to diagnose
ARTIU R W LKO.VARI), Beg
a disease accurately may prove fatal.
Every owner

LET US

Plattsburg, where he won the reputation of an intrepid and gallant soldier.
Among the vessels launched here this j At the close of the war th£ regiment to
and
year were the following: Brigs. L. R. which he belonged was disbanded,
he was appointed to a place in the CusPalmer of about 200 tons, China, 176, R.
Patterson, 227, I. B. Hunt, 180, Reindeer tom-house at New Orleans. He remain160; barquett, Alexina, 245, Rhone, 3*9, ed there until he was appointed Purser,
Wm. O. Alden, 274, A. R. Taft, 318, Lil- in 1829. He was on the East India staias, 398; schooners, D. P., 120, City tion in the Constellation, and returned a
short time before the commencement of
Point, 100, Abby Gale, 105.
The Belfast Foundry Manufacturing ihe war with Mexico, when he was orCumCompany was organized on the 18th of lered to the Gulf on the flag-ship

Our last chapter closed with

ocssiuii

most
eat too much.
Help your ditake care ol the over-load by taking one P1NKLET
after
As a dinner pill these dainty sugarcoated laxatives gently stimulate the stomach, prevent congestion
and all the distressing results of over-indulgence in the good
things of the season. Your own druggist can supply Pinklet;.
to

KILN WOOD

several

dead; three of them are resident in California; four only of them are now resident here.

_

in mum

of 450 to 226.
Mr. McKeen was a
candidate for Master against C. S. Stetand
it
is believed his active camson,
paign for that office prejudiced his position as a candidate for lecturer.
For Steward, D. E. Foster of Augusta
won over D. G. Hall of West E len, candidate for reelection, by 272 to 163.
The following officers were reelected:
A. L. Roberts, West Kennebunk, assistant steward; E. E. Additon, Greene,
treasurer; E. H. Libby, Auburn, secretary; S. K. Cushman, Steuben, gatekeeper; Mrs. C. S. Stetson, Greene,

Hall,

____ —

He was
than twenty years.
in the army in the war of 1812,

living
eight

*.t

ni

feast

mileage commit- Can you make a High School /*up11 at this
0. B. McKechnie, time than a 15-volume set of \merican Entee; by-laws, Mrs
Wt bster Eney lopedia DicBurnham; home sanitation, Edmund cyclopedias
HALF PRICE —used very little.
Brewster, Center Belmont; transporta- tionary—
Address
1 tion, Noah Wilson,
Winterport; roads,
H. T. F., JOURNAL OFFICE.
mated that 2,500 patrons were in the Airs. O. B. Dow,
Monroe: education.
it was not strange that he should incur
city and (he hall was crowded. Officers Airs. Jennie Dockham, Stockton Springs.
the hostility of those who were equally were in the chairs as follows: C. S. StetFollowing the election of officers the
ardent and of different political proclivi- son of Greene, master; E. C. Patten of Fifth degree was conferred upon about
candidates by officers of the North
ties; but to his credit be it said, he never Topsham, overseer; B. Walker McKeen SO
of Fryeburg, lecturer; D. O. Hall of Waldo Pomona Grange.
forgot his friends in futile attempts to West Eden, steward; A. L. Roberts of
C. W. Brown, chairman of the commitconciliate his foes. It was sometimes West Kennebunk, assistant steward; E. tee on credentials, made the following
;
said of him that he was arbitrary and E. Additon of Greene, treasurer; E. H.
report:
Libby of Auburn, secretary; S. K. Cush- Whole number of subordinate Granges
over-bearing; but it was never said of man
of Steuben, gatekeeper; Mrs. D. G.
164
represented by Master and wife.
him that he failed in the performance of
148
Eiall of West Eden, Ceres; Mrs. E. C. Masters alone
I
33
Delegate and wife.
any Christian duty to the poor and afflict- Patten of Topsham, Pomona; Mrs. A. L.
alone.
36
Delegate
Roberts
of
West
AND
asKennebunk,
ed or was faithless io his friends.
lady
CapNumber of Granges represented.
391
sistant steward.
Pomona Granges represet.ted by master
tain Dave, as he was familiarly called,
The only vacancies were filled by Mrs.
and wife..
18
left many such by w hom he is still kind- Kate B. Ellis of Fairfield as Flora and Master
10
alone.
Prof. A. E. Morse of South Paris as Delegate and wife.
2
ly remembered.
chaplain. There was music by combined
Whole
627
voting
contingent.
Grange choirs with Mrs. Lizzie BickFor 1S14 delivery.
town, son of Col. Jonathan Wilson of more of Charleston as
Invitations from the Lewiston Champianist. The first
whom frequent mention was made in our [ action was the
anti
ber
of
Portland
Board
Commerce
of
of
resolutions
repassing
Write for prices.
earliest chapters, died at the Tremont garding the pending hearing on the po- Trade for the seat of the 41st convention
were
read.
tato
It
was
voted
to
forward
embargo.
House in hioston on the 27th of October
The following resolutions were pre- ROCKLAND & ROCKPORF IIME CO.,
the following telegram to the United
in his fifty-ninth year; his remains were States
Agricultural Department and to sented and adopted:
brought here for interment. At the Senator Charles F. Johnson.
Whereas, One of the cardinal princi- !
4w5l
ROCKLAND. MAINE
“The Maine State Grange, now in an- pies for which the Maine Stale Grange
time of nis decease he was a purser in
has contended is the rigid enforcement
the navy; an office he had held for more J nual session at Bangor, commends the
United States Department of Agricul- of the Maine Prohibitory Law; and
a lieutenant I

fellow citizen who

our

take the command of her.

to

was

me

flora;Mrs.E.C.Patten,Topsham,

forty adventurers for the gold- flinched from the expression of an opinThe 40th annual session of the Maine
en
land purchased a bark of 274 tons, ion or the performance of an act which State
Grange opened Tuesday morning,
built by Oakes Angier and others,launch- in his judgment duty demanded. Natur- Dec. 16th, in City Hall, Bangor. Nearly
and
fear600
of
the 046 delegates entitled to seats
of
ardent
ed from the ship-yard of Master Carter, ally
temperament,
had presented credentials.
It was estiOctober 2Cth, and named the William O. less in giving utterance to his sentiments,
A .den in honor of

y;

Mrs. A. L. Roberts, West Kennebunk,
lady assis.ant steward; Edvcard Evans,
Waldo, L. E. Tuttle, Caribou, members
of the executive committee.
M rs. D. F.
Foster, Augusta, succeeds Mrs. D. C.

Always Bought

menced this fall. It was not completed iation formed here in 1826, called the Inuntil March following. On the 2fith of fant School Society, the object of which
Bears the
/TT
//fV, TT“
that month the first vessel, a schooner was to maintain a school for children beof
Signature
I
of 75 tons, was taken onto it. The prem- tween the ages of three and seven, and
ises are now occupied by David W. Dyer to furnish tuition gratuitously to all j
The Maine State Grange
whose parents were unable to pay for it.
and Son.
The school continued to flourish for many
tne Lauiornia lever wnicn was raging
Holds a Pleasant and Profitable Session in
years under his fostering care.
at the opening of the year had not enEangor. Hon. C. S. Stetson Re-elected
He was an ardent politician, and never j
tirely subsided at its close. A company
Master.
of about

itoiuic

burg,

in this section of the country in the
early part of the century. Major Russ
had a large lamily of children, one of
whom

x

vote

men

benevolent
of

the dock

wharf.

of the

the

her owner.
as

in

mercantile business soon afterwards with
evening
first day, and in the evening of the 3ec- j his brother-in-law, Captain, now Rear
ond there w'as a large gathering at the Admiral Joseph Smith of the U. S. NaTown Hall, with music, feasting and vy; the name of the firm was Whittier
In connection with their
dancing.
and Smith.
A session of the Teachers Institute mercantile business they established a
commenced on the 23d and closed on the livery stable and were the first to bring
2d of November. The Board of Instruc- to this place a “nine passenger coach”,
tion consisted of Hon. E. M. Thurston. Capt. Smith having been called to active
Sec. of the Board ot Education, Dexter service retired from the firm, and a new
A. Hawkins, now' a prominent citizen of firm was formed under the name of
New York, and Dr. George S. Rawsori Whittier and Patterson, consisting of
of Feltonville, Mass. During the session Capt. W. and Edward Patterson, which
public lectures were delivered by Rev. was dissolved about 1831. With that terMessrs. Palfrey, Cutter and Ricker and minated Capt. Whittier’s active connecW. G. Crosby, Esq., of this place, Rev. tion with trade, although he still continMr. Wiswall of Brooks, and Messrs. ued to occupy as an office and counting'
Thurston and Rawson of the Board of room the store now occupied by A. J.
Harriman and Company.
Instruction.
on

j

known region. In 1822 he built the brick
block on Main street, known as Whittier’s Block; a large and notable enter-

held

its third annual Fair and Show here on
Rev.
the second and third of October.
Mr. Fletcher delivered

of the

the

age

Hall.

The Waldo

mencement

sole, or principal owner of a brig
ter. He abandoned that vocation about
just launched; she lay in the dock west1821 and ever after made this his place
\ of permanent residence. The only voy- erly of the railroad wharf until the close
of the war; at a heavy loss of course to
he made after that time was to

uuicio.

x

paper on “Roadside Improvement” by
Mrs. E. M, Lawrence of Lubec Grange,
in which she suggested many practical
ideas which could be carried out at very
little expense and urged the grangers to
take an active interest. The most of
the afternoon session was taken up with
committee reports and routine matters.
The night session was devoted to exemplification of unwritten work.
Election of officers was the principal
feature of the second day. C. S. Stetson
of Greene was reelected State master
Ur
the fourth consecutive two-year
B. Walker
term, receiving 438 votes.
McKeen of Fryeburg received 110, W. J.
Thompson of South China had 30 and E.
C. Patten of Topsham, 20.
E. C. Patten
of Topsham was reelected overseer, re335
votes.
A.
A.
Stewart oi
ceiving
Houlton received 116 and Arthur C.
Smith of Hampden 59.
For lecturer came the surprise of the
day when C. O. Purrington of Bowdoin
defeated B. Walker McKean of Fryea
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gestion
!0n
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ELISHA (1. NORTON, iate of Liberty.
that sill persons interested may att ><l at a Pro \
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jate
Court to be I add at Belfast, 11 the 13th
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present
they have, why the said account si old not be
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allowed.
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JAMES LI Bit, Judge.
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CHARLES L. WOOD, late of 1 erino,
the Countv of Waldo, deceased, and given

having
!>onds as the law direc s. All per
deceased
lemands against tire estate of s»
ire desired to present the same lor 'Citiement,
d
to
make
ind ail indebted thereto are request
>ayment imme<l.atety.
Palermo, November
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The
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice tliat she has been 11
appointed executrix of the last will and testa

1

of
M ARY 0. PLUMMER, late of Searsport,
in the County ol Waldo,deceased, and gi',-i
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bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deca ;.
tor sett leu ><■111
same
the
are desired to present
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
ment
immediately.
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MILLICENT NICHOL.s.
Searsport, December 9, 1913.—3w 52
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Deaths.

Fairbanks, one of
business men, diet!
it his home K that city Dec. 17th, aged
Hit rag born in Wayne, Me.,
?5 years.
rad had been resident of Bangor since
1872. He selii 1 in the Civil war, in the
l’hird Maine! egiment, afterward did
home duty inlt e 44t.h Massachusetts, at
the time of tlif draft riots in Boston, and
again enlistelt in November, 1863, in the
30th Maine, 14-ving in the Red river expedition and ftvfth Sheridan in the Shenandoah valley J Be was mustered 6ut in
August, 186a, and after the war acted in
“Always Does Good”
various capacities for insurance and ex
in New York rfnd in St.
The established custom among fl press
New England folks is to always B John, N. B.,' then coming to Bangor. He
S was a Knight Templar, a 32d degree
have
,
Mason, member of theG. A. R., Sons of
"L F.” Atwood’s Medicine
the American Revolution, Society of May"n the house. Thus they prevent
■
flower Descendants. Loyal Legion, Fairkness. by relieving those minor H banks Family of America, Society Colon-

Captain
Bangor’s pran

v

SWANVILLE CENTER.
E. A. Robertson is gaining finely now end ie
it home
.The ichoo) in district 1 snd 2 began Dec. 16th with Mine Hall of Sullivan
teacher. She is boarding at E. H. Littlefield’s.
Mrs. Caroline Marr is visiting her sister,
Mrs. James Knowlton....H. P. White has two
men at work for him
cutting box board lumber.... Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett and son of
Winterport were guesta of her brother, H. P.

N.

nent

\!
V

3tft£te£l b;

ja^j1!/

NV^tii: yt£

t

.'

....

White, Sunday.

i

v

1

NORTH MONTV1LLE.
Leon Wiggin is spending a few weeks in
Massachusetts, visiting friends and relatives.
Madison Banton visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. F. Banton, last Saturday night and
Sunday... .Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vose and
Edith Vose were in Waterville on business one
]ay last week... .Johnnie Nutter visited his
brother Claude in Belfast last Saturday and
Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. Quigg of Palermo
iave moved into a camp m the Whitten woods
md intend to board a part of the mill crew.

!
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Guilford, Me.
1 ulwavs keep 'L. F.’ Atwood's Med-
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emstipation, headache,dizziness,acid

:orach
1

|

{< gnedj Mrs. Warren Pomroy
:g 35c bottle at your druggist’s
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house tn
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indiges-
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ia

use

case

H

(Colds.

write
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|H

for liberal trial

[H

saruji'e if you’ve never yet used it.
L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
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M. Swan, widow of Nathan
well-known railroad man,
died Dec. 16th at her home in Bangor,
Most of her life
at the age of 93 years.
was spent in Bangor. In her active years
she was wel' informed on the early history of Bangor, particularly in connection with the first Maine railroad, the
Bangor, Oldtown and Milford, built in
It passed in the rear of her home.
1836.
Mrs.

Sylvia

Swan,

a

3w51

)

National Bank,
Belfast.

City

ir

and the transaction of any
that may legally come before
held, at their banking rooms on
j.iry 13. 1914. at lrt o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier,

,i

st.

December 12, 1913.

BURNHAM.
1913. trains connectafter Sept
arnham and Walerville with through
an 1 from
Bangor, Walerville, PortBoston, will run as follows:
28.

Harry of Cai-tine.
ife of Oscar L. Saban, died
Annie V„
Dec. 12th at her home in Palermo, following a long illness with tuberculosis.
She had been married only one month.
The funeral ook place Dec. 15th at the
home of 1 er mother, Mr-. Chester, Farris. Rev. G ‘orge McNivni officiating.
E. R. Dove if Brat.cl Mills had charge
Nelson
and H. M. Nelson and W. E
furnished appropriate selections.
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Smokeless

—

heater

automatic-

locking flame-spreader prevents turning too high.
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or

the Heater
with the

TRIANGLE
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George Dobson went with the
after the fires in the heater

look

cutting

lumber

for

Richard

the hnncu

||g
pi
mjm

er, G. J.

Lu

Hudson,

Mass
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L

B. Bean

*

a

check

turned

re-

homes-Dr. W. L. West of
Belfast gave a lecture before the students of
the agricultural school Thursday evening, Dec.
11th-The Farmers Telephone Company held
their annual meeting in the Grange hall, Dec.
10th, and elected the following officers for the

fi||J

to

their

ensuing year: President, George Carter; Secretary. B. F. Foster; Treasurer, D. R. McCray;
Directors, George Carter, Simon Bradstreet,
A. J. Jackson, Joseph Bartlett, Nathan P. Libby, Fred A. Myrick and Wayland White_

Dealers everywhere or write for
illustrated circular.

The selectmen of this

town were

in

Belfast

on

business Dec. 12th.
SANDYPOINT.
Mr. John Kennedy of Boston visited two
days last week with Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Perkins-Mr. John Perkins has returned to Milo,
having built his cottage while here_Miss

HOME, TOCUS.

'dints nf the Nati
during the year w
Fostina Griffin, who is
teaching in Brewer,
588, according to the annual r
spent Sunday with her parents here... Mr.
Gen Joseph S. Smith of Bangor, local
The post fund
George Ginn of New York is here visiting relamanager of the home.
aggregated $65,069. The total resources
tes.H. F. Partridge returned home rewere $98,921. a decrease of $5331 over
cently Irom a visit of several weeks in Boston
THORNDIKE
TELEPHONE
TALK.
THE
NEWS OF
GRANGES.
hole number nf persons
laFt rear. Th
and vicinity-Mrs. Fred Perkins was in Bancard for vas 2382, compared with 2683
gor one day last week, shopping... Prof. SimDec.
;ti
There’s
a
Thorndike,
Me,
station
Flag
in 1712. The average’ number of member
Burnham Grange, P. of H.f No. 509, held a
farmers’ telephone line wr.ich strings tomons of the U. of M.
Limited fc ts for Boston are now sold at
gave a very interesting
was 217.
There are one Mexientertaintyes
and
emp!
successful
sale,
1)
very
supper
FI.
last.
WALDRON,
P
•-.25 from
gether five or six miles of farms down
lecture here last week on the Planting and
General Passenger Agent. eati War veteran, 2071 Civil War veter- the valley of
the Passa;.*assawaukeag ment Thursday, Dec. llth.atternoon and evenRaising of Potatoes.... The sociable met last
ans, 251 Srai ish War veterans, U memD. C. DOUGLASS,
river. On a single line there are 21 tel- ing. The following committees had if in charge: week at
the home of E. G. Clifford and was
General Manager tWi^nd Maine. bers of th. Provision: I Army, 12 Indian
s.
the
line
is
continephon
Naturally
Apron and fancy work booth, Mrs. Georgia largely attended.... Miss Effie
-■i
laigi ffeterans and one foreign serv- ually in use,
Curtis of Belbut so accustomed have the
Cunningham, Mrs. Maude Miles. Mrs. Nellie fast visited friends here last
tome.
The
’.go-1 in tl
ice
>tera
week_Mrs.
subscribers become to havi >g others on
Shaw; vegetables and canned goods, Mesdames John Littlefield of
STEAMSHIP inmates iich.de 160 from the Regulat the line at the same time that
EASTERN
Rockland spent last Friday
two coupArmy, 19 5 from th.* Volunteer Army les can converse at the same time with- Mabel Drake and Lottie Winn; candy and- here with her
sister, Mrs. Converse Grant
f’d
the X: vy. There Were
an : 255
CORPORATION.
lruit, Vesta McAlister; mystery booth, Hattie Mrs.
out a bit of trouble.
Manley Grant and children of the village
n various offenses.
The
It;ti >a
Viola
Winn.
conLast week a feat tnat is belived to be Cole,
The supper committee
are visiting here... L. K. Perkins
number f b Is ir he barracks was 1209 a
and Ivan
record in telephonic achievement with- sisted of the lady officers, Mrs. Ardra Berry,
Grant are in Portland, where
and 190 p-rsons were employed to look
llangor Line—Fall Schedule.
they have emout any prearranged p.an was accomVina Cole and Nettie Sherman, who with a
after the v* t.erans. There were 1517
ployment-Miss Lucy Grant is at home from
on this 1 ne, when six
otople car- sufficient number of helpers served a most de- Belfast for a
the ages of plished
pensioner in the home,
few weeks
ried on a perfectly intelligible and satisF. F. Perkins spent
WINTER FARES
licious supper of pressed chicken, cold ham, j
the lomat S range from 23 to 96 years.
two days of last week in Castine and
conversation at the same time,
vicinity.
There wee 35,000 visitors during the factory
BELFAST AND BOSTON, $2.25
mashed
salad,,
potatoes,
oread,
pickles,
cakes,
i
Darius Hopkir s and Lemuel Pease
-Fred Shute is repairing and
painting his
year. Th1 home farm produce $21,155
doughnuts, coffee and fruit. The entertainDari
is
two
“dickered,”
young
TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAS1
house....
swapping
Miss
Juanita Ellis visited in Bangor
worth of mi k, fodder, wood and other
for Lemuel's veal calf. At the same ment committee was composed of the lecturer, last
week.
material. The present value of the home pigs
and CAMDEN
time Mrs. John Spencer gave Mrs. Ezra Maude Mudgett, and Sisters McKechnie and
i
__^^
property |f723,168.
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m. for Boston MonTobin a full recipe and complete direc- Morse. The program was as follows: Music
•h\
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
tions for making a new kind of plum pudby a quartet, “Merrily Sing"; humorous readFor Bangor at 7.30 a. m.. Tuesday, Wednes
ding: for Christmas, while Miss Bessie ing, Blanche Allen; reading, Miss Fern
riKM LitiAdiive
lie
i
and
Shaw;
Friday
Saturday.
Piper, the schoolteacher at toe corner,
RETURNING
In 3000 Years. told Leslie Frost, who is getting over reading, Nellie A. Morse; “Cremation of Sam
,eave Boston at 6.00 p. m. Monday, Tues
the mumps, how to do the next to the McGee", by Blanche Foster; encore, Blanche
day Thursday and Friday.
last example in partial payments.
Foster; monologue. Fern Shaw; musical readPURE ‘4STOR OIL, TASTELESS.
i<eave Rockland at 6.16 a. m. (or on arrive
Besides this some one broke in to find ing, Marian McKechnie; farce, “The Intersteamer from Boston) Tuesday, Wednes
Tasteless i fThe True Sense. Not Flavored out what time it was and all hands stop- rupted Proposal”, with the following cast:
day. Friday and Saturday.
ped talking to Bet the clocks, as Lemuel Mr. Stone, Richard'Winn; Mrs. Stone, Blanche
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine
The Smell and Taste
or Altrfd.
Pease had just.been to Belfast and knew
Maid Betty, Vina Cole; Mrs. Ramsay,
Removed.
his watch was just right, for he had re- | Allen;
Susie McKechnie; Helen Stone, Hattie Cole.
it
gulated
the
town
clock.
by
castor oil has been the
For
Steve Howard, Arthur Hunt; Harold Tracy,
world's bft laxative, but until now an
I Ernest Hunt; reading, “The
Minuet", Marian
offensive sickening taste has limited its Dr. Hobscn’s Ointment Heals Itchy Eczema.
McKechnie; music, “Good Night”, by Quartet.
The constantly itching,
burning sensation While all the
use.
parts were good, and each waa a
and othei disagreeable forms of
eczema, tetFor 3,M|years chemists have tried to
good entertainer, special mention must be
sa't -heum and skin eruptions
ter,
!
promptly made of the reading of Blanche Foster, who is
remove tfititasce.
cured by Dr. HobsoTs Eczema
Ointment. very popular with the people here. Their only
BELFAST, MAINE.
Kellogti Tasteless Castor Oil is just Geo. W. Fitih of
Mendota, III., says: “I puV- complaint is they don’t hear her as often as
what thetlme means—a pure, clear, re- chased a box of
Dt. Hobson’s Eczema OintPractice in all Courts.
Probate’ practic 1
they would like. Fern Shaw, a student at M.
fined oil i|hout any taste.
It is a new ment. Hive had Eczema ever
since the Civil C.
2tf
spec altv.
I., is fast coming to the front as a reader
discovery! f Spencer Kellogg & Sons of War, have been treated by many doctors, none and we
predict a bright future for her. This
t!
have
lefinersof
the
oils.
benefit that one box of Dr.
givtn
Buffalo, ge
vegetable
was the first appearance here of Marian McAnyhof can disguise the taste of cas- Hobson’s Eczema Ointment has.” Every suf- Kechnie, the child Reader from Foxcroft, but
ferer shovld try it. We’re so
positive it will each one was charmed and
tor oil byn ixii g it with alcohol, wintersurprised at the
help you Ve guarantee it or money refunded.
skilful way in which she delivered her readgreen, pt>! erniint or other flavors, but At ail
or by mail 50c.
Driggists
I am prepared to do all kinds of truckin
it reirtaint for rhe Kelloggs to keep the
ings. She has unusual ability, which will
irmture and piano moving a specialty. Leav
rvemer uieimcai
Uo.Phifadelphia &St.Louis probably by well cultivated. Harry Kinney
oil pure Pi make it tasteless. Kellogg’s
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cros s
had pretty good luck, as he drew the crazy
streets, and they will receive prompt atten
Tastel-ssl astor Oil works even better
HER LIMIT.
tu n.
Telephone connection
quilt and guessed the exact number of beans
than tie > i, evil dose, without pain or
W. W. BLAZO,
She’ti
staged on her shopping tour,from now on which made him owner of the sofa pillow.
|
i gripifl;. ( lildren take it easily,
alnost every day.
14tf
Be ;;.i
126 WaldoAve j.
in ail drug stores. 25c. and !
11 take ner little list and
Sol'
purse and gaily go
Stomach Troubles Disappear.
uprti her way;
50c. nsl or Kellogg’s Tasteless Castor
She'll pick up gifts of every
liver and kidney troubles, weak
Stomach,
from
sort,
every
i
Oil ai i ]c t for the trade mark on the
portion of the earth,
nerves, lame back and female ills disappear
label a t een castor leaf, bearing the But. this year, she declares, no one will get when Electric
Bitters are used. Thousands of
mere than a dollar's
1
STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,
worth.
Kellc !g i [nature. Made only by Spenwomen would not be without a bottle in their
Each
the
yeir
family larger grows, each year home. Eliza Pool of
OPENED UNDER NEW MANAGEMEN'
j cer K liofl & Sons, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.,
Depew, Okla. writes:
se*$ more than last year
saw,''
A quiet and home-like hotel, good service,
“Electric Bitters raised me from a bed of sickEach yeir sees added to her list a few
oils.
refin< s
more
and home cooking.
relitives in-liw;
4w49p
ness and suffering and has done me a world of
Special Rates to Traveling Men.
By manage wide the circle growa, it is ex- good. I wish every suffering woman could
paflded, too, by birth
And
she declares, no ono will got use this excellent remedy and find out, as I
thicjyear.
The inn) 1 meeting of the stockholders of
mdre than a dollar's worth.
did, just how good it is." As it has helped
the £ irsf t National L auk will be held at
thousands of others, it surely will do the same
their ink'
rooms in Seursport, on Tuesday, A pretty picture in a frame, a heavy ink well
for you. Every bottle guaranteed, 60c. and
mwe of brass,
Janei » l; 914, at 2 o'clock p. m., for the
A
a
TO
doily 4 slipper bag, something in leather $1.00. At all Druggists.
FROM RHEUMATISI I •ledi of irectors for the ensuing year and
or
hr
glass,
Rumat may be obtained of Mrs. Edwin 3 for it trsi action of such other business as
A tie th4 father will not wear, a belt too
N. E. Bucklen It. Co. Ph iladelphiaor St. Louie
Bowker, No. 1 Bay view street, during my al >- mai 1 »!!' iome before the meeting.
I..,*
fo4 mother’s girth.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
sence.
MRb. CHAS. F. SHAW.
All
she
thesif
will
distribute
when she gives
S4a por^ Maine, December 12,1913.—4w61
ImoSOp
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
cam on# the dollar’s worth.
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
to store she gaily
trips in search of Burdock Blood Bitten as a cleansing blood
The r
rliers’ Home

..

will meet each
at

|

more

of

Freedom,

A.
son,

McKechnie of FuxO. B. McKechnie.

Mrs. E. C. McKechnie and daughter visited
the last week_The remains of .Mrs,
Marcia Winn Dorrithy of Somerville, Mass,

!

there

were brought
here (her former home
last
Saturday. Interment was in the Libby yard

the Clinton road.

I on

Lyman Winn, and
Cunningham, who

!
:

recently

She

a

leaves

brother'

one

granddaughter,

Mrs.

Ira

live here_W. Master
0. B. McKechnie and wife, Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
Mudgett of Burnham and Mr. and Mrs. WiD
bur Reynolds of Sehasticook Grange attended
the State Grange in Bangor last week.
still

pleasant Thursday

For earache, toothache, pain?, burns, scalds
throat, try Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil, a

s »re

splendid remedy
Fire

afternoon

had

guests of Sheriff and Mrs. A. F. CushmanW. P. Jones and family visited relatives in
North Montville and Knox Sunday-Mrs.
Eliza Waterhouse and Amanda Ricker have
been granted an increase in their Slate pensions from $3 to $6 per month.... Harold Boynton has hired with West P. Jones for the winter-Mrs. E. 0. Shaw of Belfast v as in town
Monday collecting cats for customers... Union
Harvest Grange Sewing Circle has bought a
nice new chandelier for the Grange hallHerbert Smith and wile of Belfast visited at
Eugene Adams’ the first of the week.
1SLESBORO.
The friends of Mrs. Theresa Grindle

are

for

Scorches

Castine.

narrow escape irom

a

village
general conwas prevented
'inis

a

flagration tonight, w hich
by desperate fire fighting and

;

the lack of

wind.

j

large

A

I

summer

building, used this
by Frank Rae and
carriages and sleighs, broke

wooden

as a

garage

1 stored
with
It burned
j into flames about 10 p. m.
i1 fiercely and set fire to the icehouse
owned by Frank Hooper and to the
dwelling of Mrs. Barker Wardwell. A
i large hotel opposite was in great danger,
I The fire was controlled Stiffr tile total
I loss of the
garage and contents, and
I much damage to the other buildings,
j The total loss is estimated at $5000, which
I is partially covered by insurance. The
glad : cause of the fire is undetermined.

Workingmen

and Farmers

V> ill find comfort, economy and
plete satisfaction in wearing

?

emergencies.

C'aSTINE, Me., Dec. 17.

the grange hall.... Mr. and Mrs. Chester B.
were in Belfast Friday and Saturday.

Cushman

com-

trade

Goodyear Glove ltnbbers
They have the quality of materials that
*

make them

longer

wear

and feel better

than ordinary rubbers. In their making only the
grade of rubber gum is used.

|
|

They will

|

not

crumble and they
that sense c-f security
satisfaction which one ur vs
wearing the best the markr:.
The additional wear o •--r c J
rubbers makes the (.il i.
the cheapest and best ro

crack

l

1

or

wearer

I;

•.
a

Made in ail styles ar.i *
but only one grade the BLSI

...

I)

a

for

[

weeks and the teachers and matron have

Mudgett-James Flye

day morning... Mr. J
croft is visiting his

$3b 79 for a nine-weeks-old
FREEDOM.
mother
Mrs. Annie Murch has rented a room of Mrs. veal call which he scui to Boston. The
Charles Sampson and moved in_Mrs. Pitcher was a heifer, and Eil thinks when she arrives
from Waldoboro is passing a few weeks wilh i at maturity she may produce him some pretty
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Sampson_The good stock_Union Harvest Grange Sewing
and
Academy has closed for a vacation of two Circle met last Thursday and re-organized
got

has

died very
suddenly Thursday night,
Dec. 11th.... W. G. Foster is suffering from a
bad cold. Dr. Shaw was called to see him Fri-

James Leonard of Providence, R. I., has been
a guest of C. A. Gray... Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Hall of Knox were at E. B. Bean’s, Sunday....
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Howard were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Whitcomb in Waldo.
Miss Belva L. Davis is at Anson Shibles in

guiie

she

Flye,

r, n

Knox for a time.... Miss Florence Cunningham is in Searsmont at Otis Robbins’-Jf>hn
W. Tibbetts will serve as traverse juror at the
January term of the S. J. Court in BelfastMrs. F. A. Luce is in Belfast, the guest of her
F. Burkill has
I son, F. B. .Luce.... Mrs. James

Academy.

where

who has been stopping at his nephew's, < has.

....

arid Mrs. Alonzo Higgins entertained Rev.
Nathan Hunt of Charleston last Saturday
night and Sunday. Mr. Hunt preached at the
Center church Sunday forenoon and at Knox
Station in the afternoon-Miss Doris Bartlett will attend the next term at Freedom

Skowhegan,

lucrative position_Mrs. Inez Mudgett of
Bangor sper t the day recently with her broth-

center montv ille,

Higgins....

Mr.

1181

Easy to rewick—wick and
carrier in one; just lift out
the old and drop in the new,
trimmed ready for use.
Indicator shows how much
oil is in font.
The Perfection Heater is
finished in vitreous turquoise-blue enamel or steel
Artistic in appeardrums.
ance—will last a life time.
Easily carried.

ire

gone to

effort to come and hear him... Mrs. J. H. McKinley is gaining_Mrs. Maud Hatch has returned to her home after spending a few weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Lowell Zwicker, who has
been critically ill
M. S. Stiles is confined to

:ars-Ichabod Spencer, our new meat marset man, is having a good trade these days and
gradually adding to his stock of goods-The
many friends of Mrs. Nelson Gordon, who has
recently ceen very ill, are glad to learn that
she is better and quite comfortable at this
writing... Leroy Fickett and Charles Heath

SB

a very
sermon
Bangor
Congl. church last Sunday. He is also
fine solo singer. Everyone should make an

of

at the

Harmon & Son shipped three cars,
3,000J bushels, of potatoes to New York

act week.

Hinckley. I

12 40

A M

aierville
Bangor.

inderthe instruction of Dr. Elmer Gould and is
jiving excellent satisfaction. We wish them
jood patronage and success.

shipment to

Ajgusta

AM

-ecently_Miss Lucy Brown has been a guest
>f Mrs. Effie Gray for a few days ...A new
>rchestra has been organized at the village

....

Peter

The deatl of Emery H. Johnson occurred Dec. loth, in the hospital at Togus.
He was burn in Bucksport, July 9. 1842.
He enlisted in Co. 1, 2'Jth Maine Infantry, September 10, 1862, and was disAugust 31, 1S63. He
charged at
was adrnittel (to the Branch from Fairfield, JanuaM* 3, 1911. Three childern
survive, una ueing Mrs. H. W. Carr of

TO BFLFAST

]B
jB
jBj
^B
S|

ibout

:nbs of Castine died Dec.
r, where he had been for
He
two weeks fo>' medical treatment.
was born at Hurricane Island fifty-live
since
years ago, inr had lived in Castine
boyhood. For several years he had been
janitor of the Normal school. He leaves
Mrs. Lizz e Webster and
four daughter
Mrs. Lillian Wardweil of Castine, Mrs.
Alice Gray of Harborside, and Mrs. Myrthree sons
tle Parker of New York,
—John of (alifornia and Arthur and

BELFAST and

^B

to hear that ehe is improving.... Mrs. Sarah P.
TIm church rapper end rale Friday
night Hatch hoe gone to Plymouth, N. H., to apemft
decided success In every way. All rethe winter with her son,^mery Hatch....
gretted the illreae of Mr. A. D. Moody, one of
With the exception of the High school all the
the leading character* in “The Paper Match/*
schools in town closed Dec. 5th for a month's
which caused the farce to be omitted. Little
vacation... .Mias Nellie Rose has returned
i Milton Nickeraon made a decided hit with
home to Swanville, and the Manual Training
“Santa’11 Know I Tried... .Charles and McKinteacher, Miss Vera Pfaff, to Grand Haven,
Damm
arrived
home
from
ley
Hebron Academy
Michigan There will be a few changes in
Friday night, the latter accompanied by his the winter
term_The senior class of the
roommate, Mr Clark of North New Portland,
High school gave a drama Saturday evening to
Mr. Clark left for home Monday morning_
a large audience, with
special music between
Emery Cunningham, a student at Bucksport the acts. Ice
cream and cake were for sale
Seminary, and >1 iss Annie Nickerson of Sears- after the
play.... Miss Marian Pendleton has
port High school are also at home for the holi- arrived home
from Wellesley for the ChristBernice
Damm
returned to her mas
days-Miss
vacation.... Miss Leila Farnsworth has
school in Lowell Tuesday_Mrs. Rawson
returned home from a week’s visit in Rockland
Lufkin is visiting in Boston and vicinity_A. and
Belfast, and Miss Marie Coombs from
Eugene Nickerson of Portland was in town Hampden, Me... Mrs. P. I. Merrill of Wallast week, the guest of his father, Hon. A. E.
tham, Mass., was in town a few days last
Nickerson... Miss Harriet N ckerson is suf- week
visiting her mother, Mrs. D. W. Thomas.
fering with .another attack of sciatica_Mr.
The Sewing Circle held their annual apron
Sewell Harriman is on the sick list. He is atsale last Tuesday evening in Union Hall. Betended by Dr. Foster C. Small of Belfast.
sides fancy articles, post
cards, candy, hot
chocolate and cake were for sale_The
JACKSON.
weather is mild for the time of
year and much
E. E. Morton spent the latter part of the
week with his son, Edwin Mortor, in Water- sickness prevails. Coughs, colds and “grippe*
have the lead-There is a
daily boat at presville-Miss Mildred Danforth is visiting at
ent from Dark Harbor to
Rockland, coming
H. E. Chase’s... .Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Boody of
from down east in the
morning and returning
Kent’s Hill are spending the holidays at the
at night.
home of his parents', Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boody.
_Mrs. Ruth Wright, who has been ill for
BURNHAM.
several weeks, is reported as gaining.
Miss
Quite a number from this place were in
Daisy Eldridge is working f r her_Mr. and Waterville the
past week, shopping and atMrs. Rufus Ward have moved to the H. H.
tended the carnival-Mr. and Mrs.
Harry
Rich place-Miss Lottie Nason is spending
Kinney are rejoicing over the arrival of a s,.n,
her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Edward-Tom McAlister and wife
S. G. Nason.... Miss Pearl Chase and Miss
and Merle McAlister were in Waterville FriMildred Danforth spent a few days last week
day-Mrs. F.L. Fletcher and daughter Helen
with friends in Knox....Mrs. F. H. Brown and
of V. aterville were in town Thursday attendson Everett of Brooks, visited at the home of
ing the Grange fair_Hattie Moody haMr. Fred Wright, Sunday.... Rev. Stanley j
finished work for Capt. A. W. Fletcher -mi
Came
delivered
fine
wm a

rHORNDIKE.

Eugene Trr
lath, at Bang

3w51

B

smoke.

:

css

shallow font of the
Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater means constant, unchanging flame,
whether it is full of oil or

nearly empty. It means
perfect combustion—no

—

jai nv.-eting of the stockholders of
National Bank of Belfast for the

I

new

Mrs. C. W. Bates of Hermori Center
died Dec. 15th, as tne result of a peculiar
accident. Mrs. Bates was drawing water from a well Sunday evening, when
she slipped and fell heavily upon the
The injuries caused a
well curbing.
paralysis of th« nerve centers, and physicians were unable to effect any relief.
Mrs. Bates tva- 34 years old. The family
moved from Brooksville lo Hermon CenShe leaves a huster about a year ago.
band, six children and three brothers
Edgar Hale of Sorrento, Norman of
Brooksville an 1 Elmer of Plymouth.

HOLIDAYS.

Warmth

THE

Her husband was a conductor on that,
her eldest son a trainman and her
The Swan
younger son a train boy.
family was one of the first to build a
cottage on Jlorthport campground, since
grown to be an important Maine summer
Mrs. Swan leaves a daughter
resort.
and two sons, Miss Florence I. Swan,
Frank T. and 1-red b. a wan.

Will be closed during the

LINCOLNVILLE CENTER.
Mrs. Bertha Cogsrins has arrived home from
Surry, where she was called by the illnesB and
leath of her father, Robert Carlisle.... Mr.
md Mrs. A. O. Richards have returned from a
risit in Boston.... The annual sale of tbe
Ladies’ Aid .»f the M. E. church was held at
rrue’s hall and was successfully carried out.
A fine programme waa furnished and ice cream,
:ake and coffee were served. The proceeds of
>45 were for the pastor’s fund-Miss Mary
hoggins and brother Gerald visited in Kockport

Steady Glowing Ij

road,

OFFICE

I

i)pigt

ial Wars and various local organizations.
He leaves one daughter. Mrs. Alfred K.
Bennett of Pasadena,Cal.

T.

3WANV1LLE.

correspondence.

L. A. WEBBER, Belfast, Maine.

I Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain” [
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GEO. E. JOHNSON.

Attorney at Law
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TRUCKING.
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MISS

IT

By special arrangement with the publish
of McCall's Magazine, the recognized
Fashion Authority ol more than 1 200,

I
E

The Republican Journal ( weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

|

Wanted I-

learn the anto businei
* in our garage and prepare to fill posit* ji »'
lor the winter. Write at once stating ag
MAINE AUTO CO.
2moI0
Taylor St. Garage, Portland. Me.

WANTED
MEN
1

!

rd»er Wagons

to

J
U,

i

Fo

I

teG red a new car 01 weoer

while seeking
lathing that will please.
And wh.j at last night brings her home, she
si it without a sign of mirth,
*\

Wagons
tunning general purpose wagons. Thank oodneas that ia dona at last!
A 1>t Kate her dollar’e worth.
tK
J. A. MCKEEN
—Edge A. Guest, in Detroit Free Frees.

1 tad

*

-

Jtmaa novelties,
irs over many things

L

I got

tonic, is well recommended. $1.00 at all

stores

welcome in your home.
McCad’s Magazine is without a superior
as a guide in correct dress and household
matters and is already known to many of
our readers.
Size 8x11 in.
84 to 136

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

•

f
I
k

pages monthly. Every number contains
50 advance designs of McCall Patterns—celebrated for styie, (it, simplicity
over

andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving idea; on
Dress, Housekeeping. Cooking, etc., end
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquerte. Beauty,
Childry ,lea^'b, etc., for

all home-loving woirf

For

ideas,tor

_read McCa!,

pleasurej^

CUT AbD

MAiL^W

s|v!e

|
%

for
s

(UPON TODAY

ur
■■is;

ne

!ind $2.10 f.10.
di's Magazine
.;■
Gblican j<-arnal, each-Cne

r

Jr'
I

r.;.
[F,.

D

or

Street

or

Box No.

I understand this entitles
to select any McCall Pattern
frele from the first copy of McCall's
I
and that I ain to send puscard, giving size and number
offTk^e. pattern direct to McCall Co.
^Subscriptions may be new or renewal)
LEE.

rjeceive
tajL

Children Cry

>

The Republican Journal needs no introduction. It is a clean, wholesome, up-tothe-minute newspaper— the kind that you

NOTICE

j

we are

All for only $2.10

^vegetable

SUFFERERS

Ijj

able to otter you the
following extraordinary limited bargain;
000 women,

bt in ort National Dank.

I
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K
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Samuel E. Rendell, who haa tenderly watched
and cared for him through hie last illness; one
daughter-in-law, five grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren. He died, rejoicing in
the full belief of a reunion with wife, daugnter, sons and all loved ones gone before; anxious to be released from carnal strictures.
When shall we see his equal? To all mourning
relatives Stockton gives her true sympathy,
realising that he has been a power for good in
his native town, which he has represented in
the State legislature and often upon important
committees, always as an influential member.
The funeral took place, Dec. 14th, from the
Universalist church, Rev. A. A. Blair speaking most appropriately of the character and
life of the good man, gone into Heaven’s eternal peace. The beautiful floral tributes silently testified to the affection of son, grandchildren and other relatives. “God is Love.’’
“The stars have lived a million years,
A million years and a day.
But God and 1 shall love and live,
When the stars have passed away.’’

SEARSPORT.
Mies Ethel Curr arrived home Saturday fro®
Waltham, Mass.
B. H. Mudgett of Belfast was in town Mon

The Fact Remains

day on business.
Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis left Monday t >
spend Christmas with relatives in Boston.

No

Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild and son Jay lef :
Monday for Pennsylvania to spend Christmac
at

Ship Timranda, Capt N. F. Gilkey, arrive
Montevideo Dec, 9th, 66 days from Net

of alum baking powders, no juggling with chemicals, or pretended analysis,
or cooked-up certificates, or falsehoods of
any kind, can change the fact that

i

Mrs. Elizabeth Allen has gone to Orange, N
J„ to spend the winter with her son, A. W
Allen.

Royal Baking Powder

Mrs. Alice T. Shute and son Calvin left Sat
urday for Boston, where they will spend th

has been found by the official examinations to be of the

winter.

Miss Rosamond Smith of Ashland is visitinj
her aunt, Mrs. H. C. Holmes, on Howar

Lucy A. Sargent returned last wee'
visit with her aunt, Mrs. Mary B. Sar
gent, in Alton.
a

Buck is at her home in Park from For
Fairfield, where she has been teaching, for th.

for

recess.

prettily decorat
ed and appropriate Christmas services wen
held last Sunday.
Mrs. M. S.
and fall

spend

in

Dodge,

spent the

town, has gone

Springfield

to

b

Sell, ueorge Khnck arrived
hursday iron
Baltimore with 800 tons of fertilizer to th<

Hubbard Co. at Mack’s Point.

Hawley, Capt. Johnston

George
finished discharging 3,900 tons of coal Satur
day at the Penobscot Coal and Wharf dock am 1
sailed for Norfolk.
William H. Heed had his eye injured Monday
afternoon at the Penobscot coal dock and wen
to Bangor Tuesday to have his eye cared fo:
by

specialist.

a

confined at the homi
of hie son, Dr. S. C. Pattee, for the past tei
days with a severe attack of heart trouble, bu
at this writing is improving.
James Pattee has been

Georgia L. Ford left Monday for DayFla., where she will spend the winter
The Western Union Telegraph office here wil
be discontinued during her absence.
Miss

tona,

Cards have been received from Mrs. Elh

Mowry,

who

is

spending

the

winter

on

the

West coast. She is at present at The Adelbert Apartments, Los Angeles, Calif.
C. Hopkins, manager of the Penobscol
Co., Belfast, has been in town tht

A.

Bay

Electric

past week with

setting poles
for connecting their plant with the Searsport
plant, which his company recently bought.
a

crew

of

men

Mrs. Prudence McGilvery and Robert Erskine Pendleton, the young son of Dr. Irvin E
Pen Reton of Lewiston, came over for tht
week-end with Capt. F. I. Pendleton, and or
their return were accompanied by Capt. Pendleton, who will spend the holidays with his
son, Dr. Pendieton.

Pittsfield,

for

a

ort,
the B. & A. run between Searsport and Bangor.
Young Whittiei
has many friend? in Searsport. The bride is
the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Walter Scotl
S aulding, Pittsfield.

Carol, Softly
Invocation.

craft:

tin- railway of rhe Atlantic Works in Easl
Boston is
-dght which used to be coinmor
enough in this port but which, growing steadmore
rare through the past two decades
ily
v. !’• presently be seen no more—a
barkentine
hauled out for a recoppering of her bottom, a
square-! igger of the American registry anc
one
f th,- few surviving vessels of the once_

!■

finis.

Congregational Church Notes. With ii s
decoration of Christmas greens and scark t
ribbons, the church was very attractive. Th e

Luke,
the

by

McGlhiney
chapter

ws s
c

•

Nativity. The text was found i n
chapter. f jje^venteenth verse. Th 8

The

same

is the most

mar,i

y recorded

Everett

Church

in all Hi

t,,
The

street, left
to

Bangor,

Sold ror 70

| Ask

Willard

and

shiped,as

rls‘

Father,

Current Events Club was entertainec
In early life Mr. Rendell became a master
j
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Ralph Morse ! carpenter, often planning and erecting buildWest Main street. The selections read by th<
| ings in this town and vicinity. Relinquishing
lady members were upon various interesting
that business, he bought out the hardware,
'‘Current Events.”
stove and tinware store of Alonzo Ames, and
carried that on, increasing the efficiency of
Capt. Edmund Hichborn arrived last Frida}
his business, until feeling the creeping on of
from Baltimore, Md., to spend Christmas witl
his sister, Miss Nellie Hichborn, Wrest Mail
j age limitations he sold out to younger men,
Goodhue & Co., in October, 1906, and retired
street, and relatives about town, while his ves
frem active business. Soon his son, Charles R.
W elcome home!
sel is discharging.
Rendell succumbed to sickness, yet the father
Mr. and Mrs. George Ginn, who were for s
week at the home of her grandfather, Mr. S. A I bravely endured his separations,saying: “I shall
I soon be with them!” A man of unusual intelliRendell, assisting in caring for him, left

earl;

week for their home in Clifton, N. J., afte
the
Mrs. Ginn’s beloved grandfather

j

gence, force of will and strict moral

j

was

The recent weather
for this season of the
W. Sprague, Church
assistant postmaster,
full-blown dandelion,

i

been unusually mill
Dec. 17th Mrs. C
street, brought to th<
Miss Alice Hichborn,
leaving two other bios

has

year.

n_n:.Li__.i__

a.

prominently identified

with

habits, he

every

good

Temperance, education, religious

matters and
political reforms received his earnest support.
None ever asked where he stood on any question of public interest.
In the forefront of
the ardent, determined workers for every good

conspicuously standing. An unshrinking Universalist, an unfaltering Kepublican, and a firm temperance advocate, he will
long be remembered by all who knew him in
the prime of his intellectuality, when on any
subject upon which he might be questioned he
could enlighten and instruct, regarding all
features, historical, scientific, religious or humorous.
Always at church, lending the full
cause

o_

he

was

He commenced house-keeping in will proo^jj jjer B1Bterf MisB Nellie Hichborn, Wee :
the house on Puddle dock now occunipri thousand at. street; returning to Belfast Dec. 15th *
force of his rare voice to the musical element
*
by Mrs. Isaac Clark and re*" 4? ^ ^ jj? £t; one foi Mness at J. H, Howes’ dry goods estab of worship, for' more than 40 years he led
fitfully and t, being too rushing just nowtoallov the choir, sang at funerals, far and near,
until he built the house onlP^ .‘e%- £. J
u
those when any vacations.
& 3
£
/
about 1825, now occupied by^
always without compensation, and assisted
^
»ria F. Blanchard returned lastThura
*
at all church or village entertainments in
^ *8.
of the late Judge Patterson.
2
,,n Anna* prolonged absence in Bangor am I \which his clear, remarkable tenor was always
bis return from Canada, whei® £ £ £. „
^ J( now Dai Sylvan street house. Her numer an attraction. For the past few years he had
been to visit some relatives, when he* £ ^
remain in Stockto,
heen unlike himself, often saying, “I’m only a
came here to10!*"1*6 may
attacked by cholera at Manchester, iv* *
back number; I've forgotten all I ever knew!"
* of the winter. Her ch«d door
farm
ceued
the
on
hours
a
few
illness,
H., and died after
But at times his brain awakened, showing its
*>“<»«-.Imdee look lebely aM-o
He now owned by
the 15th of June, aged sixty-nine.
nhtural brilliancy. He is survived W ode Son,
honest man, pos- built a log house
was a thoroughly
sessed the entire confidence of the com- tion of the preaent i,

jj?

^

■

■''••f --.-

s

v

|

Manufacturer’s Outlet Co.,
J

1

Main Street,

Mudgett Siore,
SWANV1LLE

Knowlton, who has been spending a week in Camden with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Owen, returned home last week-Miss
Ella Greeley, teacher in the village primary,
who is enjoying a recess ot' two weeks, visited

T. Nickerson and Miss HarNickerson and Mr. Ir,-. Ve.izie attended
the State Grange at Bangor and
-eport a
riet M.

very

entertaining
Nellie Marr,

\

and

interesting met ting ...Miss
is teaching ir
Bath, is at
her sister. Mrs. Ralph Light, in the south part honre for the holidays.
Mr Fred Curtis has
last
week-Walof the town for a few days
| returned from a hunting ir p i- Burlington
ter Ludwick went to
Bangor last week to and vicinity... Our farmers ,wre usy gatherattend the meeting of the State Grange- ing moth-nests, which are v,ry plentiful_
Mis. Ralph Overh ck and two children of South Mrs. Esther Holmes Greeley of Bar
Harbor
Freedom spent Saturday and Sunday with her and her sister, Mrs W. E. Whitcomb of
CityThe
C.
B.
Ri.owlton...
Mr.
and
on
friends in town 1. -t week...
Mrs,
point, called
parents,
Stalittle daughter of Mr. and Mr-. Howard
Miss Julia Chase of Everett. Miss., is the
id
pies, who has been sick for nearly two weeks I guest of her parents, Mr.
Irs. H. M.
with pneumonia, is a little Letter at this writ- Chase, for the holidays.
B. Hoit, who
ing_John Hoit, son of l)r.

has been with his

den

spring, is

inias

uncle in Hai
home to pass C h
parents... A. J. Skidmore and
business callers in Belfast on.

last

PRODl’CE MARKET.

j

Hick

"tv .*
id W i.i.i,
!'17 Wo<.d
iS Wood

L'o. >vat>

PORTS.

New York, Dec 16.
Ar, sch Telumah, Bangor via Bridgeport; stm J 0 Ellison, StoningL Jeffrey. Bangor;
schs
Charles
ton, Rle; 17, ar.
Methebesec, Stonington via New London; sld,
sch Uuiph M Hayward, Calais; 18 .ir, sell M«*lbuurn P Smith, Stonington tor Pm.aoelphia;
19, ar, sch Emily I White, South i nebscot; 22
ar, schs Daniel McLoud, Rockland; W .wenock.

AJi. PRICK.

hard.
sol.

ttK "A !

Beet, Corned,

18 l.irt

bed,

\
I

{ And do

\

i

x

12al3

r

7
14

3$

Sachet Powders
ii

j

-.—

I

Philadelphia.
Mobile, Dec

18.

Ar, sch

Hen >

nbe^lO,

to

Mr.

Crosby,

Mass., and Mrs.

Bella

Evelyn

these conditions.

Hut

ns

l

('I

the benefit of

you

Have had

2b

1

years experience, i.s years in Boston.
rhe quality of goods the best
and at he lov
bUf

il

j|

(1

Discharge.

Petition

To the Hon. O.hIu-.nVk Hm.i
District f t.urt »•£ the It ;te>;
District of Maine.
GEORGE W. NORTON ,r Pa
County of Waldo and Ma.t
said District, resptctfu.iy
e;

ibei 14. to Mr.
hte

i

Mayaguez.

the

11th

day

ot

January

•-n

he

.\3.

'he
duly adjudged bankrupt
Congress relating to bank' [
his
surrendered
all
duly
pr
ty
property, and has lui.y >. e j
requirement.- of said Acts
of Court touching his bankrupt*-;.
Wherefore he prays. That he may t
by the Court to have a full disc

is

■

<

|

if Biuehill.

■

Grav-Gkiedek. In Belfast, ecsinter 6, by
a!
Rev. A. A. Biair, W illiam Kv ran Gray and
debts provable agam-t his estai» ui *:
.-a e.
of Irooklin.
Miss (Mara Louise Grieder, b<
j bankruptcy Acts except such dent.- as a
>-x
Merrill-Tibbetts. In Rock and
Willey. Boston.
cepted by law from such discharge
>tor N. J., and
Dated this 17th day of December. A
Pascagoula, Miss, Dec 19. Old, Svh William 18, Benjamin S. Merrill of lie
Miss Frances M. Tibbetts of Rt cklsUd.
H Sumner, Williams, Laguayra.
his
Tor’ll
!
In
I’alermo.
Nickerson-McLawlin.
sch
GEORGE V\
\ NORTON
Sedgwick,
Gulfport, Miss, Dec 19. Ar,
Charles G. Nh kersontf Palermo
December
14,
mark
Saguav
Bankrupt
McLawlin >f dncdn.
Witness, M. A. FULLER.
Bangor, Dec 18- Sld, sch Charles W Alcot, and Miss Bernice
Simmons-Nash. In Belfast, De fen,ter 20,
New York; 21, sld, sch Andrew Nebnger, New j
by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Fh&rfes L. SimYork.
order of notce thereon
1
b th of BelCastine, Dec 17. Ar, sch Ameri an Team, mons and Miss Myrtle B. Nasi,
ok Maine, ss.
District
1BBI.
Co.
R
B
Brovn
South Amboy, with coal to
D
or.
On this 20tn day of December.
In Br> wer, December 9,
Searsport, Dec 18. Ar, stms Geo'ge Haw- } Smart-Pekkins.
the
Miss
and
of
Deiftiar
foregoing p< ition, it ;s
reading
ley, Norfolk; Mohawk, Boston; sch George E Arthur Pendleton Smartof 1
Ordered by the Court, hat a hearing be hac.
uckspor.
Klinck, Baltimore. 20, sld, barge D high Val- i Blanch Emery Perkins
Smith-Ai.len. In Belfa t, Decetiber 19, at upon the same on the 30th day of January, A.
ley No 702, Perth Amboy; stm Moh.wk, eastD.
1914. before said Court at Portland, in sail
Re/.
D
B.
Phelan,
the Methodist parsonage, b;
ward; 22, ar, barge Kahn Perth Araloy.
b *th of
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
Stockton, Dec 19. Sld, sch Georg* Church- Henry N. .Smith and Besve Allei,
notice thereof be published in The Kepublicar
! ...an, New York; 22, ar, stm Millinotket, New Brooklin.
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,
sch James Webster, Vnalhaver;
York;
sld,
22,
j
and that all known creditors, and other persons
i>ii n
23, stm George Hawley,
in interest, may appea- at the said time anc
Stonington, Me, Dec 19. Ar, schs Samuel B
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
j Hubbard, New York; sld, sch Annie R Lewis,
nber
CDra
21
B.
Bagley. In Troy, Dec*,
the prayer of said petitioner should not b»
I New York.
65
years.
Bag ley, aged
Eastport, Dec 20. Ar, sch Alaka, New, Crabtree In Northport. Dec mlvr 1 Mrs. granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court. That
York; Willis and Guy, do.
Eldora G. Crabtree, aged 64 years.
the Clefk shall semi 1 > mail to all Known credRockland, Me, Dec 22. Ar, schs l'arratine
Mrs.
»n Bluehi i, I> cei.berCunningham.
itors
copies of said petit * n and this order, ad! (new ) Stonington for New York; Aidrew NeSusan S. Cunningham, aged 72 y« ar? 11 n onths i dressed to them at their places of re. ieiice as
; binger, Stockton for do.
and 23 days.
stated.
FOREION PORTS.
Half
Witness the Honorable t i.aki-n*
Cunningham. In West V ashi gi n. I DecemPuerto Mexico, Dec 16, 6 p in. Slo stm Da- ber 10, Mrs. Clara Cunning am, <gt > ^>6 ears. Judge of the said Court, and the sea'. thereof,
Lthh
on
the
at Portland, in said District,
day o
kotan, Simmons, New York; 17, 10 p m, ar, 6 months ami 27 days.
1^
In Ban or, Dr end
Cunningham.
December, A. D. 1913.
stm Massapequa, Olson, New York; U, 11 a m, j
JAMES 1 HEWKY, Clerk.
Carrie L>., wife of James E Cunt in han aged
[L. s.]
ar, stm Oregonian, New York.
A true copv of petition ard order th*>u-on.
Salma Cruz, Dec 17, 6 a m. Sld, s.m Alas- 57 years.
Lizzie
In
December
JAMES b. HEW IA Clerk.
7,
Attest:
stm
Knight.
a
m
7
ar.
Searsmont,
San
kan, Hillman,
Diego; 18,
F., wife of Ariel B. Knigl t, ag* i 6 ye as, 10
Isthmian, Hall, San Francisco.
Bermuda, Dec 18. Ar at St Gei’ges, sch ] months and 23 days.
Knowlton. In Belfast, Decembe 20, Frank
Lewiston, Norfolk.
B. Knowlton, aged 79 years, 4 mon hs and 12

|
j

San Juan, P R, Dec 17.
Ar, scl Jacob M
Haskell, Philadelphia.
Wiggins, S C, Dec 19. Chi, scl Liz2ie D

j

sm

Dti 2lth, by
narks L Adams
Rev. Arthur A. Blair. Mr
of Self st.
and Miss Clara A. Bowen, bo
GRiNOl.ii-HLtchins. InNo1 iiamiton. Mass.,
Tom,
December IS, Joseph B. Gru le -f
In

?by'giving

In the matter <>f
George \\ Norton,
Bankrv pt

M A Hi; IE

Adams-Bowen.

'l’het

4$ I

13, to Mr.

r

|

goods

Bankrupt’s
-ml

j

deliver

not

40
5

BOIiN
In Rock laid. L
Jackson
and Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson.
W
Lane. In
interport, Dei
and Mrs.‘Ralph W Lure, a:
Wellman.
In Hope, D*>i
and Mrs. John Wellman, a di

~

\ W. A, Winchester, Prop,

5a5£

via

Toilet Waters,

ONLY ;

1.15
145

..

18,
Ar, schs K L l ay, Bangor
Portland, Garah L Davis, Ban;. >r, in tow.
30, ar, sch Augustus H Babcock, Mobile; sldsch S G Haskell, Norfolk.
Philadelphia. Dec t&. dia, sch En maS Lord,
New Orleans; I*, clu, sch
ary V Hall, St
Pendleton,
John, N B; 22 eld, sch Blanche
Calais; 23, ar, schs Frontenac, Bot-’n. Massascit> Rockland.
Newport News, Dec 17. Sld, sin James W
Paul, Jr, Portland.
Greeley,
Norfolk, Dec 19. Ar, sch Gen E
New Haven.
Wm E
sch
Brunswick, Ga, Dec 17. Ar.
Litchfield, Hutchinson, Darien.
Galveston, Dec 16. Ar, sch Horace A Stone.

•

WE SELL, FOR

i CASE!

1 10
5
4

>

adelphia
DoslO!!, Dec

\

;

y *RKET.

e.

Butter Salt, 1411’., L8a;:2 ('a
a!.
92 Or. >;
Corn,
-T «'*.!, k -os
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meat.
87 l’<
k.
j Cheese,
i Tor!
Cotton Seed,
1 >■'. Plant
Brina
P
N
Penoleton, Weymouth,
Sullivan;
S; j
Codfish. dry,
10 Rye
eal.
sld, schs Melbourn P Smith, Phila.U-lpnia; Pen- !
10 Shi
dleton Sisters, do; 22. ar, schs E sm A Bayies, j Cranberries,
C!ov
er Seed.
25f-27
Sup;.
D
Small, do; lzera, do; J R
Bangor; Lizzie
Flour.
5 75a7 25 Sal:.
I.,
Bodwell, Rockland via Warnham; v\ dliam H
H
2 60a2 75 swt. Pot; oes,
Seed,
Stockton;
Davenport, Long Cove; B I Haza
Wh.
15
Men,
Hurricane
Island
for
PhilClarence H Venner,

Perfumes,

i HU

8
42
50
10
9.00
2tjai>0
2
I2al3
20
5.0<>
3.50

'1
uri ?a

invite you to call
at the

i >

40a50

.;

1

and

I

lODDCER.
i0 00&14 00
10
14

L.

••

last week. I A PP»es,;>er ubl,1.50a2..f')
Hay,
7 Hides. 1
dried, per lb„
working in
2
7:
50a2
Beans,
pea,
Lamb,
ned home last
Beans, ’l. E., 2 50a2 75 Land .'' Jins
dosed Friday, Butter,
.8a32 Mutton 1
Isaac Rey- Beef, sides,
9al0 < )ats, 321b.,
OT'otaioel
dom with his Beet, forequarters,
Bar y, feu
>0 Rout
;l>g,
24 Straw. 1
Cheese,
Chicken.
ISTurkt .■
Gait S
18 Tallow. 1

SHIP NEWS.

Articles

I

BELFAST PRICE CIRRSET.
'orreeted Weekly for 1 h< Jc .rnal.

en

last week.

■

who

lay

....Addin Crockett, who has
Belgrade for several weeks, rei

family

since

with his
F. Hurd were

at

1

~~——.

Mr. and Mrs. A.

Mrs. Marlton

p|

Belfast, Maine

LIBERTY

AMERICAN

Soaps

t;

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL.

week_Liberty High school
for a recess of one went
nolds s^ent a few days in Fr

j

The

Muffs $5.00 Value $1.95

D

Toilet

Thus

j

burial of

I

[,',-ssible in that maelstrom of adventure, changfortunes

Waists $1.50 to $8.00

j night

of

last

|

years.

Your Doctor.

Regardless

Coats $ .95 to 45.00
Suits $3.85 to $27.50

:

first come, the best time to
break them up. On;standard remedy—

New York is the
guest of Mr. anU Mrs. Everett Staples, Church
street. She arrived Saturday to remain ur.til
lhe opening of the new year—now near at
lore nee

1804.

1

gave the
June, 50

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

|

born) Staples. To this most happy union four
children were given. The oldest was taken
away in infancy. Two sons and a daughter
grew to maturity, the older son marrying. To
j the great grief cf these devoted parents the
hand.
daughter, after a lingering, painful illness,
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert M. Dorr moved Dec, j
passed to a better world in June, 1895. Soon
,
18th from the residence of the late Capt. J,
the frail wife perceptibly weakened, sinking
French Hichborn, East Main street, into the
gradually despite the tenderest care, until in
home of the late Capt. Stephen Ellis, Church
j September, 1898, she joined the lamented
street.
daughter, Alina, in Heaven, our Home. Thus
Mr. Richard Goodere is at home on an eightstricken the bereaved husband found consolaat
day leave of absence from his naval post
tion in the unshaken faith of his Universalism,
Newport, R. I., to spend Christmas with hit
never doubting the all-goodness,
all-power,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton J. Goodere
all-wisdom and all-love of the God he worChurch street.
"Our
which art in Heaven.”
MlfeS i

Bartletf^

New Hamnton. N. H.. about

continuing

dell and was born in this town, January 26,
j
1828. An a young man of marked intellectual- j
and energy he
ity
a
of
joined
party
|
young
1 men starting for California in 1850, the
year |
following the discovery of gold. He remained
| two years in San Francisco and was among the
i few—the very few—w ho rePWtcd ali temptations of alcoholic drink, plunder or
vagrancy,
I
becoming one of the famous ‘‘Vigilance Com- !
| mittee”
which made living for honest people
;

ci

here from

opens,

j

others, i. s ever new and H s
~apt.
message is tc
shepher(j8 jjV€ ^ soms on her lawn.
too ne ar the*1* David W. Lo jtB importano
_j ii_
rr:._l
o_1_
allot Whom*' minds Oeen notea Diogh the phenomeleft Monday by early train for Exeter, cal lei
ir. Only dimly
ically in preyf the ifcapters.
there by the very critical condition of Mt
the contemporary Babe in the
Thomas
Titcomb’s brother, who is sick with pneumonia
waa
needJohn Haraden and Samuel French, ai.
Last week Mr. Titcomb visited this brothel
like them a housewright by trade, came1”0"1'1®1 returning Thursday.
erature.

dancing assembly

l

Lifetime

a

of Cost.

I When they

hour, at the close of

until 12

s

throughout

panies

_

of the second

danc-

1

j

verses

one

The

unbridled liberties.
Our Belfast expressman, Mr. Manter Dec- ? early the commanding strength of his morality 1
row, informs us that at this date, Dec. 22nd, j displayed itself. In 1852 he returned to his
j
the roads are in fine condition—as smooth as j native town, crossing the Isthmus of Panama
in
!
the
earliest
of
such
went
macadamized streets, and as hard:
travel
He
days
: out around Cape Horn in a sailing vessel comThere will be no meeting of the Ladies’ Aid
lhanded by Capt. Peleg Staples of this village.
Society of the Universalist parish this, ThursIn 1852 he married Miss Susah
Staples, daughday, afternoon because of Christmas comter of Mr. Enoch Staples and Sarah (Hichand celebrations
town.

of the crew, two were frrn
Massachusetts and two from Maine, All wen
and
nimble
men and sailing became, fo
yoti.g
once, a pleasure to the officers.
They coul<
har.g on and carry sail aP long as the stick;
would stand it, confident that they had met
who could spring into the rigging and shortei
sa1 when the need came.
In the twenty-twi
years that the Meyers has be< n ploughing th<
seas she has only been near her home
port one* s
—last year when she went to Stockton Springs
a point four miles from
Searsport, to load lum
her for Italy.
Like all deep-water men, Captain
Meyer
asks only to he given plenty of sea room, am
then let the weather be what it will, he under
takes to come through. "I’m not afraid o f
water,” says he, "what I am afraid of is lane
Let me take her off-shore two or three hun
dred miles, and then if a hurricane come
along, I snug her down and go below and tur;
in the same as you would in a house on shore
1 know she will be there when the hurrican
has passed over. Oh, I may lose a
spar or sc
but that is all.”
The vessel has every appearance of the mos t
painstaking up-keep, and with the preset!
care might be expected to weather the
gale 3
of another two decades.
Hut the square rig a f
her, and her American registry are item 5
which are fust disappearing from the
shippin
of the port.
She belongs to a chapter t
which, r.egiect and indifference have writte t

scripture
the first ten

which the

j ihg

naturalized American citizen* an<

Mr.

Thursday evening.

ing lessons occupy

j

Mr. and Mrs. Noble and family, Seaview
street, left last Friday to spend Christmas \
With relatives in fttrw Sweden and Oakfield,

men

lesson read

SPRINGS.

from Augusta Dec.
Crawford Treat
17th tot a brief Christmas visit with his
father, Alvah C. Treat, Church street,

On her last vnvaop tho horirnnlinr,
rather unique experience of
carrying an almost exclusively American crew. Of her three
officers, C aptain C. N. Meyers and his brothe:
are Maine men; the
cook, though a Cub; n bj
was a

last

I

came

«

of the six

|

ing begun

Jrf

Stock Must Be Closed at Once

..

Sleeping,

Staples,
early Monday fora shopping trip
returning by last train.
Mrs,

Me., iweniy-iwo years ago, when there were
Fill) four other vessels from that
port in tht
deep-water trade. Ait of them have gone tc
their last berths but this barkentine. She ha?
been wmujamming up and down the western
*
reans, carrying lumber to Italy and to the
Argentine, piecing up a rhartet where it was
to be
ad. an i a crew on much the Same prinIt n
evt"
r,frequently happens that the
,-*A'iE”ers ai>
bliged to accept a crew which
know- nothing of
manoeuvring a square-rigged vessel, "and then it’s lick them into shapt
tht best Way we can. The work has to bt
done, and they have to do it, that’s all.”

bii>b

Night

STOCKTON

reign-gi ug merchant navy.
>i>ei b Meyers w?as built in
Searsport

^

last

Obituary.
On the evening of December
Responsive Reading, Fortieth Selection.
Vincent ! 12th one of Stockton’s most prominent citiAnthem, There were Shepherds,
Scripture Lesson.
zens» Air. Samuel Allen Rendell, passed away
Anthem, Like Silver Lamps,
Barnby after a somewhat prolonged illness from a
Announcements.
Collection.
heart and kidney trouble, incident to advanced
I
Prayer.
Mr. Rendell was the youngest of the
Bartlett I age
Anthem, The Heralds of a King,
of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Renlamily
j

I.

jp-

son

sons

j

The Searsport Bark Mabel I. Meyers
Boston Transcript of Dec. 20th had an excellent half-tone of the barkentine Mabel I
Meyers on the railway, with the following ac-

flourishing

Stockton sends

scattered

o’clock. An opportunity for instrucShute and Mr. McElhinev, organist and choris- j tion :n the intricacies, of the Terpsichorean
ter, for this evening of delightful music; also art, not offered for a long time before in our
to Miss Cleaves for the pleasing decoration.
village. Many will enjoy this “education of
j the feet," as one youthful pupil expressed it
The program was as follow’s;
to his friends.
is
the
Gilbert !

was on

The

<

Christinas Greetings to her
and daughters, wishing that,
figuratively, a bay berry dip may burn in each
one's home, since the old legend reads:

The

Holmes,
Sawyer,
Wight, Mr. V.cElhiny, Mr. Buck, bass. Appreciation is extended to the choir, to Mr, Buck
from the Harbor and Prof. Wight of Bethel,
who assisted the regular members, to Miss

number of years of Bears:

count of this well known

stoop beneath their burden?

Spend Much

See the Bargains

T. N. Pearson, superintendent of MorSunday school, has been presented with a
fine willow rocking chair by the school. Geo.
Rose made the presentation speech in behalf
of the school, and the gift was gracefully accepted by the doctor. Later the school was
.presented with two fine steel engravings,
framed, by an unknown giver. The same per-

..

Invitations have been received by friends ir
town to the wedding of Raleigh Whittier anc
Miss Jessie L uise Spaulding of Pittsfield
which will lake place in the Universalisl
church, Pittsfield, Jan 1st.
It will be followed by a reception. The- groom is the son
of Conductor and Mrs. James Whittier ol
when Mr. \\ hittier

To

Dr.

Royal Baking Powder is indispensable
making finest and most economical food.

Christ, who pities them was once a child with
strength no greater than theirs. Let the
thought of Him fill our hearts too full ol

the winter.

Steamer

TOO

school, for the use of the church,
large Bibles. Seventy-six scholars and teachers were present.
Saturday afternoon was a '‘red letter” time for the prilove to let this wrong go on. The angel’s
“A Bayberry candle, lighted at Christmas,
mary class, Mrs. Lilia Pearson, teacher. A
Burned to the socket.
It was
Christmas tree was erected in the church
song was a message to humanity.
back to the household,
Brings
a
The natural
uay of bitter class strife.
vestry and just loaded with beautiful things
Food to the larder
audience for the heavenly host would have
desired by children arui a nice treat of popAnd gold to the pocket."
j
been Herod and the palace officials or the
Master Albion P. Goodhue, Middle street, corn, candy and cocoa was prepared for them.
; With
priests at the Temple. Instead, humble shep- suffered an
music, games and Christmas stories the
annoying ill-turn last weeK, but
|
herds on the hills of Bethlehem are chosen to
time was pleasantly and
profitably spent.
under treatment from Dr. G. A. Stevens has
hear the song. For the Royal Babe there was
children and 25 parents were presHis numerous Forty-five
recuperated considerably.
no jeweled cradle—nor even “room in the inn.”
friends are hoping to soon see him “up tow’n” ent. ...Two neighborhood birthday parties
It was by no accident of circumstance that the
were given last week, one to Mrs. Helen Mears
again. Master Goodhue has the distinction of
Prince of Peace was the Child of strangers,
and one to Mrs. Elzira Jackson. At the forbeing the oldest man in Stockton. He passed
The evening was
sheltered for the night in a cave. For thirty- the 90th
mer there were 19 present
anniversary of his birth last July.
three years He lived the humble life of a
in playing games, followed by a fine
passed
Mrs. Julia (Staples) Treat came from Newtreat of ice cream, cake and candy. There
working man that no man might be too lowly
tonville, Mass., Dec. 16th, to ac;ompany her
to call Him “brother.” The Christmas message
were 20 present at Mrs. Jackson’s, and the
Mrs. Sara^i S. Snell, to Malden, Mass
sister,
is personal. “Unto you is born this day a
treat consisted of sandwiched crackers, cake,
where she intends spending the winter as
Saviour.” Perfectly He reveals God to man,
oranges and coffee... Delbert Paul and his
usual with her son, Mr. Clifton Snell.
They daughter Annie attended the State Grange in
and as perfectly He reconciles man to God.
Is
were delayed in
last
leaving
Saturday by Mrs* Bangor last week-Ernest
there .not a modern application of the conHiggins made a
Snell haying an ill-turn, which necessitated
ditions of society at the time of His coming?
short visit to Boston last week_Gracie,
her keeping quiet. She is suffering from a bad
Virtue in public office was ridiculed.
Men
Joanna and Hugh Simmons arrived last week
heart trouble.
ashamed to beg, yet unwilling to work, were
to spend Christmas with their mother, Mrs.
Invitations to the marriage of Mr. Joe War- Annie Simmons-Miss
living upon government appropriations. W hereEllaGreely of Liberty
ren Gerriiy of Boston were received in town
on does this differ from present day graft?
was the guest last week of her cousin, Mrs. G.
Childhood was neglected, man depraved, slav.
Monday. Mr. Gerrity has been in Stockton a W. Dow-The Morrill High school is taking
good deal as the guest of his aunt and husband, a vacation during the Christmas days-We
ery the custom. Have we not white slaves?
Marriage was a farce. What of the divorces Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street. were glad to see F. A Gray out to Sunday
in Maine alone? Surely we need this Saviour. He is to wed Miss Florence M. McKee of school and church last Sunday- He is still a
“Peace on earth,” sang the angels. Until that Grand Rapids, Michigan, and the ceremony sufferer from his accident of several weeks
day the only song had been the battle cry. will take place at the Westminister Presby- ago-George Erskine is yet under the doc
Peace between man, between nation and nation, terian Church in that city at 8 p. m Jan. o h. tor’s care. Charles Brown is slowly improving.
was unknown.
Mrs. Frank W'entworth is in Portland tp
Today the realization of peace
Mrs. Priscilla R. Shelton of East Milton,
is nearer than it has ever been before. "Good
be treated for her eyes at the Infirmary....
Mass., wishes to inform the many friends and
will to men,” ran the refrain. The Christian
Prof. Wight has a class of about 3 in singing
acquaintances of her sister, Mrs, Jennie (RichBabe reaches down the ages to heal the wounds
which meets at the church vestry each Monardson) Staples, that she is in very poor
of strife.
All this is “The saying which was
health, and her doctor does not seem encour- day evening.
told them concerning the Child.” At the Sunaged by her present condition. She is with
Church members, pay off your church mortday night service the cantata, “The Adora- her niece, Mrs. Grace
Martin, in Somerville, !
tion,’ composed by G. B Nevin, was rendered where
gage. Join the Christmas Club.—Waldo Trust
I
every possible attention is given her.
Company, Belfast.
by the following choir: Miss Harriet Roulstone, Mrs. Staples can write
very little herself.
Mrs. Colcord, Mrs.
Renfrew Wilson, Miss
R. M. Dorr is conducting a course of assemCleaves.soprano; Mrs. Adams,M»*s. Smith, Mrs.
i biies and a dancing class in Denslow Hall, havalto; Dr. F. K.
tenor; Prof.
to

ones

summe
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MORRILL.
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was

who
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rill

Miss

Methodist church

|

Iree from alum, and of absolute
purity and wholesomeness.

Miss

The

j

highest leavening efficiency,

;i

street.

holiday

misrepresentation by

!|
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CONGRESS,
BICYCLE and
PICKET

1

Philadelphia^

|

We carry everything
You need in

^STAPLE

and FANCY

GROCERIES,

j

days.

CONFECTIONERY,

Longfellow.

FRUIT, NUTS,
CIGARS and
TOBACCO

Quickly

When you feel irritable, tired and <espondnervous
twtchings.
when you have
stomspecks before the eyes, headaches, soir in
the
and
pain
heartburn,
indigestion
ach,
colon and bowels—you suffer from indfestion,
chief
into
which soon develops
dyspepsia—tie
cause of nerve exhaustion—you need Mi-o-na
ent

II Howes <£Co.
Groceries, Drugs,
and Medicines.

Systm—ImNecessary—Try M-o-na.

Shatters the Nervous

mediate Action

at

—

one 3.

Mi-o-na is not a cure-all. but a tuentinc
remedy that surely ends stomach mi fry. It
builds up and strengthens the stomah walls
and glands, improves quickly the dfestive
system. Then the vital force and nervesnergy
is restored, imparting strength and goo*spirits
to t he discouraged, run-down and weak
Do not suffer another day. Get a fi ar cent
box of Mi-o-na Tablet* at A. A. Howetft Co’s.

In

Mac

ias,

l)ecmb

r

16,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

j

Henry \\ ilson, of Waldo, in tht
William Longfellow, aged 84 years.2 n onths
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
Perkins. In South Penobscot, Decern! er 21,. |
his mortgage Jeefl dated the twenty-eighth
Capt. Abram Perkins, aged 85 years
day of May, ,907, and recorded in the Registry
SWAN. In Bangor, Dec mber 16, Sylvia M.,
of Deeds, in the County of Waldo, in Book 279,
widow of Nathan T. Swan, aged 91 years, 11
Page 496, conveyed to me t e undersigned, a
months and 21 days.
certain parcel of real estate situated in said
Thombs. In Bangor, December 4, Eugene
Waldo, in said County of Waldo, described as
Thombs of Castine, aged 55 years.
follows, to wit; "A certain lot or parcel of
Thurlow. In Rockland, December 19, Edland situate in said Waldo and being lot No. 12.
ward W. Thurlow, aged 7> years ant 8 months.
in said Town of Waldo, and the same premises
Varnham. In Orland, December 6 Mrs Harconveyed by John B. Logan to Charles L
riet M. Varnham, aged 78 years
Bicknell and Joseph E. Ellis, by his deed dated
In Camden, December 17, December
Wadsworth.
17, 1996, and recorded in Waldi
Arthur
wife
of
Wadsworth.
Addie,
County Registry of Deeds, in Book 286, Page
UC, and the same conveyed to me this day by
the said Charles E. Bicknell and Joseph I
made
Ellis, to which deeds reference is hereby

Wanted!

for

j

WANTfcD to learn the aut business
our garage and prepare to fit poeiticna |
for the winter. Write ai once stating age.
MAINE AUTO CO.
2moG0
Tajtor St. Garage, Portland, Me I

MENin

/

i

WHEREAS

L

a more

particular description

of said prem-

said mortises;” and whereas the condition of
therefore, by reagage has been broken, now
condition
of
the
thereof I
son of the breach
claim a foreclosure of said me

CHARLES
November 28, 1913.
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